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Informahon, ,is a critical element in makiing, decisions. For career related
decisions, the information must encompaeh. multiple perspectives,. come
from many sources, and be 'easily accessible and retrievable. The Ap-
palachia :Educational: LaboratOry, in developing the Career Information
System (pis), has built a comprehensive organization and Anagement
system fior career information resources. The CIS allows students to ex-
plOre themselves in relation to the world of work. By using the WOrker Trait
Group approich, based upon the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Fourth
Edition, published by the U.S. Department of Labor, multiple inputt can be
used to explore work and leisure situations and relate these to high school
course! selection and to career Choices.

The/ Career Information Systeni goes beyond orgariiiing multiple
resources. about occupations, by incorporating inforMation on experiential
learning, community resoUrces,.education, training,.and placement which
are critical for inforrned career -planning. As an open ended, system with
unlimi d.growth potentiar'anslroonsiderable flexibility, it is a unique cur-
rIcu tool for career exploration. Although the Career Information
Sy em is a manutil system, it'scomponents can be easily adaPted to a
coMputer mode of storage and retrieval. The use of the CIS is not limite4to
secondary school students. It can be used by any age group in almost any
setting.

The Appalachia Educational Laboratory has orchestrated a unique work-,

ing relationship with-the National Institute of. Education, the U.S. Depart-
rnent of Labor, educational representatives from regional, state, and local
110,./els; and the McKnight Publishing Company which is culminated try the
pUblication of the Career Information System. The system is a component
of the Career Decision-Making Program developed by the Appalachia
Educational Laboratory. The Career Information System can be a hub
around which the other components of the Career Decision-Making Pro-
gram and a school's bioader educational program can revolve. The CIS is a
Systerh which facilitates the: teaching of career exploistion, career
decision-making, and career planning to secondary school. students. The
Potential of,this system is unlimited. The Career InformatiOn System will be
an important/addition to the educational programs in our schools..

FOREWORD

Corinne H. Rieder
Associate Director
Education and Work Group
National Institute of Education
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The has betri an increasing emphasis placed' upon the organization of
career information resources: Many shoos have set up career resource
centers or have identified a specific in which" to place available
resources.Organizing the resourCdS,rintb one location.facilitatO their use
Although this physical organiiatiOn is Important, career information
resources must be organized so that occupational\ information is linked to
the access variables, such as intereSts and aPtitudes,. used to help
students develop an Understanding of Self, In addition, they need to. be
organized so that all resources relating to each occupation may be easily
identified. this Career Information System (CIS) is an organizational struc-
ture forfacilitating career exploratiOn.,

The CIS is based upon the WOr Trait'GroUp structure of the DiCtionary
of Occupational Titles, 4th Edition, career information resources and ac-
cess variables wire both indexed to.t = related Worker. Trait Groups. ThUs,
the Worker Trait Groups provide a sy-tem for linking access variables and
career information' resources. .

Th.e C eer Information System I inkS the access variables and career
'informatio esources to curriculum pportUnitieS. This linkage facilitates
'students' iden ication of courses th °y mi t take" for occupational ex-
Ploration or skill development. In additi n, th linking of.courses to docupa-
tional information facilitates teachers' u ation of .resources as part of
course experiences. This can helostudents seethe relevance of education
to their future role as workers.
The, Career Information Syttem is an Open-ended system. It provides a
structure with ROtential for moving from the typiCal print/audiovisual oc-
curAtional information, which makes up most of the resources included in
present systems, to including experiential inforrnation, education and train-
ing prOgrams available, and job oppOrtunities. As components of students'
occupational exploration, opportunities .for education,' training, and ern-
ployment need to be associated with the Worker.Trait GroUpa or occupa-
tionS being explored to provide the basic information needed for decisiori-,
making. Other systems and materials are linked to: the Career Information.
System by indexing procedures. thus; multiple systems are. reduced to a
single system which eliminates many of the usage problems for students,
teachers, and counselors. 1.

This Career Information System ProfesSional Manual provides detailed .

information on setting up the system and utilizing the related access .

materials. Thesystem can proVide thecommon element unifying the career
exploration. cfpportunities of students through guidance; counseling, and
instructional services. ..,

David W. Winefordner
("Director
k Division of. Career Guidance
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
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INTRODUCTION

Career exploration requires the integration of
two processes: self-exploration and occupational
exploration.. The. inforriiation TieCessary for self-
exploration residesAn the indixiidual students and
their interactions with the world around them. Oc-
cupational information,/on the other hand, is not
so readily obtained. Although there is a wealth of
occupational information in varying forms (print,
audiovisual, experiential) and directed to varying
levels (awareness, orientation, exploration, prepa-
ration, placement), it is rgrely available for easy
and meaningful use.

The Career Information System (CIS), a major
component of the Career Decision-Making Pro-
gram, developed by the Appalachia. Educational
Laboratory, provides a structure within which in-
dividuals can integrate the processes of self-
exploration and occupational exploration. The
system can incorporate all forms of occupational
information which can be reached through in-
dividuals' interests and abilities.

Implementation of the CIS involves two major
functions: (1) installation and mainienance, and (2)
utilization. The Career Information System Profes-
sional Manual is designed to guide teachers,
counselors, and other prof6ssionals in the perfor-
mance of these functions.

The first section of the manual provides an over-
vievv of the. Career Information System. The sec-
ond section contains detailed instructions for in-
stalling and maintaining the CIS a variety of set-
tings. The third section provides utilization guides
for the CIS materials.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the CIS is
that it is not static, and Can be used more than
once by any individual. The system is designed for
easy updating. The access routes to the 6ystern's
information provide for exploration at varying
levels of interest and sophistication. Thus, it is
responsive to, changes in individuals and the
world of work, providing meaningful information
to individuals throughout theit career develop-
ment.

vii



CAREER INFORMATION cupational briefs from commercial publishers,
two or three bound occupational information

SYSTEM OVER VIEW publications, such as the Occupational Outlook
Handbook published by the U.S. Department of
Labor, and a few audiovisual materials. Although

One of the most essential elements in any these resources may be considered limited in rela-
career guidance program is information resources. tion to what is needed, they do form a basic
Without appropriate and adequate resources, source from which a total system can be
students may be limited in their exploration which. developed. In addition to printed and audiovisual
affects their career decision-making. Therefore, resources, a variety of other resources needs to
the identification and organization of career infor- be incorporated into the system. These include
mation resources are Vital to/the success of any education/training, job "opportunity /placement,
Career guidance progratty_ and "experiential" information.

It is recognized 'that it is to build a . The second step is to organize the career infor-
"total" system contdining3nformation about all of mation resources. The physical location of
the thousands of different occupations. If such in- resources represents one dimension of organize-
formation were -available, it would be impossible tion. Many schools have established career'
for students Io explore all occupations. Therefore, rThoe urce centers or have identified a specific
the critical tasks in setting up, maintaining, and location for housing these resources. A second
expanding career information systems are (1) the dimension of organization relates to resource
identification of information resources represen- .utilization. Resources need to be organized
tative of employment opportunities and prepara- v(indexed) so that all resources relevant to each oc-
tion programs, and (2) establishing personalized cupation can be easily identified. In addition, the
access strategies. resources need to be ,orgalized by a group or

The CareerInformation System (CIS), developed clustering structure. This structure must facilitate
by the Appalachia Educational Laboratory, ad- locating 'materials on some other basis than oc-
dresses three of the following four problem areas cupational titles, namely,4 the access variables
encountered by most'career information-systems: commonly, used in Most career guidance pro- _

(1) identification of all available resources, (2) grams such as interests and aptitudes. Thus, all
organization and management of resources; (3) 4. information resources are identified to occupa
utilization and access of resources and (4) Oa-gani-, tions and further linked to the systems grouping`
zation of the activities used to locate inform tion. structure through indexing and filing procedures,
The CIS does not address the-problem of identify- The third step is to identify appropriate
ing all available resources since this is unique to materials and access variables which, cVn con-
each school setting or institution. tribute to an individual's understanding of self and'

the world of work. This understanding can help anThe fitst step in initiating or evaluating a
school's-career information system is to analyze individual identify related grobps and occupations
the existing resources. Typical resources are oc as well as training and placement information.

- The fourth step 'is to develop a program and
tivities which Oncorporate the access' variables,
and . materials. These access Variabres anti
materials provide. individualized career explore-
tion experiences for students. However? these
materials do not make up a total career guidance
program. Other important dimensions,' such as,
goals, values, and decision-making,'need tube in-
cluded.to provide the basic knoWledge and skills
needed for career exproration and decision
making.

Career Information SysterniModeI

As the Career infonfeation System was 'being
designed, the most crucial decision Was the
selection of ,(1) the grouping, "structure to be used
in organizing resotirces,.. and ,(2) the eccess
variables which could be appropriately linked to
the groups. There-are.Several tykes of clustering
structures. Some orthe most common ways ofera
grouping occupations are by products or services
provided, processes or materials used, type of
work. performed, industry 'designations, and
worker qualifications. Since meaningful career ex-



ploration should focus upon the indiv-idual,it was
decided that the most appropriate clustering
system was the one based upon worker qualifica-
lions. This clustering structure is one 9f the oc-
cupational classification systems developed by
theU.S. Department of Labor and included as part
of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, third Edi-
tion, 1965. this system, the Worker Trait Group Ar
rangement, consists of homogeneous clusters of
occupations requiring similar . worker charact-
eristics. Access variables such as interests and
aptitudes can be appropriately linked to worker
characteristics, since they provide a personal

dimension to the world of. work. Therefore, the
Worker Trait Groups were selected as the group-
ing structure of the Career Information System.
The Worker Trait Group structure of the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles, Third Edition, was used to
develop and field test the CIS; The Worker Trait
Group structure of the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, Fourth Edition, was ased to revise and
publish the CIS.

As a basis for addressingihe four problems and
the four steps discussed previously, the following

. conceptual model for the Career. Information
System was designed.

CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM MODEL

Organization and Management SystemCareer Guidance Materials

Courses/Units/
Modules Access Variables

Post Secondary
and

Adult

Secondary
School

Junior High
School
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Educational Aspirations

C.areer Information Resources
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. File
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Training
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Education
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Technical
,Education

Programs

College
Fields of
Study.
Majors.

Job
Market

Information

Census
Data

Core/
High
Employment
Occupations

In the right-hand column of the model, under
the heading "Career Information Resources,"
three types of information are identified with il-
lustrations of materials or information. Each of,
these resources may be related to a specific oc-
cation or to a Worker Trait Group. As these
resources are identified and included in the CIS,
an emphasis should be placed upon local oppor-
tunities and information. State, regional, and na-
tional information. also needs to be included
because of the high degree of mobility of, the
populatiort. A priority should be placed upon in-
cluding information "related to the degree of op-
portunity. A "core" set of occupations has, been
identified and included in selected guides,and (n-
dexes of the Career Information System. This set
of occupations includes the major 'national
employment opportunties has well as thOse oc-

cupations found in common career information
resources. . .

In the middle column of the model, under_the.
heading "Organization arid Management System,"
note that the Worker Trait Groups label is shown
in a circle and in the center of the column. This cir-
cle symbolizes the Worker Trait Groups as the
"hub" of the system. All career information
resources that can be linked with an occupation
or a Worker Trait Group are placed into the CIS
through filing and/or indexing procedures. In addi-
tion to career information resources, other
systems or Cccupationarclusters may be linked to
the Worker Trait Groups through indexing 'pro-
cedures.. Thus, the Worker Trait Groups form a
common grouping structure to which all resources
are linked and other systems can be tied.

In the left hand column of the model, under the

If
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heading-"Career Guidance Materials," is a listing
of some of the common access variables used in
school guidance programs to help students
develop an understanding of self and the world of
work. A general problem with existing access
'materials is that they are tied to different grouping/ structures of the world of work, i.e., an interest in-
ventory tied to one set of occupational scales and
an aptitude test reporting scores related to other
clusters. In the Career Information System, all ac
cess variable elements are indexed to the related
Worker. Trait Groups to eliminate this problem. For
example, mathematics, as an element of the
school subject variable, is linked to Worker Trait
Groups utilizing mathematical knowledge and
skills. The worker characteristics\adsociated with
the Worker Trait Groups have 'teen used to
develop CIS access materials.

The box located to the lest of the Worker Trait
Group "hub" in the middle column of the model
contains a listing of techniques that can be used
to link Worker. Trait Groups to one or more
variables. Single elements of a variable can be
linked to the Worker Trait Groups through an in-
dexing procedure. An index has been developed
for each of these access variables included in the'
Career Information System. Two of the three
techniques listed to link Worker Trait Groups to
multivariables are manual techpiques. The Career
Information System was developed as a manual'
system to eliminate high, costs and limited,
availability of .computers. Although the computer
system was not developed, the CIS manual
system, may be easily adapted to computerization.

As part of the career guidance materials, units
and modules have been developed for each of the
CIS access variables. The module and unit
materials include sound filmstrips to present
basic concepts .related to each access variable:;
and activities to provide students with an oppor-
tunity to relate experiences to occupational ex-
ploration. In addition to the units and modules, a
semester 'cours'e encompassing 15 curriculum"
units, has been developed for secondary school
use..

'Although the initial CIS materials were
developed for use at the secondary school level,
they may'also be used with adults and post secon-.
dary students.

Planning the System rnstallation

One, of the most important aspects of im-
plementing the Career Information System is
preplanning: The model may be used to evaluate

%present resources, guidance materials, and
systerh structure.

The primary installation decision that needs to
be made relates to the organization of the caree,r
information resources.°If the grouping structure in
the school's system is being effectively used with
guidance or curriculum activities or materials, the
decision may be made to keep that structure and

link the Worker Trait Group structure of the Career
InfOrmation System through an indexing Pro-
cedure. The section entitled "Career Information
System File Plan" of this manual contains, step-
by-step instructions on how to' adapt the CIS to
Other filing systems. Adaptihg the Worker /,Trait
Group structure of the Career Information Systeni
to an existing system permits, the best of both
-systems to be utilized, thUS increasing the overall
system's effectiveness.

Another major decision relates to the amount .of
access variables and related career guidance
materials.tti be used. If most of these materials
and access variables are planned to be used with
any one group of students, then the Exploring'
Career Decision-Making text, used as a semester
course meeting five periods a week, should 'be
considered. This book is available from McKnight,
Publishing Company. If :the time available is ,
limited and planned activities are more related to'
exploratory experiences, then the Individualized
Activities for Career Exploration (iACE) booklet
which is designed for a five- to nine-week session
should be' considered. Other CIS materials,
through a unit/module design, may be used in-
dependently on a short-term basis. The IACE
4csoklet and, the other CIS, materials are also
available from McKnight Publishing Cpmpany.

As part of the preplanning, the. user Should
become familiar with all -of .the CIS materials, and
debide which materials best meethe time and ac-
tivity requirements, .Pilot activities conducted
with a few students should -6e considered to ac-
quaint the teacher/counselor with, the materials
and process as Well as to test the sySterh's OPera-

1tion.
The location of the Career Inforpation System

shOUld also be considered in preplanning. If
...-Pdssible, space should be:provided' to place all

pat-der information resources); into one location.
COnsider a spaciout Iota ion near student traffic
patterns to provide ea access and use for
students. The Career ,Resource Centei'.approach
should be . corisidered. If possible, the CIS
Materials should be near the counseling' offices /
and near facilities where*. audiovisual materials,
can be shown and group guidance activities con-
ducted. 1:

Personnel decisionslalso need to be made. The
responsibility of the Care'ei- Information System
must .be assigned to one staff, member. Effective
installation, operation, maintenance, and expan- .

/sioni of th'e system are dependent ,upOn career
resource information being considered as 'a vital
part of the school's career guidance and cur-
riculum programs. Without this recognition and
responsibility asSignment, the CIS cannot reach
itspotential.

A planning committee comprised of members
from the administration, faculty, and student body
may be formed to help develop the planning of the
Career Information System's installation and

1 3



utilization. This committee could serve two pur- expanded further to include the experiential infor-
poses (1) provide input on.how the CIS can' best mation resources found in the school and .com-
meet the needs of curriculum and guidanc.e and munity. Without these experiential resources, the
(2) provide an avenue of communication back to. Career Information System Ps limited.
the groups represented by the committee The initial work in setting up the basic system
members. After the installation of the CIS, the requires personnel time for codifigosetting
committee might be terminated or kept, as an ad- files, recording, and cataloging, This clerical func-
visory committee for the operation and expansion tion may be performed by interested students, a
of the CIS. = business education class, or other student body

service groups..
Soling Up the System Thesection entitled "Career' Information

. Rather than starting on a large scale and setting
System .File Plan" of this manual contains de-

up the system.
up the total system, it is recommended to install. tailed instructions on how to set

the basic syst9m Ws asc systemfirst. The basic inclUdes Using The System
unbound occupational briefs stored in vertical
files (and bound occupational information One ofifthe Ntor strengths of the Career Infor-
references such as the Occupation Outlook Hand- mation Systbm is its utility for providing access to
book published by the U.S. Department of Labor, career information in. a variety of ways which
and the Encyclopedia of Careers, published by facilitate personalized career exploration. Aware
Ferguson Publishing- Company, which have ness and understanding of ' personal qualities
already been indexed to the Worker Trait Groups. such as aptitudes, vocational interests, leisure
The basic system can be used to pilot activities time. activities, hobbies, and preferences for a
for familiarizing' students and ,staff with the variety of things including- school subjects are
systems structure and operation. critical elements in career.exploration. These per-

Once this basic ?system is, set up, it may be ex- sonal characteristics, when liniced-to the world of
panded to includeLthe other resources such as work through Worker Trait Groups, provide a.-
books and audiovisual materials. Then, it may be- means of career exploration.

144,
/le 4 s.
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The CIS has been designed for use with dif- Summary,
ferent groups and in a variety of settings. Tne sec- .

tion entitled "Career Information 'System Utiliza-
tion Guides" of this manual contains detailed in-
str ctions on the use of the CIS materials in a
gr. up guidance setting. Independent learning sta-
ti ns Within the facility housing the Career Infor-
mation System may be established for individual
uSe.,The CIS materials are set up so that students
r/lay locate and use them with minimal assistance ;.

Oowever, a staff member 'heeds 'to schedule the
use of experiential resources.

-a

As your school, local, state, and federal agen-
cies, and curriculum developmental groups
develop new access materials, these should be in-
'tegrated into the Career Information System File
Plan and Utilization Guides. The flexibility pro-
vided by the notebook format of the Career Infor-
;nation System Protessional Manual facilitates
the physicalintegration Of new materials. The CIS
has been developed as an open-ended system to
allow the addition of such new access materials.

13
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INTRODUCTION

The Career Information System File Plan is a description of the CIS
organization and management procedures. The 12 Career Areas and
GG Worker Trait Groups (WTG). used to organize.and index career in-'
formation resources in the CIS are, based upon the Area - Group struc-
ture of' the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), Fourth. Edition.

ProCedures are given in -thiS File Plan for installing, operating, and,
maintainOng the CIS. These procedures are described and illustrated in
detail. Installation of .the CIS is divided into two segments. The first
stage is the development of the basic system: The basic system is
deSigned for organizing unbound, materials containing information
about a single occupation. In addition, the basic sy.stern also contains
Worker Trait Group, indexes to two common occupational references,
the Occupational Outlook Handbook and, the Encyclopedia of Careers.

The second stage of the CIS development involves adding other
,icareer information resources such as books and audiovisual,

materials, as well as experienoe resources. The expansion of the CIS
is tailored to fit the resourdes'available to a school.

In addAtion, this File Plan contains propedures for adapting existing
filing systems to the Worker Trait Group structure. These-procedures
are designed, to permit other filing systems already in- operation to
continue, but be adapted to the CIS through indexing .to the Worker
Trait Groups..

Most of the materials needed to install the4CIS are furnished as part
of the CIS package published by McKnight PUblishing Company. Addi-
tional materials needed are listed in the procedures as well as in At-
tachment A of this manual. Those materials which must be obtained
from another source are indicated by an asterisk.

I KEEP TRACK
OF ALL THE
PIECES OF
INFORMATION.

1 5
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INSTALLING THE
BASIC SYSTEM

The WorkerTraltrQroup (WTG) filing and index-
ing system is to:YaccOmmodate a wide
range of career information 'resources. However,
initial installation of this system,. focuses on
developing a bask' system- which is designed to,
accommodate single-job unbound materials:

ese materials, such- as briefs and pamphlets,
are assigned to one Worker Trait Group and filed
accordingly. Other types of, career information
-resources cannot be physically filed or, contain oc
cupational descriptions for more than one Worker
Trait Group. These types of resources are used to
expand the system once it has been established.'

The basic systern is composed of three
physical components and uses four procedures
for processing single-job unbound materials.

Physical Components Processing Procedures
G. File Content Notebook Coding

Alphabetical Card File Recording
WTG-Vertical File - Cataloging

Filing

Preparing the Physical Components

File Content Notebook
The File Content Notebook is a. looseleaf

notebook. It is used as a Worker Trait Group index
to all DOT Main Titles of materials stored in the:
WTG Vertical File. The notebook has .a dividefor
each of the 12 Career Areas and 66 Worker Trait
Groups. As materials are processed into the
system, the DOT Main Titles are entered on
preprinted forms behind the appropriate WTG
divider. A tally mark is made to show how many
pieces of,information are in the file for a particular
DOT Main Titles

Materials provided for setting up the File COn-
, tent Notebook are:

Three-ring notebook

12 divilers for Career Areas

66 dividers for Worker Trait Groups

Printed notebook forms

Area Worker Trait Grotip List (Attachment B
of this manual)

The File Content Notebook is developed by us-
.'ing the following procedures:

1. Prepare a notebook form for each of the 66
Worker Trait Groups, obtaining the necessary
information from the Area Worker Trait
Group List (Attachment B of this manual). Fill
out the appropriate blanks onthe top margin of
the form as, shown in the following illustration.

ecitzuluzat

Vertical
File

Pieces

.0-

DOT AREPriTITLE

Alternate
File

Code

Supplementary
Code

/

DOT MAIN TITLE Dot Code

.....,' ..1

... e
.e N.

.0. .......-

When a WTG rn, has been completely filled
with jobtitle entries, an additional form should be
prepared. The additional forms should have a page;
number designation placed under the Area
WTG number as in the following example:

05.01
AREA NUMBER

P4ge

.2. Insert the prepared forms behind the a
propriate Area WTG dividers.

16 %
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Alphabetical Card File
The Alphabetical Card File is an index for all oc-

cupational titles processed into the system. It has
'. two types of entry cards: DOT Main. Title cards and
Alternate Title cards.

Materials used to develop the Alphabetical Card
File are:

.*Card File (standard or rotary)

*Alphabetic Divisions

Cards (3" x.5")

preprinted Main Title cards.

*blank Alternate Title cards

Preprinted cards are used for the DOT Main
Titles. These are the primary entry cards used to
designate the Worker Trait GrouRto which a DOT
Main Title belongs. In addition, they shOw other
pertinent information, as -illustrated in the follow-
ing sample.

DOT MAIN TITLE

DOT CODE: ALTERNATE FILE CODE:

WTG FILE OOH: EOC

SUPPLEMENTARY CODES:

AREAWIGN

REFERENCES:

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES

0 S(
Alternate Title cards are secondary entry cards.

Ar Alternate Title is an informal name by which an
occupation is known in various sections of the
'country. These titles are frequently used on oc-
cupational infohnation. Alternate Title cards are
used as cross references to the DOT Main Titles.
,Blank cardsare used for Alternate Title cards and. -
should be filled out using a standard format as in
the following example.
It is not necessary to place any other information

V"

10

Aite/ozak -rate.
A- Do-r-istatin .1)me-

I

0.

on the Alternate Title card. tliers of the system
are refer to the POT Main Title card for corn-.
plete- information.

The Alphabetical Card File is developed as
materials are procesded into the system. Further
instructions for filling out both the Alternate and
DOT Main Title cards are listed under "Cataloging
Single-Job Unbound Materials," page 13. After the
cards are completed; they are filed in alphabetical -
order.
o

ALAI, air&
AlanafAr

1
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WTG ViirtItai File
The WTG Vertical _File is uSed to store single-

jab unbound' rnatertalS;:aftetthey have been 'pro-
cesseci by coding,'recordiribl, and cataloging. This
file. contains. 12 Career Area dividers and 66
Worker..,Z,rait Group ,d)viders. After a 'piece of
material is processed, it is filed behind the' ap-
propriate Area = WTG divider. _

Materials used to develop the WTG Vertical File
are:

1

"Standard vertical filing cabinet (two or four
drawers)

*File drawer la,bels

*78 file dividers (3 cut, metal tabs)

Labels for dividers (Attachment B)

The WTG Vertical File is prepared in the foll'9wie,Ig
sequence:

1. Lat561 the file dividers, using the prepared
labels included. in Attachment B. Cut the lab6ls
and insert them in the tabs'of the file dividers.

2. After inSertIng the labels, place tt?e'dividers
ihe drawers of the vertical file. A s.taKdardver-:,
tical file, drawer accommodateS approximately.

tle of the brief is not listed/in the index, use the
following coding directions'.

1. Identify the DOT Main Title by using the Sup-
pleMent to the Dictio ry of. Occupational
Titles. In the Alphabe I Index, in the back of
the Supplement, loca e the title for the brief.

The following example illustrates the. Alpha-
betical Index.

Dot Mai Title

"CHEMICAL RESEARCH ENGI
1. CHEMICAL-STRENGTH T

CHEMICALTEST
chemical weighe
CHEMIST 022:061.-010 (prof & kin) 02.01.01

*Chemist, Analytical (CHEMIST 022.061-010) 02.01.01
chemist, biological (BIOCHEMIST 041,061-026) 02.02.03
Chemist, Clinical (BIOCHEMIST 041.061-026) 02.02.03

Enzymes (BIOCHEMIST 041.061-026) 02.02.03
(prof & kin) 02.02.04

Alternate Title

008.061-022 (prof & kin) 05.01.01
R 582.5874)10 (textile) 06.03.02

EER 008.061-026 (prof & kin) 05.01.04
YE WEIGHER 550.684-014) 06.04.17

Undefined Related Title

When the title appears in the: listin in all
-capital letters, then proceed to step 2.

When the title appears in beginning capital let-
ters, it is an Undefined Related Title. The DOT
.Main Title will appear in parentheses. See the
preceding example.

400 briefs or pamphletS. If more 'than . ;ID When the title appears in all small letters, it is
drawer of Ole file is used for these divide44 an Alternate Title. The DOT Main Title will ap-
label the deawers to show the f,artgeibf.Cye&Ii .pear in:parentheses. See the preceding exam-
Areas and WorkerTeait Gtoupsin each &alter.. ,

- .

When the title on the brief is an Alternate or
Adefined Related Title, mark parentheses
AArnd it and write the correct DOT Main Title

, directly. above or below it. Use a red or other col,
- 6reci marking pen to make the DOT Main Title

*Processing Single-Job Unbound ,Nateilaii

Coding Single-Job Unbound-Mikariars(e.

The primary purpose of:the-Coding Procedure is
to identify the Worker Trait Groi.&41?;whiah'the oc-
cupation 'described the .-,sinble-jo& -Unbound
material belohgs. C:octipg is cruel to:thOhstalla-
tion process'. :P,erserviel settirigi- up- the system
shoUld be thoroughlY:14Miliarwitp thecodi'fig pro-
cedure. ' `'

The 'Supplement to:the Dictionary of Occupa
tional Titles is usedlitiihis7Procedure.

There are two stepslnigived in coding. The first
step is:to ideptify the DOT -Main Title for the oc-

. 'cLipaq.0,1).-described in ,the,4 material. This is par-
tjcularlyTrPortarkt since' all materials are to be
processed' into the Systeni` by their DOT Main
Titles. Theseconcisle7) is to identify, by number,
thie Area ---.--WTG to vyfiicb: ,the DOT Main Title

-belongS:,[11c3weer, beige following these two
coding steps,-look throu-gh Attachment -C of this
manual, "Worker-Trait Group Index to Commercial
Briefs.'-';This,attachmnthas all the necessary in-
formation fOr Cbdi9g many of these briefs. If the ti-,

On the materials, write the nine-digit code
foU. nd:in the Alphabetical Index for the titles. If
this code tfas, been printed on the material,
yerifyit.:°. r

2. Identify the number of the Area WTG to
which the -DOT Main Title belongs. This
number-it, lOated at the end of each entry line'
in the Allitcabetical Index as shown in the
followinTeXernple.
Chemist; Enzyme
CHEMIST, FOOD 022.061-014 (prof & kin)
Chemist, Inorganic (CHEMIST, 022.061.010) 02.01.01
Chemist, OrganiC (CHEMIST 022.061-010) 02.01.01
Chemist, Pharmaceutical (BIOCHEMIST 041.061-026 '3
Chemist, Physical (CHEMIST 022.061-010) 02.01.01

-,. Chemist, Pollution Control (CHEMIST 022.061-010) 02.01.01
Chemist, Proteins (BIOCHEMIST 041.061-026) 02.02.03
CHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGIST (078.261-010

8

Chemist, Steriods (BIOCHEMIST
CHEMIST

Area WTG Number

11



On the brief, write- the.four-digit Area WTG ing illustration is an example of a brief markedlo
number in the upper right-hand corner. The fbllow- show all coding information.

Write the Area ,
WTG Number.

Mark parentheses
around Alternate
Title.

ti

OCCUPATIONAL / /BRIEF;

(ANALYTICAL. CHEMIpT)/ 91

61.6MUAt :022.(5G1-0t0
/.

Write DOT Main
Title in color.

Recording Single-Job Unbound Materials

After Coding single-job unbound materials, DOT
Main Titles are recorded on the forms in the File
Content Notebook. Alternate or Undefined Related
Titles are not recorded. These forms have five col-
umns. However, only three columns are used at
this time: the first for recording tally marks for
each piece of material filed, the fourth for the'DOT
Main Title, and the fifth for the nine-digit DOT
code. The second and third columns are not used
in recording single-job unbound materials.:

To record a DOT, Main Title, open the File Con-

Write DOT code.

tent Notebook to the form designated by the Area..
WIG number on the material. Make an entry on

this form as described initie following paragraphs.
If there are no entries on the form,:enter the

DOT Main Title in the fourth column and the nine-
digit Code in the fifth column.,In the first column,
makeone pencil tally mark. A pencil should be us-
ed so that tally, marks can be changed easily.
When. additional materials are proceSsed for this
DOT Main Title, .a tally mark is made for each
piece. Only one entry is made for any DOT Main Ti-.
tle. The following example shows the correct en:
try for Civil Engineer, Area WTG 05.01.

eciziou,,oczi
DOT, AREA TITLE

WO ER TRAIT GROUP TITLE

0S. 0/
AREA -WTG NUMBER

Vertical
File

Pieces

Alternate
Flle

Code

Supplementary
Code DCtT MAIN TITLE Dot Code

Cavil

12

005.061-014
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If the form .contains.one or more .occupation41:
title entries, scan the fourth column for the DOT
Main Title beingprocdssed. if there is an entry for
this title,yake an additional pencil tally mark in

the first column. If 'there is no entry'. for the title,
the joccupationg title shduld be . entered.:: The

4llustratioh shoWS an exarnple.of
ple entries and'tally marks.

TRAIT °Lip TITLE

Wqr/Ical

Pieces

Alternate .
Flle

Code

Supplemenfary.
Cdtie DOT_NIAINTITLE

41
Dot Code

III

e wet 005.0101-10111-.

001.061-014

Eige.truc:ed 003.01.1-64

Cataloging Single-Job Unbound Materials Main and Alternate Title entry cards.
DOT Main Title Cards. Write or type DOT

try card is filled out for each new DOT Main Title, WTG number on the appropriate lines of the
To catalog single-job unbound materials, an en- Main. Title, the nitie-digit DOT code, and the Area

ry
and for any new Alternate Titles appearing on the printed card. Place a penCil check mark (v) in the
materials. To complete thiS procedure, these WTG File blank/to indicate that material about this
cards, are placed in the Alphabetical Card File: The title is filed in the Vertical File, as shown in the
following paragraphs desCribe how to complete following illustration:

DOT MAIN TITLE

DOT CODE: I l 067-038 ALTiRNATE FILE CODE:

v. OOH:WTG FILE .
SUPPLEMENTARY CODES:

01.01
. AREA-WTG#

EOC* I

REFERENCES:

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES'

2 0 13V



Alternate Title Cards. Fill but a blank card, lo Maim Title and its Area WTG number, as in-the
cross-reference the Alternate Title ,Ito ,the DOT P' following examine:

Filing Entry Cards. Place both the DOT Main Ti-
.tle card and the Alternate. Title card in the Alpha-
betical Card File. Only one entry card is needed
for any DOT Main Title or Alternate Title no matter
how many pieces of material are processed.

As the basic system .is being developed, scan,
the -cards in the Alphabetical Card File for the
titles bding processecrbefore,making any cards. If
a card for either a DOT Main Title or Alternate Title
is already on the file, do not make a new one or
add any information.

After processing all of the available single-job
unbound materials into the bassic system, addi-
tional resources may be added. Two major bound
resources, the Occupational Outlook Handbook
(OOH) and the Encyclopedia of Careers. (EOC),
have been ,indexed to the Worker Trait Groups.
Reference to the titles in these resources are
added to the basic system by using the Worker

Trait group IndOx to Occupational Information* .
and the.Alphabetical Gard File. Use the following
processing steps,

1. Check the AlphabetiOlCard File:for each Main
Title listed)n the index, If there is a card in the
AlptiabetiCal Card Filefor this title, :place a -
check mark () in the appropriate blank as
shown in the following illustration.

2 If:there is a Main Title in the index that does not
have a card in the Alphabetical Card File, then
make one,: using the preceding instructions.
However, do not place a check mark in the
WTG Vertical File blank as this material will not
be found in the Vertical File.

3. The index also contains. Alternate titles. Cards
shoUld be made for those, titles following in-
structions for the Alternate Title cards.

DOT MAIN TITLE
. -

DOT CODE: /.31 0617 - 048 ALTERNATE FILECODE

WTG FILE Y OOH: bo/

SUPPLEMENTARY CODES:\

0/
AREA-VVTGN.

EOC:

REFERENCES:

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES:

Filing Single Unbound Materials
After coding, recording, and cataloging, single-

job unbound materials are placed in the Vertical
Frye behind the appropriate file dividers. Although

1

it is not essential to the operaticin of the system,
materials filed behind each divider may be
organized by the nine -digit DOT code, in
alphabetical order by the DOT Main Titles, or by
other means of grouping and organizing materials.

'Developed by the Appalachia Educational Laboratory and published by McKnight Publishing Company.
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OPEIRATING THE SYSTEM

0-Out/CheckIn Procedures

The projected Nse of the materials in the
system will daermine the type of operating pro-
cedures estabnhed, When materials are not to be
used outside Mb .CISIocation, check - out /check -in
procedures m$y not b necessary. However, if
students or others wiltbe allowed to use materials
outside theLQIS area or for a prolonged period of.

time, then a sign-out sheet should be used a d a
return area determined. This procedure may be
necessary if the CIS location has Avery limited
space for use of materials, and students need to

-go to another area to use them. FOI exa ple, the
CIS may be located in a small foyer and tudents
may want to check out materials to- use m a study
hall.

The sign-out sheet should be a simple form con-
taining spaces for the student's name, title of the
material, and dates checked out and in. The
folloWing is an dxample of a sign-out sheet.

CIS SIGN -OUT SHEET

Nairie

r

Materials Date
Out

k

This, type of form can be maintained in a card
file, spiral ,notebook, or other binder.. When the

1 material is returned, the. form should be properly
marked. This responsibility cam beassigned to
student assistants.

A return'area should be established and clearly
marked to reduce the possibility otinateriaIS be-
ing misplaced after they have been returned. This
return area can be a wire basket or cardboard box,
conspicuously placedon top- of the file or on a
desk or table.

Refiling Procedures

Materials should not be kept out of the system
for an extended 'length' of time. Refilinil of
materials should, occur as soon as possiblet,This
activity many be performed by the users of the
materials dr by assigned personnel.

A refiring schedule should be establishpd,
determining Whether materials are replaced im-
mediately after use, at they end of a period, or at

o,

c.

the end of a day. This schedule can be modified as
the usage pattern of the Cl%changes.

Checking for Misfiled or Cost Materials

Occ4sionally, materials in the filing and index-.
ing system may be misfiled or lost. To insure that
materials are filed in the correct divisions of the
WTG .Vertical- File, a periodic check should b.e
made by scanning the Area. .WTG numbers writ-
ten on the materials. This procedure might be con-
ducted weekly or monthly, depending .on how fre-
quently the file is used; ,

To determine whether any materials are miss-
ing from the system, each division of the WTG.
Vertical File can be checked against the cor-
responding entries and tally marks in the File Con-.
tent Notebook. A check for missing materials
should be done annually or semi-annually, again
.depending on the frequency with which the
materials are used.

15.



EXPANDING THE SYSTEM

The career information resources that are used
to expand the Career Information System are
divided into two distinct types:

Media Resources
audiovisual materials
bound materials
omnibus materials

Experience Resources

.
resource persons
field trips_ -
simulation experiences
work experiences
classroom experiences
,career clubs

Media resources inc ude materials which can
not be filed such as ks and audiovidual
materials and. all types o omnibus materials;
which can be physically placedinto the system.
These resources are intonto the File Con.
tent Notebook and the Alphabetical 'Card File.

Standard references, such as the Occupaticinal
Outlook Handbook (OOH) and the Encyclopedia of
Cireers (EOC), are part of the basic system and
have already been processed. Other references
similar to the 00H may be entered into the
system. These references should be processed in=
to the Alphabetical Card File and the Worker Trait
Group Index to Occupational Information. The oc-
cupations included in the reference should be
listed by Worker Trait. Groups. The occupations'
DOT Main, Title, nine-digit code, and the fkge
number of the reference or other source of iden-
tification to the specific location in the resource
should be recorded. Use the format of the Worker
Trait Group Index to Occupationalinformation as
a guide to. set up indexes to references similar to
the OOH.

Experience resources inclUde a variety 'of ac-
tivities that are occupationally oriented. These a ?e
intangible, but can be processed into the system
by indexing and entering them in the Worker Trait
Group Index to. Occupational Inforniation and the
Alphabetical Card File.

Any resource or activity. that is specific to an oc-
cupation or related to a particular Career Area or
Worker Trait Group can be used in expanding the
system. The expansion of the WTG filing and in-.
dexing, system is customized for each school.
This expansion is directed by two criteria: (1) the
kinds of career information resources which are
available, 'and (2) the type of, access desired. This

16

phase of devel priient will involve the same ,: p
general physical mponents and processing proW,t;
cedures as those use.to set up the basic systemq:'1/2
However, some modification of these corn-t;
ponents.and procedures is necessary, due to the,.-, -`-
diverse nature of the resources being incor-
porated. 6

The three procedures used to expand the basic
system are

Preparing supplementary physital omponents

Processing media resources

Processing experience resources

Preparing Supplementary-Rhysical
. Components

The supplementary physical components aret
prepared by adding a section to the Worker. :Trait
Gkoup Indekh,to Occupational Information or File
Content Notebook and by acquiringthe necessary
storage equipment, such as bookshelves, audio-
visual racks or cabinets, and filing boxes.

The Supplementary-Section of the File Content
Notebook is used to record the media resources
processed into the system. The supplementary
storage componentd are used to store materials
Such as books', films, filmstrips, and cassettes.
Additional sections are added to the Worker Trait
Group Index"to OCcupational Information for
categories such as Experience Resources or for
additional standard references such as lnf or-
mation for Education and Work (VIEW). ";

The following are instructions for ,preparing

23
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physical coMpbnents for all -typeS. Of media
:resources. These Instructions are toe used only
to 'the extent needed to process 'ayailable re-
sources.

-File Content Notebook Supplementary Section

The Supplementary Sectiori of the File Content
Notebook has two divisions AUDIOVISUAL (Av)
and BOUNI1 (Bd). These divisions" are Used to

- record both single-job and omnibus materials.
Each division has printed formS for. recording

the media resources to indicate their storage lOca-
tiorliATI occupations described in these material's
are indexed to Career Areas Traits
Groups and entered on the appropriate notebook
form.

Materials needed for the Supplementary Sec-
tion are:

Supplemental file forms

File Conteht Notebook

2 colored tab notebook dividers

Prepare. the Supplementary Section in the
folloWing manner: .°

_ I

1. Fill in a printed Supplementary Section form
'.for the BOUND (Bd) division, placing, the.title
and abbreviation of the division on the top.lifie:

°Lund. (13d)
DIVISION.TITLE/ CODE

-
Supplementary

Code

..1

i':
-

, .

TITLE OF MATERIAL
.

Location
-

AREAWTG NUMBER(S).

......_

2. For`the AUDIOVISUAL (Av) division, prepare on-
ly as many printed , Supplementary Section,
forms as there are different typeS of audio&
visual materials- to be processed. BecAuSe -=
audiovisuals are packaged differentl,y,,thgy 'are

.kept separate in storage. The following list of
..::.Puggested titles and abbreviations for different

x of audiovisual 'materials may be used as
agUide.

AUDIOVISUAL /Cassette
AUDIOVISUAL/Film
AUDIOVISUAL/Filmstrip,
AUDIOVISUAL/Filmloop
AUD1OVISUAL/Record
AUDIOVISUAL/Tapes
AUDIOVISUALNideotape ReCording

AviC
Av/F
Av/Fs
Ava/FI
Av/R
Av/T
Av/VTR

A Supplementary section form follows for
AUDIOVISUAL/Cassette (AVIC):'

actio v aixiqd& ovic)
DIVISION TITLE / CODE

Supplementary.
Code

TITLE OF MATERIAL Location AREATG NUMBERp
,.

. .

1 , ...,..
.

, .... '''''''--..............., '-- -.--..-........,.-- '-'''.- --' ----r--.

24
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3. On the Supplementary Section dividers, list the
abbreviations for Avs and Bds and their titles in

- full.
4. Place the SupplementancSection dividers and

forms in the File Content beginning
after the last Worker Trait Group.

Storagei Components: Supplementary Shelves,
Cabinets, and Filing Drawers:

The_materials used to expand the -system can-
not be physically filed or have'a range oaf occupa-
tions belonging to different Worker Trait Groups.
For these reasons; it is necessary to comPlement
The Vertical File with shelves, cabinets, and filing

,boxes. Shelves are used to store Materials which
cannot be' ilticr such as books. Cabinets or racks
are used for storing the more fragile audiOvisual
materials. Filing b xes are-used to,store some
types of omnibus
specifically relat
Group.

unbound materials' that do not
to a Career' Area or Worker Trait`

The choice of storage components is another
way in which the system is customized to it in-
dividual needs or constraints. Some points to be
considered in making this choice are:

what types of additional materiats.are to be pro-
cessed?

what storage equipment is already available?

. what space problems exist?

If possible, the supplementary storage corn-
. portents should be placed in the same general

area as the Vertical File.

Single-Job Bound Materials
Books and other bound references about a

si-Rgle job are processed into the WTG filing and
,indexing system by coding, cataloging, and recor-
ding the DOT Main TLtle. The appropriate coding
information is marked oh the inside front cover.
They are assigned a supplementary cede and are.
recorded in the "BOUND" division of the File Con-
tent NOtebook. The assigned supplementary code
is marked on a small self-adhesive label and affix-
ed to the spine of the material. Single-job bo
materials , are stored on shelves by their
plementary codes.

The following are used in process"'
bound materials.

p-

ngle-job:

*thIpplernent to,the Dictionary of OccupatTonal
Titles

Conte Notebook

Alphabetical Card File

*Bookshelves

*Spine labels (self-dhesive

a. Coding Single-Job Bound Materials. Before,
coding a book, the occupation it describes
must be identified. Sometimes this is evident

In the title of the boOk, e.g., So you Want To Be
An Accountant? After identifying the occupa;
tional title, proceed with coding, To code
single-job bound materials, follow these steps:

Processing Media Resources Identify the DOT Main Title.

The fOur p'rocedures used to install the basic Identify the nine-digit DOT code.
system -- coding, recording, cataloging, and fil-
Ing -7 are also used to process the media Identify the Area WTG number to which the
resources. These procedures are modified for DOT Main Title belorigs.
each type of media resources. The major dif- .

ferences are in (1) marking the materials, (2) Write this information on the inside front cover
assigning supplementary -codes, and (3) storing,----Oithe bound mate al, as shown in the following il--
the materials. lustration:

DOT M(ain Title

Alternate Title

18

DOT Code Area WTG Number

ACCOUNTANT 160.167-010 11.06

"(Office Manager)



b. Recording Single-job Bound Materials. Single-I* sion. If there are no entries on the form, the sup-
job bound materials are, recorded by assigning plementary code is "BC' 1," indicating that this is .
them sUpplementary code and entering .the' ...the first piece of "BQUND" material piocessed.
code, title, location; and WIG number in the Other supplementary-codes are assigned in., -7..,-
main and supplementary sections of- the File . quence, as- Bdi2; Bd 3, Bd 4.
Content Notebook.

To assign:- the supplementary. code, open the
File Content Notebook to the."BOUNb'(Bd)" divi-

After assigning the supplementary code, enter
the follovatig inforrnation in the approprtate col-,
umns on the "BOUND (Bd)" form as irlustrated:

"-.

tipplementary
Code

o

awed' Cat).
DIVISION TITLE /..COD

7.,

TITLE OF MATERIAL Location

I3d 1 Giikezt Afecou,n222At eel"

Column 1: Suplplementary code abbreviation
of the division title and an identifying,
number, e.g., Bd1, Bd 2, Bd 3.

Column 2: Title of Material:. titleappearing on
front cover.

Column 3 location where the material is
stored, such as on a shelf::,

ISX.0.36

AREA --WTG NUIVIBER(S)

see'. .e . ' se-
.

.1
\

Column 4; Area . WTG number of-the Area
Worker Trait Group fpr the occupation
described.

The assigned supplementary code is written on
the inside front cover, and on a spine label affixed
to the material as shown in the following illustra-
tion.

Supplementary Code

ACCOUNTANT 160.167-010 11.06

A (Office Manager)
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Complete the recording procedure by making
an, entry for the occupational title on the- ap-
propriate Area WTG form in the File. Content
Notebook. Use the following illustration as a
guide. A

a. Entiir the supple-
mentary code In
Column 3 (leaving
space for ad-ch-
hone! codes).

12_WrIte.the DOT
Main Title in Col-
umn 4.

t.

44,41:47.4)
DOT ARE TITLE

11.
AREAWTG NUMBER

WORKER TRAIT G

Vertical
File

'Pieces

Alternate
File

Code

pplementary
Code

OUP TITLE

DOT MAIN TITLE Dot Code

thinta/Itt- 160-167-010

c. Cataloging -Single-Job Bound- Materials". The
cataloging procedure for single-job bound
materials is tlap,sarne as that for single-job un-
bound materials described on pages 13-14.
Follow these instructions to fill out entry cards

c. Record the DOT
code in Column 5.

4

for DOT Main Titles or .Alternate Titles.
However, when filling out the DOT Main Title
card, enteithe §upplementary cede in the prop-
er blank, a'S- shown in the following illustration.

pOT MAIN TITLE

DOT CODE; 166- 4:01 010 ALTERNATE FILE CODE

VVTG FILE OOH: EOC:

SUPPLEMENTARY CODES: Ekt. t

REFERENCES:

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES:

Only one entry card is made and placed In-the
Alphabetical Card File for any. DOT Main Title or
Alternate title,



.d: Storing Single-Job Bpund Materials. Single-job
bbund materials are stored on bookshelves.
Materials are shelved in order of their sup-
plementary codes, such as Bd 1, Bd 2, and Bd 3.

Single-Job Audiovisual Materials

Addiovisual materials about a single job are
packaged in many forms, including cassettes,
films, and, filmstrips. Single-job audiovisual
materials are processed into the system by
coding, recording, and cataloging the, occupa-
tional tiitle described in each. These materials are'
assigned a supplementary -code, beginning with

_Ay, and are recorded in the "AUDIOVISUAL" divi-
sion of the File Content Notebook. All coding in-
formation is marked on a self-adhesive label and
affixed to the material. A smaller label may be
used to mark the audiovisual container with the
supplementary code.

Each of the different forms' of -dudiovisual
materials is usually ttored ,.separately. These
materiais can be stored in audiovisual cabinets;
racks, or on shelves by the supplementary codes.

The following items are used to process single-
job audiovisual materials:

*Supplement to the Dictionary of. OcCiipational
Titles ,

ile Content Notebook

Alphabetical Card Fill

*Audiovisual cabinets or racks

*Self-adhesive, label's (2" 4")

*Spine Labels (self-adhrsive)

a. Coding , Single-Job Audybvisual Materials. It
may be necessary to previeW the audjovisual
material to ascertain the occupational title it
describes'. After identifying the Ocdpational ti-
tle, pcoceed with 9odinij. Tg code single-job
Ajodiovisual materials, follow these steps: \'

Identify the DOT Main Tit)e.

Identify the nine -digit DOT code.

Identify' the number of thecArea -- WTG to
which the DOT Main Title belongs.

Write the coding tinformation on a self-adhesive
label as shown in the following example.

DOT Main Title
332.2'I1-0/0 09. 02.

Area WTG Ildrnber

Alternate Title DOT Code

b. Recording .Single-Job Audiovisual Materials. Turn to the appropriate supplementary form,
Single-job audiovisual materials are recorded e such as "AUDIOVISUAL/Cassette (AV/C)." If there
by assigning supplementary codes, and mak- are no entries on this 'form, the supplementary.
ing entries in the main and supplementary sec- code is Av/CI, indicating that the audiovisual
tions of the File Content Notebook. material is in cassette form and is the first

cassette-processed into the system. Other sup-
To assign this supplementary code, open the plementary codes are assigned in sequence as

File Content Notebook to the "AUDIOVISUAL AviC2,'Av/C3, and Av/C4., Apply this sequence to
(Av).'.' division. This division has one or more all other types of audiovisual materials. The
printed forms, depending on the different types of following is a list of suggested code abbrevia-
audiovisual materials processed. tio

AUDIOVISUAL/Cassette
AUDIOVISUAL/Film
'AUDIOVISUAL/Filmstrip
AUDIOVISUAL/Filmloop
AUDIOVISUAL/Record
AUDIOVISUAL/Tape
AUDIOVISUAL/Videotape Recording

Av/C
Av/F
_Av/Fs
Av/FI
Av/R
AvJT
AvA/TR
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After assigning the supplementary code, enter form..-(or other "AUDIOVISUAL" form) -as li-
the, following information :In the appropriate col, lUstrated:
umns of, the "AUDIOVISUAL/Cassette., '(Av/C)"

Aadibvaitaa 1 (Qwatt 4v10
DIVISION TITLE / CODE

Supplementary
Code

TITLE OF MATERIAL Location AREA-WTG NUMBERS)

VC Jn,twwr_giv 04-eau4Opetailvt. AV Cabinet 09.02

,1,
Column 1. Sufipliamentary Code 7- abbreviation , Column 4. Area -i-:WTG number of the Area

of division title, type of packaging, and Worker`Trait Group for the occupation
identifying number, e.g., Av/C1, Av/C2, detCribed.
Av/C3. ,.

1
/

Columh 2. Title of Material -- title as it 4:Tears
on the material.

Column 3. Location where the material is
Write the assigned supplementary bode On the

top of the self-adhesive label. A smaller' self-
stored, such. as AUDIOVISUAL (Av) adhesivelabel may be made for this cbde and at-
cabinet, tached to the material for storage purposes.

Subplementary Code

22

U-b
fi:P5

opffittip..

(8

AV/C1

332.211-oio
&tato/0

09.02

ComPlete the recording. procedure by making
an entry for the Occupational title on the appro-
priate Area WTG form in the File Content.
Notebook. Use the following illustration as a
guide.



a. Enter the supple-
mentary. codein
Column ,3 (leaving
space for addi-
tional codes).

b. Write the DOT
Main Title in Col-
umn 4.

Accovv,n4
DOT AREk TITLE

WORKER TRAIT .G OUP TITLE

-7- 09.02.
AREA-WTG NUMBER

Vertical
File

Pieces

Alternate
?.File
Code

pp. lementary
Code DOT MAIN TITLE Dot Code

AV .1.

332.211-010

Cataloging Single-Job kudiovisual Materials.

The cataloging procedure for- single-jab
audiovisual materials is the same as for single-
job unbound material,'. described pages

Add Supplementary Code

COMilits

c. Record the DOT
code in Column 5.

13 -14. Follow these instructions to entry
cards for DOT Main Titles:and Alternate Titles.
However, when filling out the DOT .Main Title
card, enter the supplementary code in the prop-
er blank as shown in the following example.

DOT. MAIN TITLE

DOT CODE: 332. 271-010 AARNATEFI LE CODE:

WTG FILE EOC:

SUPPLEMENTARY CODES: Avici
OOH:

Oq. 02.
AREA WTG#

REFERENCES:

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES:

Only, one entry card is made and placed in the
Alphabetical Card File for any DOT Main Tithe or
Alternate Title.
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d. Storing Single-Job AUdloviSual Materials.
Single-job audiovisual materials can be, stored
in cabinets or racks. Mater lais are usually
stored according to:Their packaging. For exam-
ple; all cassettes can be kept in one cabinet, in
order of their supplementary cOdes: 'Av/CI,
Av/C2, Av/C3. .

.
,

Omnibus Materials

, .0mnibus Materials contain descriptions of
more than -one, occupation. These materials come
in, many forms, such as briefe, boOks, and
audiovisuals: Some omnibus materials describe
several specific occupations while others
describe, in general terms; a field of work or in-
dustry.,Thus, omnibus materials present a spedial
organizational problem. Some of 'them may be
directly linked to one of the twelVe Career Areas.
Others may be' so general in nature that .they en-
compass several Career Areas at once.

Omnibus materials can be processed into the
system. However; it is strongly advised that all
Omnibus materials be reviewed to determine their
usability and value. Only those omnibus materials
dontaining adequate and specific information
about occupations or a Career .Area as a whole
Should , be proceSsed. Omnibus materials with
overly general or limited information about
specific occupations should be placed in a
separate file or browsing area. Some' generalized.
omnibus rriateriais, such as briefs and pamphlets,
can be usedn bulletin board displaysfl-he follow-
ing prOceduies describe how to process omnibus
unbound, bound, and audiovisual materials.

Omnibus Unbound Materials. Determine the
Career Area. Oode for the .material: If- it Cannot be
determined from the title, locate some of the
described 'occupations in the Alphabetical Index
of the supplement to the Dictionary. of Occupa-
tional Titles. Record the Career Area code on the
material ,and file the material behind the Career.
Area divider in the Vertical File. Write the title of
the material on a sheet of, notebook paper to' be
kept 'behind the Career Area divider in t

rt
ile

after each title to indicate location. Other t an
Content Notebook. Be sure to write "Veical Fi e"

this sheet, no additional processing into the
system is necessary. * : -,.

,

Omrabus_- Bound Materials. -Folro,w the'
preceding procedures' tO deterMine the :Career
Area code. Record the code on a spine label and
attach it to the material. Qmnibus bound material
should beiplacecl on a S:helfand kept in order by
their Career krea 'codes Write the title and loci-

24

tion of the material on a sheet of notebook paper
to be kept behind the Career Area divider in the
File Content Notebook. /

Omnibus AudioviSual Materials. Identify the
Career Arta code for the material by following the
preceding procedures. Write this code on asmall
label and attach it to the material. Omnibus
audio-visuals should be stored in an audiovisual
cabinet and kept in order by their Career Area
codes. Write the title and location of the material
on a sheet of notebook paper to be kept behind
the Career Area divider in the File Content
Notebook.

PROCESSING EXPERIENCE RESOURCES

Experience resources such as work exper-
ieriCes, career clubs, and resource people are pro-
cessed into the system by indexin9. Each occupa;
tional title representing the resource is coded to
the appropriate Worker Trait GrOup. References to
these, resources- are kept in the'. "Experience
ResOurces" section of the Worker Trait Group in-
dex to Occupational Information. Students will
locate these resources throtigh the individual in
charge of the school's career information
resources or the person who is responsible for
scheduling these-activities.

The procedures, for ',processing experience
resources 'include: coding, recording, and catalog-
ing.

Coding Experience Resources,
Before initiating the coding procedure for a par-

ticuler 'type of experience resource, prepare a
worksheet listing all occupational titlesand their
sources. After making -this worksheet, proceed
with coding,',following these steps:

Identify the DOT Main Title.

Identify the nine -digit DOT code.

s. Identify the number of the Area : WTG to
which the DOT Main Title belongs.

The following illustration. shows a' sample
worksheet_which,icontains all the coded informa-
tion for community resource people; Since this is
a list 'of people resources, students. should not
have direct access to it, but should go through the
person responsible for coordinating contacts and
scheduling.



SAMPLE WORKSHEET

Occupational Title
Photographer, 8tili

Resource Persons Worksheet

DotCodel .AreaiWTG
-143.062-030 01.02

loral Designer

5

.142.081 -010

142.051-010

01.92

01.02

Source
Earl White
White's Photos
City 111-0101

John Shdeed
City Floral Co:
City 100-1111

Sara Boast
Peeks Mercantile
City 110-1110

Recording Experience Resources

Experience resources are. recOrded In the "Ex-
perience Resources" section of the Worker Trait
Group. Index to Occupational Information. The
"Experience Resources" divider and forms to be

recorded and inserted in the Worked Trait Group
inde to. OCCupational. Information are not pro-
vide . The Ilowin sample form and.code sub-
gestici d as guidelines to help the
person ch e of areer resources' design the
forms.

SAMPLE FORM

01. OZ
AREA WTG NUMBER

WORKER TRAIT GROUPTITLE

DOT MAIN TITLE EXPERIENCE
"CODE

DOT CODE

RP, WEFT

,eirrizete-23,airtei
)5.1tf'

wE, RP
RP, Cc

142.051 =010
142..081-010
143,06)2-030

-CODE.SUGGESTIONS

Work Experience
Resource Person
Career Club
Field Trip

WE
RP ,

CC.
FT

On the "Experience Resources" divider, record
the code definitions that are selected to be used.

Cataloging Experience Resources

to catalog experienc'e _resources, follow the
procedures listed on pages 13-14 to fill out entry

cards for DOT Main Titles 'or Alternate. Titles.
However, modify these procedures by, entering
the code in the blank for Experience Resobrces.
CoMplete the procedure by, placing the card in the
Alphabetical Card File..



MAINTAINING THE SYSTEM .

The effort needed tb maintain the WTG filing the Worker Trait Group Index to Occupational !n
and indeking system 'Can be reduced if main- formation if this was the only` person related to the
tenance procedures are established. The follow- Occupation. In addition, the .entry in the Alpha-
ing are suggestions. betibal Card File should be Changed. The ex
"Weeding" Outdated Mateilak perience resources should be evaluated. Those

which are inappropriate or to which students do
Time should be set aside periodically during t not relate well should be eliminated from the

school year to cheCk the system for outdated system. As part Hof this evaluation, students who
materials and determine what should be dis- used the resources should be debriefed.
carded and eeplaced. Acquiring Replacement MaterialsFor outdated materials, the standard rule is to
discard those materials which are five years old or Replacement materials can be acquired
Older. Some materials may be outof-date sooner, through commercial subscription services or by
Or may have'relevance for a longer period than five checking with the publisher to see' if the material
years: Therefore, use discretion in applying this has been revised. Discarded materials may be
rule. Major'. reference` resources (such as the DOT; replaced with publications from other sources
00H, or EOC), books and audiovisual materials, or which cover the same occupational title.
"one-of-a kind" materials should be kept until 'Free materials for updating the system may be
suitable replacements are obtained. When obtained from such sources as government agen-
materials over five years* old are retained, mark cies and professional ,'organizationS: The
their covers with the statement: "CAUTION Educator's Quide to ,Free. Guidance Materials
MAY CONTAIN OUT-OF-DATE INFORMATION." "(Educator's Progress Service, Randolph, Wiscon-
System users should be informed that specific in sin) as well as many other bibliOgraphies index
formation contained in these. materials such as free materials. Use caution to select free
Salaries and job outlook, should be viewed materials, as they may represent, biased concepts
critically. , or recruitment literature.

Outdated materials can be identified by publica- LiStings of.'.' current career information
tion or copyright dates and marked or pulled from resources, including free materials, are also Con-
the systerq. Materials sho d be checked to deter-. tained in such publications. as the Personnel and
mine whaf is to be discar d and reordered. lf Guidance Journal (American Personnel and
materials are diScarded wit ut replacements, Guidance Association, Washington, D.C.) the
amend'the tally entry for the oc pational title in Careers index (Chronicle Guidance Publications,
the File Content; Notebook' and change, the infor- Moravia, New. York), and the VertiCal File Index
mation on the Arphabetical Card File. (H.W. Wilson, Bronx, New YOrk).

This "weeding!' may not be necessary for cer-
tain materials, such as commercially published Processing Replacement
briefs, when a subscription service has been ac- Replacement mat

Materials

leis should be processed as
quired. A commercial subscriptiongeryice soon as they are re eived, or at short periodic in-
replaces briefs periodically-to keep themup4o. tervals, to prevent hem from accumulating into
date. quantities requiring '4 _great 'deal of processing

Any materials which are discarded. may be time To process single-job materials, copy the
displayed for students to take. These materials, coding information from the o'ut.of-date material.
should be clearly stamped "DISCARD." onto the replacement :Material and file it No

changes in the FjJe Content Notebook orExperience Retources Alphabetical Card File are necessary unless the
When experience resources, such as a resource outdated material has beeri discarded prior' to

person, are no longer available, they should be receiving the new material.
removed from the list kept by the person-in charge Follow the procedur.es used to expand the
of career information resources. The occupational system to process other types of replacement
title should be removed from the resource form in resources, such as omnibus briefs.



ADAPTATION PROCEDURES
sv

Occupational information filing systems, such
as Befinett, SRA, Chronicle, and Careers, as well
as "homemade" ones, vary in structure. Materials
in these systerns are. usually. '° organized
alphabetically by broad areas of work, DOT
codes, min some.variation. of the DOT classifica-
tion structure. In some instances, the Dewey
decimal library classification'' is used These
systems have value for specific types of use.
However, they do not provide. for exploration of
occupational groups based upon the perspn-.
worker dimension, as does the Worker Trait Group
structure' of the Career information System..

Established systems can be easily adapted to
the Worker Trait Group structure without disrup-
ting their physical unity. The adaptation can pro-
vide the basic utility and purposes of'' both
systems.

To adapt other systems to the Worker Trait
Group structure, materials are coded,. recorded,
and cataloged as described in previous sections.
However, materials are filed by the existing filing
system rather than by Worker Trait Groups.

The procedures for adapting the Career infor-
mation System to another system are divided into
two'. segrfients. The first segment contains pro
Cedures for developing a basic adapted system,
designed for processing single-job unbound
materials. The second segment contains pro-
cedures for expanding this basic adapted system
to encompass bound, audiovisual, and omnibus
materials.

Preparing Physical COmponents for an Adapted
System

The physical components of the basic adapted
system consist of the File Content Notebook and
the Alphabetical Card File. Materials filed in an ex-
isting system can remain in their present.storage
component.

File Content Notebook. The' File. Content
Notebook is developed following the instructions
oh page 9. The notebook is used to index all DOT
Main Titles in the existing-system to Career Areas

Worker Trait GroupsThe second column of the
.notebook form is used to record the alternate file
code.

Alphabetical Card File. To develop this compo- ,

nent, . follow the instructions on page 10. Thk-
Alphabetical Card,File provides an alphabetical in-
dex for all occupational titles in .the existing.
sy tern.-The DOT Main Title entry cards contain a
bl nic for filling in the appropriate, alternate file
co

P erial for an Adapted System

d within an existing system are
sing approximately the same pro

cribed in "Installing the Basic
ages 9-14. Each section or division of

pr
ced
System,
the existing, file is processed separately, usin/the
following defined, procedOres.

1. Coding . identifying the Area WTG to
which an occupational title belongs andmark-

installing the Basic Adapted System ing the materials with coding information.
o.,

Adapting an existing vertical filing system to 2. Recording -- making an, entry for the °coupe
the Worker Trait Group structure is' similar to in tional title on the Area WTG form in the File
stalling the basic system. The major difference is Content Notebook.
;in the use of an alternate file code to identify the
location of single-job unbound materials' within 3. Cataloging filling out the DOT Main Title en-

. the structure of the existing system. All the filing try cards and/or Alternate Title cards, as
'and indexing materials of the Career information necessary, and placing 'them in the Alpha-
System are used. The materials are still coded and betical Card File.
indexed. by Worker Tmit-Groups.'However, they
are also given an alternate file code which iden- 4. Filing --- returning the materials to the sec
tifies the location of the occupational resource in tions or divisidns of the existing filing system.
the other filing system. This alternate file code
can be an abbreviation of the existing system's Materials in the first section or division of the
name combined with a file division number, or existing system are processed through all four
simply the number under which the material is procedures before proceeding to the second sec-
filed. For example, the alternate file code for tion or division. Process the materials according
raaterials,in division "001" of the Chronicle filing to the directions given for installing the basic
system could be '.`Chr. 001" or just "001." Users of system and to the following modifications.
the established filing system, such as Chronicle, Coding. Coding single-job materials filed in an
should already be 'informed of the filing structure existing systern involves no modification in the
and where to locate materials. basic system's procedure. The only variation is
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the order in which materials are processed:
materials in the existing system are coded section
by section.

Recording. To record singiSlob materials filed
in an existing system, make entries for the DOT
Main Titles in the File Content Notebook. Like the

coding procedure, this is done for one section or
division of the file at .,a time. After following the
basic system's directions, enter the alternate file
code in the second column of the notebook form,
as shown- in the fallowing example.

eciLevracat
DOT AREA TITLE

.0-5; 0/
AREA -WTG NUMBER

hf.
,WONKEIR TRAIT GROUP TITLE

Vertical
File

Pieces!

Alternate
File

Code
Supplementary

Code DOT MAIN 'TITLE Dot. Code.

Afix.k.teet m1.041.010

.
.0"

st, .
.

Cataloging. To catalog single-job unbound
materials filed in an existing system, fill out entry
cards for each new. DOT Main Title and for any
new Alternate Titles contained in each file section

or division. After following the basic system's
direction, enter the alternate file code in the ap-
propriate blank on the DOT Main Title entry card,
as shown in the following example.

05.01
AREA-WTG#

DOT MAIN TITLE

DOT CODE: Oa OW- 010 ALTERNATE FILE CODE. C hr0Ol

WTG FILE 00H:. EOC:

SUPPLEMENTARY CODES.

REFERENCES.

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES:

Filing. After the materials within each section
Or division of an existing file have been coded,
recorded, and cataloged, refile them into their
original section or division. If the original system
uses an alphabetical arrangement, materials
should be alphabetized. by fheir DOT Main Title.

<Vs
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Expanding the Adpated System

Most occupationalinformation filing systems
have single-job briefs or pamphlets filed in a ver-
tical file. However, some systems include audio-
visual and omnibus materials and books. If these



resources are organized into some type of system,
they must be processed ,using the adapting pro-
cedures. Unorganized materials are processed'us-
ing the procedures described in the section, "Ex-
panding the System," pages 16-25. Expanding the
adapted system involves the same processing
procedures, the File Content Notebook, the
Alphabetical Card File, and the alternate file code
used to install the basic adapted system.
However, some modifications to the processing
procedures and to,the File Content Notebook are
necessary.

Preparing Adapted Physical Components

The physical components of the expanded
basic adapted system are, the same as those for
the-expanded basic system. A supplementary sec-
tion is developed for the File Content Notebook in
which to record bound and audiovisual materials
as instructed on page' 17. The entry cards of the
Alphabetical Card File contain a space for the
supplementary code' to be recorded.

Processing Media Resources Into An Adapted
System

Media resources; organized by an existing
system are processed by usiilg four procedures:
coding, recording, cataloging, filing. Process
the following media resources into o-the expanded
adapted system according to the directions given.-
fOr expanding the basic system and these
modifications:

Single-Job Bound Ornnibus Bound
materials materials

Single-Job Audio- Omnibus Audiovisual
visual materials materials

Omnibus Unbound 1

materials

Coding. Follow the directions given for expan-
ding the basic system to code these resources.
No modification of the coding procedure is
necessary.

Recording. Follow the instructions given for ex-
panding the basic system to record these
resources, but do not assign them a supplemen-
tary code. Instead, use the alternate .file code
which is already assigned to the materials, such
as Dewey decimal numbers. (Dewey decimal
numbers may be confused with DOT codes, as
they both start with three digits and a decimal
point. It is necessary to stress to the users of the
system that DOT codes are recorded only in the
column marked "DOT CODE.")

Record the alternate file code in the File Con-
tent Notebook in the supplementary code column
on both the notebook form and the division form.
For example, the book So You Want To Be A
Nurse has the Dewey decimal classification
610.7306/N. This alternate file, code.as recorded in
the supplementary code columns on both forms
as Shown in the following examples:

14 urmamzfwciniri
DOT AREA TITLE

ORKER TRAITGRO P ITLE

./o.- 62.
AREA-WTG NUMBER

Vertical
File

,Pieces

Altertie
Fil

Code

.

S opleinentaryp
Code DOT MAIN TITLE Dot Cade

610. 730(o AlWat, 9tltmtit al,0Ul
4

o7s.3144m

...----- - 4----;,------,_ ______r\ S_____. ....."7-',-------"-- _...."-- --Th....,

-Bouind (Bd)
DIVISION TITLE I CODE

Supplenientary
.Code .

TITLE OE MATERIAL Location AREAMTG NUMBERIS)

MO 730.&) 4 YoU Wain,t 4 ie.a Iticadiz.. Li Adv./ /4.02
__.

r3,



Cataloging. Follow the instructions given for
expanding. _the basic system to catalog these
reSbilices. However, when filling out the DOT
Main Title entry card, enter the alternate file code
assigned to the resource in the supplementary
code blank, as .shown in the following example.
This should not be confused with the alternate file
code blank.

DOT MAIN TITLE

DOT CODE: 015. 3174 -OM ALTERNATE FILE CODE:

WIG FILE OOH:

SUPPLEMENTARY CODES: _6 /O. 7306

10 ;02.:
AREATG#

EOC:

REFERENCES:

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES:

Filing (storing). After the coding, recording, and
cataloging procedureS have been followed, ref ile
the materials into their original order in the ex-
isting *system.'
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MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT LIST

The following materials and equipment will be
needed to install the Basic filing and indexing
system of. theCareer Information System (CIS).
These are not included in the CIS Package.

Supplement to tht Dictionary of Occupational
titles, published by the U.S. Department of
Labor

Vertical file cabinet, letter size, two or more
diawers

78 file dividers, letter size, 3 cut metal

r Card file, rotary or standard, 3" x 5" card size,
minimum capacity 2,500 cards

1,500 blank index cards, 3" x 5"

Alphabetic dividers

Career information resources

NOTE: Rotary files are equipped with blank cards
and alphabetic dividers when purchased.
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ATTA HMENT-

CAREER AREA WORKER-TRA1T GROUP LIST

If you wish to use these as file tab inserts, Cut on SOLID lines, Fold on DOTTED lines.

MINM =1=1,

01 ARTISTIC

.M11 Elmla

01.01 Literary Ars

01.02. Visual Arts:.

Mmlm IEDW Immo .11

02.02 Life Sciences
mg.. imams

02.03 Medical Sciences

02.04 Laboratory Technology

01.03 Performing Arts Drama 03 NATURE

.

01.04 Perforining Arts: Music 03.01 Managerial Work: Nature

01.05 Performing Arts: Dance 03.02 General Supervision: Nature

01.06 Technical- Arts I, . 03.03 Animal Training and Care

01.07 Amusement 03.04 Elemental Work: Nature

01.08 Modeling- 04 AUTHORITY

02 SCIENTIFIC 04,01 Safety and Law. Enforcement

02..01\ Physical Sciences, 04.02 Security Services



05 MECHANICAL

05.01 Engineering

I

°

06.01 Production Technology,,
CZ)

06.02 Production Work

05.02 Managerial Work: Mechanical

05.03 Engineering Technology

06403 Production Control

MEM OMMEM 110 MIND---.--
06O4 Elementak Work: Industrial

05.04 Air and Water Vehicle Operation 07 BUSINESS DETAIL

a.wow.. .d-. maws

05.05 Craft. Technology 07.01 Administrative Detail

ma.

05.06 Systems Operation

- --,
05.07,i4ality Control 07.03 Financial Detail

07.02 AVIathematical Detail

awl

. ,

.r ....a ....a

"05.08 Land Vehicle Operation 07.04 Informatton Processing Speaking, .

05.09 Materials Control 07.05 Information Processing Records

95.10 Skilled Hand and Machine Work 07.06 Clerical Machine Operation

05.11 Equipment Operation -07.07 Clerical Handling

05.12 Elemental Work: Mechanical 08 PERSUASIVE

06 INDUSTRIAL, . 08.01. Sales Technology-.

4o 35



08.02 General SaleV 11.02 Educational and Library Services

08.03. Vending

ACCOMMODATING

7'

11.03 Social Research

,11.04 %Lavv

09.01 Hospitality Services 11.05 Business Administration

09.02 Barbering and Beauty .Services 11.06 Finance

It6
09.03 Passenger Services 11.07 Services Adqnistration

;0 ^

09.04 Customer Servides 11.08 Communications

09.05 Attendant Services

10 HUMANITARIAN

'

4 11.09 Promotion

11.10 Regulations Enforcement

10.01 Social Services 11.11 Business Management

10.02 Nursing and Thaapy Services 11.12 Contracts and Claims

10.03 Child and Adult Care

11 SOCIAL:BUSINESS

12 PHYSICAL PERFORMING

r.

12.01 Sports

11.01 Mathematics and Statistics 12.02 Physical Feats

-
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WORKER TRAIT' GROUP

COMMERCIAL BRIEFS
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Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition
DOT Code - WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT Code Area - WTG #

ABLE EAM,AN (911.884 WTG 39)

ACCOU TANT (160.188 WTG 13)
L4,-

911.364-010 05.12

160.167-010 11.06,

ACCOUN NT, COST (160.188 WTG 13)

ACCOUNTING CLERK (219.488 WTG 26)

(150.048 WTG 63)ACTOR

(Actor- Actress)
ACTOR`'`

ACTUARY

(Administrative Manager)
MANAGER, OFFICE

(Advertising Account Executive)
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE . (164.f 68 WTG 10).

.(132.088 WTG 112)

... . . . . (150.048 WTG 63)

(020.188 WTG 88)

(169.168 WTG 10)

(Advertising Copywriter)
COPY WRITER

.(Advertising-Space Salesman) '
SALES REPRESENTATIVE, ADVERTISING (258.358 WTG 97)

(002.281 WTG 56)
(Aeronautical Draftsman)

DRAFTER, AERONAUTICAL
(Aerospace Engineer)

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER (002.081 WTG 53)

(Agricultural Commodity Grader)
INSPECTOR, AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES (168.287 WTG 76)

.AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER (013.081 WIG 53)
(040.081 WTG 87)

(Air Conditioning and Refrigeratibn Mechanic)
REFRIGERATION MECHANIC (637.281. WTG 37)

AGRONOMIST

(Air-Conditioning--Engineer)
MECHANICAL ENGINEER (007.081 WTG 53)

.(Aircraft Assembler)
ASSEMBLER, AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES AND
SURFACES (806.381.VVTG 37)

(Aircraft Mechanic) .

-AIRFRAME-AND-POWER-PLANT MECHANIC (621.281 WTG 37)

(Aircraft and Engine Mechanic)
AIRFRAME-AND-POWER PLANT MECHANIC . (621.281 WTG 37)

- (Air HaMmer. Operator)
CONSTRUCTION WORKER 2 (859.887 WTG 52)

(Airline Dispatcher)
DISPATCHER (912.168 WTG 17)

(Airline Pilot)
AIRPLANE PILOT, COMMERCIAL (196.283 WTG-7.7)

(Airline Steward/Stewardess
AIRPLANE FLIGHT ATTENDANT (352.878 WTG 105)

(Airline Ticket Agent)
TICKET AGENT (919.368 WTG 19)

.

40
43

160.167-018 11.06

216.482-010 07.02

150.047-010 01.03

1- 50.047.010 01.03

. 020.167-010 11.01

169.167-034 07.01

164.167-010 11.09,

131.067-014 . 01,01

254.357-014 08.01

002.261 -010. 05.03

002.061-014 05.01

168.287-010 11.10

013.061-010 05.01

040.061-010 02.02

637.261-026 05.05

007.061-014 05.01

806.381-026

621.281-014

621.281-014

869.687-026

912.167-010

196.263-014

352.367-010

238.367,026

06.01

05.05

05.05

05.12

05.03

05.04

09.01

07.03



Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition
DOT. Code .- WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT Code Area - WTG #

(Airplane Mechanic)
AIRFRAME-AND-POWER-PLANT MECHANIC .. .. (621.281 WTG 37)

AIRPLANE PILOT, COMMERCIAL

(Airplane Stewardess)
AIRPLANE FLIGHT ATTENDANT (352.878 WTG 105)

(Airport Manager) ,-
MANAGER, AIRPORT (184.118 WTG 6)---

(Airport Superintendent)
MANAGER, AIRPORT (184.118 WTG 6)

"(196.263 WTG 77)

621.281-014 05.05

196.20-014 05.04

.367-010 09.01 :

184.117-026 11.05

11.05184:117-026

(Air-Traffic Controller) p
(193.168 WT. a 17) '193.162-018 05.03AIR-TRAFFIC-CONTROL SPECIALIST, TOWER

(Anesthetist)
NURSE ANESTHETIST (075.378 WTG 92) 075.371-010 10.02

(Animal Hospital Attendant)
ANIMAL CARETAKER .(356.874 WTG 107) 410.674-010 03.02

(Animal Husbandman)
ANIMAL SCIENTIST. (040.081 WTG 87) 040.061-014 02.02

(Animal Husbandry Specialist)
ANIMAL SCIENTIST (040.081 WTG 87) 040.061 -014 02.02

ANIMAL KEEPER
.

,-
(356.874 WTG 107)7 412.674010 03.03

(Announcer,- Radio and Television)
ANNOUNCER

ANTHROPOLOGIST
(Apartment Building Janitor)

JANITOR
.

ARCHEOLOGIST

ARCHITECT

(159.148 WTG 67) t
(055.088 WTG 31)

(382.884 WTG 39)

(055.088 WTG 31)

(001.081 WTG 53)

T(Architect, Landscape)
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT (019.081 VVTG 53)

(Architect, Naval)
ARCHITECT, MARINE (061.081 WTG 53)

(ArchitectUral Draftsman)
DRAFTER, ARCHITECTURAL (001.281 WTG 56)

ARCHIVIST (101.168.WTG 10)

(Artist, Cori-where,' I Illustrating)
ILLUSTRATOR (141.081 WTG 4)

-7---
(Art Teacher, Elementary)

TEACHER, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

(Art Teacher, High School)'
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCN-001(

(Asbestos and. Insulatihg Worker)
CONSTRUCTION WORKER I

(Assembler, Electronic Industry)
ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLER,

(Assembler, Electronics Manufacturing)
ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLER

(Assessor)
APPRAISER .

ASTRONOMER

(Athlete) '.
PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE

(Athlete, Professional)
PROFESSIONALTHLETE

4,

'It . (092.228 WTG 45)

(091.228 WTG 44)

(863.884 WTG-39)

(726.781 WTG 38)

(726.884 WTG 39)

(188.168 WTG 13)

(021.088 WTG 88)

. (153.348 WTG '68)

(153.348 WTG 68)

44

159.147-010 \ 01.03

055.067-010 11.03

382.664-010 05.12

055.067-018. 11.03

001.061-010 , 05.01

001.061-018 * 05.01

,
001.061-014 05.01

001.261-010 05.03

101.167-010 11.03

141.061-022 01.02

092.227-010 11.02

091.227-010 .11.02

869.664014 05.10

726.684-018 06.02

726.384-010 06.02

188.167-010 11.06

021.067-010 02.01

153,341-010 12.01

153.341-010 12.01



Brief Title* T Ird,Edition
DOT.Titie if different DQT C 4e WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT-Code Area .WTG #

(Athletic Coach) ,

INSTRUCTOR, SPORTS (099.228 WTG 47) 153.227.018 12.01

AUCTIONEER (294.258 WTG 97) 294.257-010 08.02

AUDIOLOGIST (079.108 WTG 90) 076.101-010 02.03

AUDITOR (160.188 WTG 13) 160.162-014 11:06.

(Auto-Body Designer),
DRAFTER, AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN (017.281 WTG 56) 017.281-022 05.03

(Auto Driving Instructor)
INSTRUCTOR, DRIVING - (099.228 WTG 46) '099.223-00 09.03.

(Automatic Bowling Machine Mechanic)
PINSETTER MECHANIC, AUTOMATIC (829.281 WTG 37) 638.261-022 05.10

(Automatic Washer Repairman) °

_ELECTRICAL-APPLIANCE SERVICER (827.281 WTG 37) 827.261-010 05.05

(Automatic Vending Routeman) )
COIN COLLECTOR (292.483 WTG 98) 292.483-010 05.08

(Autornobile-Body. Repairman)
AUTOMOBILE-BODY REPAIRER (807.381 WTG 37) 807.381-010 05.05

(Automobile Parking Attendant)
PARKING-LOT ATTENDANT (915.878 WTG 105) 915.473-010 09.04

(Automobile Salesperson)
SALESPERSON, AUTOMOBILES' (280.358 WTG. 97) :273.353-010 08.02

(Automobile Service Station Salesman)
AUTOOBILE SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT (915.867 WTG 103) 915.467-010 05.10

(Automotive Brake Specialist)
BRAKE REPAIRER ........ .... . .. . . .......... . . (620.281 WTG 37) 620.281-026 05.10

(Automotive-Body Repairman)
AUTOMOBILE-BODY REPAIRER . t (807:381 WTG 37) 807.381-010 05.05

(Automotive Designer)
DRAFTER, AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN (01.7.281 .WTG 56) 017.281-022 05.03

(AutomotiVe Mechanic)
AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC (620.281 WTG 37) 620.261-010 05.05

(Automotive Painter)
PAINTER, TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE (845.781 .WTG 38) 845.381-014 05.10

(Automotive Parts Oounterman)
:SALESPERSON, PARTS (289.358 WTG 97) 279.357-062 08.02

(Automotive Service Advisor)
AUTOMOBILE-REPA1R SERVICE ESTIMATOR (620.281, WTG37) 620.261-018 05.07

(Auto Service Station Attendant) , .

AUTOMOBILE-SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT (915.867 WTG 103) 915A67-010 05.10

BAKER (313.781 WTG 38) 313.381-010 05.10

BAKER (526.781 WTG 38) 526.381-010 06.02

(Ballroom Dance, Teacher)
INSTRUCTOR, DANCING (151.028 WTG 1) 151.027-014 01.05

(Bank Manager, Branch)
MANAGER, FINANCIAL INSTITUTION (186.118 WTG 6) 186.117-038 11.05

(Bank Teller)
TELLER {212.368 WIG 20) 211.362-022 07.02

BARBER (330.371 VVTG 101) 330.371-010 09.02

(Barber-Stylist)
BARBER (330.371 WTG 101) 330.371-010 09.02

(Beauty Operator)
COSMETOLOGIST (332.271 WTG 101) 332.271-010 09.02

42



Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition
DOT Code - WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT Code Area - WTG

BEEKEEPER (419.181 WTG 72)

(Bilingual Secretary)
SECRETARY (201.368:1NTG .18)

BILLING-MACHINE OPERATOR (214.'488 WTG 26)

BIOCHEMIST (041.081 WTG 87)

BIOLOGIST (041.081 WTG 87)

(Biologist Assistant)
BIOLOGICAL AID ..... ........ . . .......... (049.384 WTG 73)

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER

BIOMEDICAL.EQUIRMENT TECHNICIAN

BIOPHYSICIST. (041.081 WTG 87)

BLACKSMITH (610.381 WTG 37)

BOILERMAKER I (805.281 WTG 37)

BOOKBINDER (977.884 WTG 39)..

(Book Editor)
EDITOR, BOOK (132.068 WTG 111)

,BOOKKEEPER I (210.388 WTG 26)

BOOKKEEPING MACHINE OPERATOR I (215.388 WTG 26)

BOOKKEEPING MACHINE OPERATOR II (215.388 WTG 26)

(Bookshop and Bookstore Sales Clerk)
SALESPERSON, BOOKS (289.358 WTG 97)

(Border Patrolman)
BORDER GUARD (375.868 WTG 79)

BOTANIST (041.081 WTG 87)

(Bowling Center Manager)
MANAGER, RECREATION ESTABLISHMENT (187.168 WTG' 10)

(Bowling Machine Mechanic)
PINSETTER MECHANIC, AUTOMATIC (829.281`WTG 37)

(Boy Scout District Executive)
DISTRICT ADVISER (187.118 WTG 6)

..:
(Brakeman) -

IC

RKALKAE

YRE, R

PASSENGER.TRAIN (910.364 WTG 110).

(861.381 WTG 37)

(Bricklayer Helper)
CQNSTRUCTION WORKER 2 (861.887 WTG 52)

(Bridal Consultant)
WEDDING CONSULTANT (299.358 WTG 97).

(Building Contractor)
. CONTRACTOR (182.168 WTG 10)

(Building Custodian)
JANITOR (382.884 WTG 39)

(Building Inspector)
INSPECTOR, BUILDING (168.168 WTG 74)

(Building. Manager)
SUPERINTENDENT, BUILDING 4'(187.168 WTG 10) .

BULLDOZER OPERATOR-1 (850.883 WTG 83)

(Bus Boy)
piNINq;ROOM ATTENDANT .(311.878 VVT G 105)

BUS DRIVER (913.463 WTG :110)

BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE, LABOR UNION (187.118 WTG 6)

46

413.1617010

201.362-030

214.482-010

041.061-026

041.061-030 ,

049.384-010

019.0614510

619.261-010

041.061-034

610.381-010

805.261-014

977.381-010

132.067-014

210.382-014

210.382-026

210.382-026

03.01

07.01

07.06

02.02

02.02

02.04

02.02

02.04

02.02

05.05

05.05

05.05

01.01

07.02
07.06

07.06

277.357-034 08.02

375.363-010

041.061-038 02.02

187.117-042 11.11

638.261-022 05.10

187.117-022 11.05'

04.02

910.364-010

861.381-014

869.687-026

09.01

05.05

05.12

299:J57-018 08.02, _

182.167-010 11.12

382:664-010 05.12

168.167-030 05:03-,.

187.167-190 05.02

850.683-026 _05.11

311:677-018 09.05

.913.463-010 09.03

187.167-016 11.05



del Title
DOT tle if different

(Business Teacher, High School)
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL

BUYER

CABINETMAKER
(Cafeteria Manager, Industrial),

MANAGER, INDUSTRIAL CAFETERIA

CALCULATINGMACHINE OPERATOR

(Camera Repairman)
CAMERA REPAIRER

(Camp Counselor)
COUNSELOR, CAMP

"CARPENTER
(Carpenter, Construction)

CARPENTER

(Cartographer) -
. DRAFTER, CARTOGRAPHIC

CARTOONIST

CASHIER 2

. (Caterer)
.. MANAGER, FOOD SERVICE.

(Cattleman)
LIVESTOCK RANCHER

CEil ENT MASON

CERAMIC ENGINEER

(Certified Laboratory Asiistant)
. , MEDICAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

-,-

(Chamber of Commerce Manager)
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, CHAMBER OF

Third Edition
DOT Code - WTG #

FOurth Edition
DOT Code Area WTG #

(091.228 WTG 44)

(162.158 WTG 95)

(660.280 WTG 80)

091.227-010

162.157-018

660.280-010

11.02

08.01

oq.O5-

(319.138 WTG 85) 319.137-018 1 1,".11

(216.488 WTG 26) 216.482-022 X07.02

(714.281 WTG 37)
, .

714.281-014 05.05

(159.228 1NTG 46) 159.124-010:. 09.01

(860.381 WTG 37) 860.381-022 05.05

(860.381 WTG 37) =860.381-022 05.05

(017.2131 WTG 56) 018.261-010 05.03

(144.081 WTG 4) 141.061-010 -01.02

(211.468 WTG 21) 211.462-010 07.03

(187.168 WTG 10) 187..167-106 11.11

(413.181 WTG 72) 410.161-018 03.01

(844.884 WTG 39) 844,364-010 05.051
(006.081 WTG 53) 006.061-014 05.01/

(078.381 WTG 75) 078.381-014 02.04

COMMERCE (10.118 WTG 6) -

CHAUFFER .(359.873 WTG 103)

CHEF ' (313.131 WTG 33)

CHEMICAL ENGINEER (008.081 WTG 53)

CHEMICAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN (002.281 WTG 75)
. .

(Chemical Technician) ...

LABORATORY TESTER (022.384 WTG 73)

7.117-030

359.673-010

313.131-014

008.061-018

022.261-010

029.261-010

CHEMIST 022.061-010

(Child Care VVorker)
.

ATTENDANT, CHILDREN'S INSTITUTION- (359.878 WTG 93) 359.677-010 10.03

(Child Day.Care Worker)
NURSERY SC)-100L ATTENDANT (359.878 WTG 93) 359.677-018 10.03

(Chipper and Grinder)
GRINDER-CHIPPER (809.884 WTG 39) 809.684-026 06.04

CHIROPRACTOR. (079.108 WTG 90) 079.101-010 02.03

(Christian Education Director)
DIRECTOR, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (129.108 WTG 32) . 129.107-022 11.02

188.117-114 11.05

11.05

1/4 _09.03

05.05

05.01

02.04

02.04

02.01'

(City Manager)
MANAGER, CITY (18$.118 WTG 6)

(City Planner)
URBAN PLANNER (199.168 WTG 6)

CIVIL ENGINEER

44

(005.081 WTG 53)

47

199.167-014

005.061-014
11.03

05.01



Brief Title
DOT'Title if different

Third Edition
DOT Code, WTG #

Fourth Edition '

DOT Code Area - WTG #

= CLAIM ADJUSTER
CLASSIFIED AD CLERK 2
(Clergyman)

I CLERGY MEMBER
,

(Clerk, General Office)
ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK ,

(Coal.Miner)
MINER I

;(College Teacher)
FACULTY. MEMBER, COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

(241.168 WTG 74) .

(209.38 WTG 24)

(120108 WTG 32)

(219.388 WTG 26)

(939.281 WTG 37)

(090.288 WTG 44)

,, 241.217-010

247.387-022

,%.

120.O0010

219.362-010

R39.281-010

- 090.22-7=010

11.12

07.05

10.01

07.01

05.11

11.02

(Commercial and Industrial Photographer)
PHOTOGRAPHER, STILL (143.062 WTG 3) 143.062:030 01.02

(Commercial Artist) ,

ILLUSTRATOR (141.081 WTG 4) 141.061-022 01.02

(Commercial Diver)
DIVER (899.2811NTG 37) 899.261-010 05.05

I

COMPARISON SHOPPER (296.388 VVTG 24) , ,296.367-014 08.01

COMPOSER- (152.088 WTG 100) ' .152.067-014 01.04

COMPOSITOR .... .............. . . . , . . : . .. . ... . .. (973.381 WTG 37) 973.381-010. - 05.05

(Computer Service Technician).-.
ELECTRONICS MECHANIC I (828.281 WTG 37) 828.281-010 05.05

CONDUCTOR, PASSENGER CAR (198.168 i/VTG 10): 11.11

(Conservation Officer)
FISH AND GAME WARDEN (376.168 WTG 74) 379.167-010

,

04.01

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT MECHANIC (626.281 WTG 37) 620,261-022 05.05

CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR . . . . . .. .... . .. . . . .. ... . . . . (182.247 VVTG 76) 182.267-010 05.03

(Construction Ironworker).
STRUCTURAL-STEELWORKER

.1

, ,

(801.781WTO 38) ,-, 801.361-014 ', 05.05

(Construction Machinery Operator).
OPERATING ENGINEER (859.88.3 VVTG 83) 859.683-010 - 05.11

(Construction Superintendent)
SUpERINTENDENT, CONSTRUCTION .

(182.168WTG 10), 182.167-026 05.02

(Consumer Safely Offiter)
FOOD AND DRUG INSPECTOR. (168.287 VVTG 76) 168.267-042 11.10

(Cook, Domestic Service)
COOK (305.281 WTG 36) 305.281-010 05.10

(Cooperative Extension Service Worker)
COUNTY-AGRICULTURAL AGENT (006.128 VVTG 42) 096.127-010 11.02

COPY WRITER (1 2.088 WTG 112) 131.067-014 01.01

COREMAKER (518.83 WTG 37)
.. v..

518.381-014 06.01,

(Correctional Officer)
CORRECTION OFFICER

.

, ' (372,868.VVTG 79)
,

372.667-018 04.02

CORRESPONDENCE CLERK
) , , ,

(204.2 WTG-15) 209.262-010 '" 07.01

COSMETOLOGIST. (332.271 G 101) 332.271-010 00.02

(Cost Accountant) . -
.

ACCOUNTANT, COST . .. .. : .... . ... .. . (160.188 WTG 13) 160.167-018 11.06

(Counselor, High.School)
COUNSELOR (045,108 WTG32)? 045.1Q7-010 10.01.

(Counselor, Vocatiorfal Rehabilitation), (045.108 WTG 32) 045.107-010 10.01

A

48 #
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Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition Fpurth Edition
DOT Code "- WTG # DO de Area - WTG*

(Counterman, Cafeteria)
COUNTER ATTENDANT,-CAFETERIA (311.'878 VVTG 105) 311.677-014 09.05

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENT (096.12a VVTG 42) 096.127-010 11.02

COURT CLERK i (249.368 VVTG 16) 243.362-010 07.01

(Court Reporter)
SHORTHAND REPORTER (202.388 WTG 25) 202.362-010 07.05

CREDIT ANALYST (191.268 WTG 74) 191.267-014 11.06

(Credit Collector)
COLLECTOR (24O368 WTG 16) 241.367.010 07.03

(Credit Manager)
MANAGER, CREDIT AND COLLECTION (168.168 WTG 10) 168.167-054 07.01

(Criminologist)
SOCIOLOGIST (054.088 VVTG 31) 054.067-014 11.03

(Crop Scientist)
AGRONOMIST °(040.081 VVTG 87) 040.061010 02.02

CURATOR (102.118 WTG 6) 102.017.010 11.07
1 1

(Custodian)
JANITOR , (382.884 VVTG 39) 382.664010 05.12

CUSTOMS INSPECTOR (168.166 VVTG 74) 168.267-022 11.10
.

0

(Customs Worker) . 1

CUSTOMS INSPECTOR (168.168 WTG 74). 1o8.?67-022 11.10

(Cylinder-Press Man) it

CYLINDER PRESS OPERATOR (651.782 WTG 82) 651.362-010 05.05

(Dairy Farmer)
LIVESTOCK RANCHER

.,:DAIRY-PROCESSING EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

DAIRY TECHNOLOGIST
DANCER
(Data-Processing Machine Operator)

COMPUTER OPERATOR
(Diata-Proce.s-sing Machine Serviceman)

ELECTRONICS MECHANIC
(Data Processing Manager)

(411.181 WTG 72)

(529.782 WTG 82)

(040.081 WTG 87)

(151.048 WTG 66)

(213.382 VVTG 23)

410.161-018 03.01

529.382-018 06.02

040.061-022 02.02

151.047-010 01.05

213.362-010 07.06

(828.281 WIG 37) 828.281-010 05.05

r.
MANAGER, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING . . 169.168 WTG 10)

DATA TYPIST (213 588 28)

(Dean of VVornen)'
DEAN OF STUDENTS 1 ' (090.1,18 WTG 6)

r.

.(Delivery ROute Salesman).
. DRIVER, SALES ROUTE (292358 WTG 97)

DENTAL ASSISTANT / , (079.378 WTG 92)' 4°
DENTAL HYGIENIST . .. ... . . .. . . . . . . . - . . . . . . ... . . . (078.368 WTG 92)

DENTfa. LABORATORY TECHNICIAN , (712.381 WTG 37)

DENTIST 4 (072.108 VVTG 90)

i(Department Manager, Retail Trade)
MANAGER, DEPARTMENT (299.138 WTG 9)

DERMATOLOGIST , (070,108 VVTG 90)

(Designer, Fabric)
CLOTH DESIGNER (142.081 WTG 4) 01.02

(Designer, Woman's Clothing)
CLOTHES DESIGNER (142.081,WTG 4) 142.061-018 -01.02

169.167-030 11.01

- _203.582-022 07.06

090.117-018 11.02

292.353:010 08.02

079.371-010 10.03

'078.361-010 10.02

712.381-018 05.05

072.101-010 02.03

299.137-010

070.101-018

11.11

02.03

46 49

142.061-014



Brief iTitie
DOT Title If different

Third Edition Fourth Edition
DOT Code - WTG # DOT Code Area - WTG #

DETECTIVE

(Detective, Police)
DETECTIVE

DEVELOPER

(Dle Maker, MachineShOp)
DIEMAKER, BENCH, STAMPING

(375.268 VVTa 74)

(Dlesel-Engi ne Technician) .

DIESEL-ENGINE TESTER

DIESEL MECHANIC .
1,

(Dile lan)
DIETITIAN, CLINICAL

DIRECTOR, PROGRAM

DIRECTOR, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

DISK JOCKEY

DISPATCHER

(Display Man)
DISPLAYER, MERCHAls DISE

(Display Worker) 1

DISPLAYER, MERCHANDISE

DIVER

(Diver, Commeicial).
DIVER (899.281 WTG 37)

(Doorman)
DOORKEEPER (324.878 WTG 106),

DRAFTER, AERONAUTICAL:.',;.

DRAFTER, ARCHITECTURAL

(Draftsman, Mechanical)
PRAFTER,IECHANICAL

(DramatCcigt) '

PI_AYVVRIGHT

'(_Drapery SeamstresS)
DRAPERY OPERATOR

(375.268 WTG 74)

(976.381 WTG 37).

(601.281 WTG 37)
-

(625.281 WTG 37)

(625.281 WTG 37)

(077.168 WTG 10)

(184.168 WTG 10)

(129.108 WTG 32)

(159.148 WTG 67)

(912.168 WIG 17)

(298.081 WTG 4)

(298.081 WTG ay

(899.281 WTG 37)

,

DRESSMAKER

(00.281 WTG 56)

(131.088 WTG 112)

(787.782WTG 82)

(785.361. WT 35)

(905.882 WTG 83)

(099.228 WTG 46)

(290.478 WTG 102)

(289.458 WTG 97)

(362.381 WIG 37)'-'

(Driver, Heavy-Truck)
TRUCK DRIVER, HEAVY

(Driving Instructor)
INSTRUCTOR, D ING

..)

(Drugstore Clerk) - -...1
SALES CLERK .

(15rcigstore Salesperson)
SALESPERSON, GENERAL. MERCHANDISE

(Drycleaner Spotter)
SPOTTER

375.267-010 04.01

375.267-010

976.681-010

04.01

05.10

601.281-010 05.05

V..261-010 06.01

625.281-010 05.05.

077.127-014

184.167-030

129.107-022

159.147-014

912.167.010

98.081-010

298.081-010

899.261-010

05.05

11.05

11.02

01.03

05.03

01.02

01.02

05.05

899.261-010 / 05.05

/

A 324.677-014 i 09.05

002.261 -010 05.03

001.261-010 05.03

007.281-010 05.03

131.067-038 01.01

787.682-018

785361-010

06.02

05.05

905:663-014 05.08

099.223-010 09.03

290.477-014 6.04

279.357-054 08.02

362.38,1,-010 06.02

ECONOMIST (050.088 WTG 31

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT (132.288 WTG 114)

ED1TOR,'NEWSPAPER (132.018 WTG 111)

(Electrical Appliance Serviceman)
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICER (827.281 WTG 37)

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER ,, (003.081 WTG 53)

050.067-010

.132.267-014

132.017-014

827.261-010

003.061-010

05.05.

05.01

5 0- 47



Brief Title
DOT Title if different

(Electrical Repairman)
ELECTRICAL REPAIRER

ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN
ELECTRICIAN
(Electrician, Construction)

ELECTRICIAN
(Electrician, Maintenance)

ELECTRICAL REPAIRER
'ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TECHNICIAN . . ...... : . ,

-.---(Eiectrcencephalograph-Techniclaii)

Third Edition
DOT. Code WTG .#

Fourth Edition
DOT Code Area -- WTG #

4

. .......... ...... . (829.281 WTG 37):

(0031 iitICVVTG 57)

(824.281 WTG 37)

(824.281, WTG 37)

(829.281 WTG 37)

. (076.366 WTG 92)

ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH TECHNOLOGIST (078.368 WTG 92)

ELECTROLOG1ST (339.371 WTG O1)..'.

(Electronics System Tester) ,r.

ELECTRONICS TESTER I (729.381 WTG 37)

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (003.181 WTG 57)

(Electronic Technician)
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (003.181 WTG,57)

(Electroplater)
PLATER (500.380 WTG 80)

ELECTROTYPER . . ..... . . (974.381 WTG 37)

(EleMentary School Teacher)
TEACHER, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (092.228 WTG 45) ,,

ELOATOR CONSTRUCTOR ( '025.381 WTG 37)

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
EMPLOYMENT INtERVIEWER (166.268 WTG 12)

(Employment ServiceIntervieNver),
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWER: (166.268 WTG 12)

(Employment Supervisor)
MANAGER, EMPLOYMENT (166.168 WTG 10)

(English Teacher, High.8chool)
TEACHER, SECONDARY. SCHOOL (0Q1.228 WIG 44)

ENTOMOLOGIST (041..081 WTG 87)

EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER (187.1681ALTG 10)

(Executive Secretary)
ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY.

(Extension Home Economist)
- COUNTY. HOME-DEMONSTRATiOA AGENT-

(169.168 WTG 10)

(096.128 WTG 42)

EXTERMINATOR (389.884 WTG 39)

FACULTY MEMBER, C LLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
FALLER 1
FARM EQUIPMENT ME HANIC 1
(Farm Equipment and Supplies Salesperson)

SALES REPRESENTATIVE, FARM AND GARDEN
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES (277.358 WTG 97)

(090.228 WTG 44) :

(940.884 WTG 39)

(624.281 WTG 37)

(Farmer, Cattg)
LIVESTOCK RANCHER

(Farmer, Dairy)

- , (413.181. WTG

LIVESTOCK RANGER (411.181 WTG 72)-'

(Farmer, Fruit)
FARMER TREE-FRUIT. AND NUT CROPS (403.181 WTG 72)

-48

829.281-018 05.05

003.161-010 05.01

824.261-010 06.05

824.261-010 05.05

829.281-014 05.05

078.362-018 10.03

078.362-022 10.03

339.371-010 09.05

726.281-014 06.01

003:163:014 05.01

003.161-014 05.01

-600.389-010 06.02

974.381-010 05.05

092.227-010 11.02

825.361-0r 05.05

079.374-010 10.02.

166.267-010 11..03

166.267-010

166.167-030 11.65

091.227-010 11.02

041.061-046 02.02

18717-04a 11.11

169.167414 - 07.01

096.121-010 10.02

389.684-010 05.10

090.227-010

454.384-010

624.281:01Q

272.357-014

410.161-018

410.161-018

403.161,010

11.02

03.04

05.05

08.02

03.01

03.01

03.07



.; Brief Title
DOT Title if different , .

Third Edition
DOT Code WTG #

FARMER, GENERAL (42

(Farmer, Poultry)
POULTRY FARMER

,(Farmer, Truck)
FARMER, VEGETABLE

(Farm Manager) _

GENERAL MANAGE FARM
FASHION COORDINA OR . : .

.181 WTG 72)

(412.181 WTG 72)

(403.181 WTG 72)

(Fashion. Designer)
CLOTHES DESIGNER

(Fashion Illustrator)
FASHION-ARTIST ..... ..... .". ... . . (141.081 WTG 4)

(FBI Agent)
SPECIAL AGENT (34.1.68WTG 74)

.168VVTG 10)

.158 WTG 95)

2.0811/VTG 4) :

(Fp Special Agent)
INVESTIGATOR

FILE CLERK I

(375.168 WTG 74)

(296.388 VVTG 24)

(Film Editor)
EDITOR, FILIVI . .......... . (960.288 WTG 114)

(Financial Aids Administrator)
FINANCIAL-AIDS OFFICER 090. 18 WTG 6)

FINGERPRINT CLASSIFIER 75.3 8 WTG 24)

(Fire-Extinguisher Serviceman)
FIRE-EXTINGUISHER REPA 99. 84 WTG, 39)

FIRE FIGHTER t 78. 84 WTG 39)

FIRE PROTECTION ENGIN 12.188 WTG 59)

(Fisheries Scientist)
MANAGER, FISH HAT' HERY ( 41. 68 WTG 55)

(Flight Attendant)
AIRPLANE FLIGHT TTENDANT 2.8718 WTG 105)

FLIGHT ENGINEER 21.281 WTG37)

(Floor Covering Inst Iler)
FLOOR LAYER ( 64.81 WIG 38)

(1364.T81 WTG 38)

WTG 4)

(Floor Covering I staller, Resilient)
FLOOR LAY E

FLORtkL DESI7NER

.(Florist) I
FLORAL DSIGNER (142..081 WTG 4)

- I L
FOOD AND RUG INSPECTOR (168287 WTG 76)

(Food Sole ist) li 1

CHEMIS ,:FOOD 1(022.081 WTG 87)

FOOD-SERVICE SUPERVISOR i(314.138 WTG 85)

(Food Store Checker) I I

CASHIER-CHECKER i (299.468 WTG 21)
...

FOOD TECHNOLOGIST i

(Foreign Language Teacher, High School) . i
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL i (091 .228 WTG 44)

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER lt 188.118 WTG 6)

(Foreign-Service Secretary)
SECRETARY / (201.368 WTG 18)?

ii.

(Foreign Service Worker)
FOREIGN-SERVICE OF ICER i (188.118 WTG 6)

Fourth Edition
DOT,Code Area WTG #

f.

5

421.161-010 03.01
t

411.161-0i8 03.01

402.161-010 03.01

150.167 018 03.01

- 185.157-010 11,09

142:06,170. 1137-01 .02

141.061-014 01.02

168.267-034 04.01

,168.267-062 .11:10:.

206.3 -010 07.07

962.2 4-010 01.01

090.117-030

375.387-010

709.384-010

37.364-010
012.167-025

11.02-
02.04`

04.02

05.01

180.167.030 i! 03.01.

352.367-010 09.01

621.261-018 05.03 .

864.481-010 05.10

864.481-010

142.081-010 '

142A1:010
168. 61'042

022.0p1-014

319.07-010

7,

211.452-014

041.1131-010

0917-010
188.117-106

201.ip2-030 07.01

188.1M 7-106 14.09

05.-1p

01:02

01.02

lib
02.02:
09.05

07.03

02.02

11.02

11.09

49



Brief Title
°DOT Title If different:

Third Edition Fourth Edition
DOT Code -- WTG # DOT Code Area WTG #

FORESTER (040.081 WTG 87)

(Forest Technician)
FORESTER AID (441.384 WTG. 3)

(Free Lance Writer)
WRITER, PROSE, FICTION AND NONFICTION (130.088 WTG 112), °

FREIGHT-TRAFFIC CONSULTANT (184.268 WTG 11)

. ...... . . (404.181 WTG 72)
(Fruit Farmer) .

FARMER, TREE-FRUIT AND: NUT CROPS . . .

(Fund Raiser)
-71)11-1c; iPKTUND RATS1NG (161.118 WTG 6)

(Funeral Director)
DIRECTOR; FU RAL

FUR FARMER (419.181 WTG 2)

(869.281 WTG 37)

(187.168 WTG 10)

(Furnance Installer and Repairman)
FURNANCE INSTALLER AND REPAIRER, HOT AIR

FURNITURE FINISHER
(Furniture Mover)

VAN-DRIVER HELPER (909.887 WIG 52)

FURNITURE UPHOLSTERER c(789.381 WTG 37)

(763.381 WTG 37)

-(Gardener and Groundkeeper)
GROUNDS KEEPER, INDUSTRIAL - COMMERCIAL (407.884 WTG 39)

(Garment Cutter)
CUTTER, MACHINE I (78.1.884 WTG-39)

(Gas Appliance Service Worker)
GAS APPLIANCE SERVICER . (637.281 WTG 37)

(General Merchandise Sales Clerk)
(SALESPERSON, GENERAL MERCHANDISE (289.458 WTG 97)

GENETICIST (041.081 WTG 87)

GEOGRAPHER (029.088 WTG 88)

GEOLOGIST (024.081 WTG 87)

GEOPHYSICIST (024.081 WTG 87)

(Girl Scout Executive Staff Worker)
DISTRICT ADVISOR (187.118 WTG 6)

GLAZIER (865.781 WTG 38)

(Greenhouse WorIcer)
HORTICULTURAL WORKER 1 (406.887 WTG 52)

(Grocery Checker)
CASHIER- CHECKER t, (299.4'68 WTG 21)

040.061-034

452.364-010 03.01

131.067-046 01.01

184267-010 11.05

403.161-010 03.01

165.1177010

187.167-030

410,161-014

869.281-010.

763.3$1t010

905.687-014

780.381-018

.

(Guard) 9,° GUARD, SECURITY (372.588 WTG 79)

(Guidance Counselor)
COUNSELOR (045.108 WTG 32)

GUNSMITH , (632.281 WTG 37)

14,

- (Hand Composition)
COMPOSITOR (973.381 WTG 37)

HARBOR MASTER (375.168 WTG 6)

HEALTH PHYSICIST (079.021 WTG 86)

i50
53

406.684-014.

781.684 -014 06.02

11.09

11.11

03.01

05.05

05.05

05.12

05.05

03.04

637.261-018

279.357-054

041.061-054
029.067-010

024.061-018
024.061030

187.117-022

865.381-014

05,10

08.02

92.02
02.01

02.01

02.01

11.05

95.10

405.684-014 03:04

211.462-014 07.03

372.667-034 04.02

'045.07-010
632.281-010

10.01

05.05

973.381 -010 05.05

375.16Z-026 04.01

079.021.010 05.01



Brief Title
DOT Title if different

(Health Physics Technician)
RADIATION MON TOR

(Health Services Libr ian)
LIBRARIAN, SPECI L LIBRARY (100.168 WTG 10)

HEAT TREATER 2 ... (504.782 WTG. 82)

HELICOPTER PILOT (196.283 WTC77)

(High School Teacher)
TEACHER, SECONDARY. SCHOOL (091.228 WTG 44)

Third Edition
DOT Code - WTG #

I

(199.187 WTG 76)

(Highway. Engineer)
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEER (005.081 WTG 53) 005.061-038 05.01'

(Histologist) .

HISTOPATHOLOGIST (041.181 WTG 75)'_. 041.061-054 02.02

. (Histology_Technician)
TISSUE TECHNOLOGIST (078.381 WTG 75)

HISTORIAN (052.088. WTG 31) .

(Home ApplianceServiceman)
ELECTRICAL - APPLIANCE SERVICES (827.281 WTG 37)

(Home. Economics Teacher).
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL 1 , (091.228 WTG 44)

HOME, EICONOMIST , (096.128 WTG 42)

th. (Hoe4conomist, Extension)
COUNTRY HOME-DEMONSTRATION AGENT .... (096.128 WTG 42)

(Homemaker:Hcime Health Aide)
HOME ATTENDANT (354.878 INTG 93) 354.377-0 10.03I-

HORTICULTURIST .(040.081 WTG 87) 040.061 02.02

(Hospital Administrator)
ADMINISTRATOR, HOSPITAL (187.118.WTG 6) 187:11 11.07-

. . .

(Hospital Admitting Officer) .

ADMITTING OFFICER I (237.368WTG 16) 205,137 -010. 07.04:

(Hotel and Motel Clerk)
HOTEL CLERK (242.368 WTG 19) 238.362-010 07.04

(Hotel/Motel Maid)..
CLEANER, 'HOUSEKEEPING (323.87 WTG 52) 323.687-014 . 05.12

(Hotel and Motel Manager)
MANAGER, HOTEL OR MOTEL (187.118 WTG 6) . 187.117-038 11.11 .

(Hotel Bellman)
_BELLHOP (324.878 WTG 105) 324..667-010 . 09.05

HOUSE BUILDER (869.281 WTG 37) 869.281-014 - 05.05

(House to HOuse Salesperson) . ,

SALES REPRESENTATIVE; DOOR-TO-DOOR . . (289.358WTG 97)

(Hunting and Fishing Guide)
GUIDE, HUNTING AND FISHING (452416.8.INTG- 104)

Fourth Edition
- :DOT Code Area - WTG #

199.167-010 - 05.03

-100.167-026 11.02

504.682-018 ,06.02

196.263-038 \05.04

11.02

078.361-030

052.067-022

827.261-010

091.227 -01,0 11.02

096.121-014 11.02

02.04

11.03

05.05

096.121-010 10.02

(Ichthyologist)
ZOOLOGIST

ILLUMINATING ENGINEER
(Illutrator, Fashion)

:FASHION ARTIST
(Illustrator,',Medical)

ILLUSTRATOR, MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC

(Illustrator, Technical)
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATOR

291.357,010 Q8.02

353.161-010 ; 12.02

041.081,WTG . 041.061-090

.(003.081 WTG 53) 003.061-046

(141.081 WTG 4) 141.061-014

(141.081 WTG 4) 1.41.061.026

(017281 WTG 56) 01,7.281-034

54

02.02

05.01

01.02

01.02

. 05. 3



Brief Title
DOT Title if different

4

.(Industrial and Labor Relatiiins Director)
DIRECTOR, INDtJSTRIAL.RELATIONS

'INDUSTRIAL I5ESIGNER _

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST
(Industrial Machinery Mechanic)

MACHINE REPAIRER, MAINTENANCE

(Industrial Machinery Repairman)
MACH1NE.REPAIRER, MAINTENANCE ..

INDUSTRIAL= TRUCK OPERATOR

INFORMATION CLERK
(Inhalation Therapist).

RESPIRATORY THERAPIST

(Instructor, Industrial)
TEACHER, INDUSTRIAL ARTS .. : . , . , . .

INSTRUCTOR, PHYSICAL EDUCATION . -. ....
INSTRUCTOR,.VOCATIONAL TRAINING

Third Edition Fourth EditiOn
DDT Code WTG * DOT Code Area - WTG #

'V

(166.118 WTG 6) 166.117-010

(142.081.VVTG 4) 142.061-026

(012.188 WTG 59) 012.167-030 F

(012.288 WTG 59) 012.267-010

(079.188 WTG 59) 079.161-010

(626.281 VVTG,37) 626.281-010

(626:281 WTG, 37) 626.281-010

(922.883 WTG 83) 921.683-050

(237.368 WTG 16) Ak 237.367-022

(079.368 WTG 92) 079.361-010 ,
(091.228 WTG 44) 091.221-010.

(153.228 WTG 47) 099.224-010

(097.228 WTG 42) 097.227-0.14

(Instrumental Music Teacher)
TEACHER; MUSIC \ . (152p28 WTG 1)

INSTRUMENTATION TECHNICIAN (003.281 WTG 57)

INSTRUMENT MAKER ' (600.280 :VVTG 80)

(Instrument Maker. II) , ..

INSTRUMEITt MAKER (Q00.280 VVTG 80)

(Instrument Repairers)
.INSTRUMENT MECHANIC . .. ...

(Instrument Repairman)
INSTRUMENT MECHANIC

(Insulating VVorker)

152.021- 0 1 p

003.261 -010'

60.280:010

600.280-010 05.05

11.05

01.02

05.01

05.03'
11.10

05.05.

05.05

06.04

07.04

10.02

11.02

11.02

11.02

01.04

05.01

05.05.

(710.281 WTG 37) 710.281-026 05.05

(710.281 WTG 37)

CONSTRUCTION WORKER 1 (863.884 WTG 39)

(Insurance Adjuster)
CLAIM ADJUSTER (241.168 WTG 74)

(Insurance Agent)
), SALES AGENT, INSURANCE (250.258:VVTG 97)

(Insurance Agent, Life)
SALES AGENT, INSURANCE (250258 WTG 97)

(Insurance Agent, Property and LiatillIty)
SALES AGENT, INSURANCE (250.258 WTG 97)

INTERIOR DESIGNER (142.05) WTG 2)

(Interior Designer, and-Decorator)
INTERIOR DESIGNER (142.051 WTG 2)

(Internal Revenue Agent)
REVENUE AGENT (188.168 WTG 10)

INTERPRETER (137.268 WTG 67)

JANITAR ............. . . .

JEWELER .

(Jewelry and Flatware Designer).
INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER .......

4

52

(382.884 WTG 39)

(700.281 WTG 37)

. .. .... . ..... (142.081 WTG 4)

55

710.281-026

869.664-014

241..21.7-010

250.257-010

: 250.257-010

250.257-010

142.051-014

142.051-014

160.167-050

137.267-010

382.664-010

700.281-010

142.061-026

05.05

05.10

1,1.12

08.01

08.01 .

08.01

01.02

01.02

11.06

11.08

05.12

01.06

01.02



Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition Fourth Edition
DOT Code - WTG # DOT Code Area - WTG

JOB ANALYST 1(166.088 WTG 31)

(Joint 'Financing Director)
DIRECTOR, FUND RAISING

JUDGE

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

. (Kindergarten Teacher)
TEACHER, KINDERGARTEN (092.228 WTG 45)

(161.118 WTG 6)

(111.108 WTG 78)

(213.582 WTG 23)

(Labor Arbitrator)
CONCILIATOR .. . ............. . ...... . (169.118 WTG 6)

LABORATORY TESTER (329.281 WTG 75)

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT (019.081 WTG 53)

LANDSCAPE GARDENER (407.181 WTG 72)

(Landscape Maintenance Superintendent)
GREENSKEEPER I (407.137 W fr.; 33)

(Lathe Operator, Automatic)
ICE OPERATOR, PRODUCTION'

LA ER

(604.E35 WTG E4)

(842.7E1 WTG 38) -.4

LAWYEk (110.108 WTG 78)

(Layout Artist/Man)
GRAPHIC DESIGNER (141.081 .WTG 4)

(Layout Man) .`
LAYOUT WORKER (600.381 WTG 37).

LEATHER WORKER .,. (789.884 WTG 39)

166.267-018

165.117.010 11.09

111.107-010 11.04

203.582-030

092.227-014

169.207-410

029.261-010

001.061-018

408.161-010

07.06

11.02

11.04

02.04

05.01

03.01

406.137-010 03.04

604.685-026

842.361.010

110.107-010

LEGAL SECRETARY (201.368 WTG 18)

(Letter' Carrier)
(233.388 WTG -24)MAIL CARRIER WTG

(Lexicographer)
EDITOR, DICTIONARY..'.... . . ... . .:..(132.088 WTG X12)'

LIBRARIAN (100.168.WTG 10)-

(Librarian, Cyldren's)
CHILDREN'S LIBRARIAN.:;.

(Librarian, HighSchool)
LIBRARIAN , ... . .. : .

(Librarian, Music) . .

MUSIC LIBRARIAN

(Librarian, Special)
LIBRARIAN, SPECIAL LIBRARY (100.168.VVTG10)

LIBRARIAN, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS ..... .... . (10(1.168 WIG10)

LIBRARY ASSISTANT . (249.368 WTG 16)

(Library Media Specialist)
MEDIA SPECIALIST, SCHOOL LIBRARY . ....

(Library Technical Assistant) . .

LIBRARY ASSISTANT (249.368 WTG 16)

(Licensed Practical Nurse)
NURSE, LICENSEDPRACTICAL (079.378 WTG 92).

. -

_ (100.168 WTG 10)

.. . . . . .(100.168 VVTO 10)

(100.388 WTG 24)

06.04

05.10

11.04

41.061-018 01.02'

600.281-018

783.684-026

201.362-010

05.05

06.02

07.01

230.367-010 07.05:

132.067-018 11.08

100.127-014 11.02.

100.167-018 11.02

100.127-014

100:367 -022 11.02

100.167-026 11.02

100'.267-014 11.02

249.367-046 11.02

100.167-030 11.02

249.367-046 11.02

079.374-014 10.02

11.02
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Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition
DOT Code - WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT CodeArea WTG #

1)..ife Insurance Agent)
SALES AGENT, INSURANCE-

(Life Underwriter)
SALES AGENT, INSURANCE

(Lineman) - i~

LINE ERECTOR,

LINOTYPE OPERATOR

LITERARY AGENT

(Literary Writer)'
WRITER,. PROSE, FICTION AND NONFICTION

LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE MAKER

LOAN OFFICER

(Local Bus Driver)
BUS DRIVER ,

LOCKSMITH

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER

(Logger)
LOGGER, ALL-ROUND

(Machinery Repairman Maintenance)
MACHINE REPAIRER, MAINTENANCE

° (Machine Tender, Production)
PRODUCTION-MACHINE TENDER ,

(Machine-Tool Operator)
PRODUCTION-MACHINE TENDER

MACHINIST
(Machinist, All-Round)

MACHINIST
(Machinist I)

(250.258 WTG 97)

(250.258 WTG 97)
0

(821.381 WTG 37)

(650.582 WTG 23)

(191.118 WTG 7)

..... . (130.0813 WTG 112).

(972.381 WTG 37)

e (186.288 WTG 13)

(913.463 WTG 110)

(709.281 WTG 37)

(910.383 WTG 77)

(940.884 WTG 39)

(626.281 WTG 37)

(609.885 WTG 84)

(609.885 WTG 84)

(600.280 WTG 80)

600.280 WTG 80)

. (600.280 WTG 80)

........... . (233.388 WTG 24)

(2401.588 WTG 29)

(829.281 WTG 37)

(201.368 WTG 18)

(189.168 WTG 10)

.... (187:168 WTG 10)

(184.168 WTG 10)

(331.878 WTG 105)

(289.158 WTG 95)

(197.130 WTG 33)

(623.281 WTG 3 7)

(050.088 WTG 31)

(050.088 WTG 31)

. 250.257-010 08.01

250.257.010 08.01

821.361-018

650.582-019

191.117-034

131.067-046

972;381-010

186.267-018

913.463.010

709.281-010

910.363-014

454.684-018'

609485-018

600.280-022

600.280.022

230.367-010

209.587-026

05.05

1t17.06

11.12

01.01n 01.06

11..06

09.03

05.05

05.08

,03.04

626.281-010 05.05

609.685.018 06.04

2: 06.04

05.05.

600.280-022 05.05

05.05

07.05

07.05

829.281-014 05.05

201.362-030 07.01

-189.167-018 11.05

187.117-042 11.11

184.167-094 11.05

331.674-010 09.05

279.157-010 08.02

. 197.130-010 05.06

623.281-026 05.05

050.067-014 11.06

050.067-014 11.06

MACHINIST : ..... . . ...............
MAIL CARRIER . . .. .. ......
MAIL CLERK

(Maintenance Electrician)
ELECTRICAL REPAIRER

(Vale eecretary)
SECRETARY

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
(Manager, Bowling Center)

MANAGER, RECREATION ESTABLISHMENT
MANAGER, TRAF1C,
MANICURIST
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVE

o

(Marine Engineer)
ENGINEER

(Marine Mechanic and Repairman)
MACHINIST, MARINE ENGINE.

(Marketirg Researcher)
MARKET-RESEARCH ANALYST I

(Marketing Research Worker)
' MARKET RESEARCH ANALYST I
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Brief Title
DOT Title if different

MATERIAL HANDLE,R

(Material Handling Coordinator)
MATERIAL COORDINATOR

(Material Handling Engineer)
MATERIAL COORDINATOR

,-,

MATHEMATICAL TECHNICIAN

MATHEMATICIAN (020.088

MEAT CUTTER

(Meat Cutter, Retail)
MEAT CUTTER

(Meat Inspector) ...
VETERINARY-MEAT'INSFECTOR

(Meat and poultry. Food Inspector)
VETERINARY-MEAT INSP CTOR

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
MECHANICAL' - ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN

(Mechanic, Truck & Buss

Third Edition
DOT Code = WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT Code Area - WTG #

(929.887 WTG 52)

o (221.68ANTG 17)

929.657-030

221:167-014

.05.12

05.09

(221.168 WTG 17) 221.167-014 05.09

(020.188 WTG 88) 020.016-010 11.01

WTG 88) 020.067-014 02.01

(316.884 WTG 39) 316.684-018 '05.10'

(316.884 WTG 39) 316.684.-018 05.10.

..

' (168.284 WTG 76) 073.264-010 .02.03

(168.284 WTG 76) 073.264-010 02.03

(007,081 WTG 53) 007.061-014 05.01

(007.181 WTG 57) 007.161-026 05.01

(620.281 WTG 37) 620.261-010 05.05

(079.3,68 WTG 92) 079.367-010 10.03

(141.081 WTG 4) 141.061-026 01.02

(078.381 WTG 75) 078.381-014 02.04

(100.165 WTG 10) 100.167-026 11.02

,.
(20,1.362 WTG 18) 201.362-030 07.01

(100.388 WTG 24) 079.367-014 07.05

(100.388 WTG 24) 079.367-014 07.05

,(078.281 Vtr. G 75) 078.361-014 02.04

(145,081 WTG 4) 142.061-030 01.02

(298.081 WTG 4) 298.081-010 01.02

(230.878 WTG 106) 230.667-010 07.07

(230.878 WTG 106), 230.667-010 07.07

(600.280 WTG 80) 600.280.050 05.05

(025.288 WTG 60) 025.267-014 02.04

(025.088 WTG 88) 025.062-010 02.01

(239.588 WTG-&) 209.567-010 05.09

(041.081 WTG 87) 041.061-058 02.02

, (784.281 WTG 37). 784.261-010 01.06

(605.885 WTG 84) 605.685-030 06.04

(669.380 WTG 80) 669.380-014 05.05

(638.281 WTG 37) 638.281-018 05.05'

AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC

MEDICAL ASSISTANT w

( edical Illustrator)
ILLUSTRATOR,. MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC

( edical Laboratory Assistant) .

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

( dical Librarian)
IBRARIAN, SPECIAL LIBRARY

( Medical Office Astistant)
S TARY

(Medical Record Administrat6r)
MEDICAL RECORD TECHNICIAN

(Medical Record Librarian)
MEDICAL RECORD TECHNI IAN

MEDICAL. TECHNOLOGIST .
MEMORIAL DESIGNER

(Merchandise Displayer)
DISPLAYER, MERCHANDISE

(Messenger)
DELIVERER; OUTSIDE

(Messenger and Officer Helper)
DELIVERER, OUTSIDE .

(Metal Patternmaker)
PATTERNMAKER, METAL

(Meteorological Technician)
WEATHER OBSERVER

METEOROLOGIST

METER READER

MICROBIOLOGIST

MILLINER
MILLING-MACHINE OPERATOR, PDODUCTION

(Millman, Woodworking)
MACHINIST, WOOD - -

MILLWRIGHT
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Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition Fourth Edition
DOT Code - WTG # DOT Code Area - WTG #

MINER , (939.281 WTG 37)

MINING ENGINEER (010.081 WTG 53)

''(Missionary)
CLERGY MEMBER (120.108 WTG 32)

(Mobile Home Installer)
INSTALLER (806.884 WTG 39)

(Mobile Home Repairer)
REPAIRER, MANUFACTURE BUILDINGS ".. '(899.884 WTG 39)

MODEL (297.868 WTG 71)

MOLDER (518.381 WTG 37)

(Motion Picture Producer)
PRODUCER 187.168MTG 10)

MOTION PICTURE PROJECTIONIST (960!382 WTG 108)

MOTORCYCLE REPAIRER (620.281 WTG 37)

(Moving Picture Projectionist).
MOTION-PICTURE PROJECTIONIST (960.382 WTG 108)

MUFFLER INSTALLER (807.884 WTG 39)

MUSICIAN, INSTRUMENTAL (152.048 WTG 64)

MUSIC LIBRARIAN (100.388IXITG 24)

(Music Teacher, School)
TEACHER, MUSIC (152.028 WIG 1)

MUSIC THERAPIST (079.128 WTG 91)

MYCOLOGIST (041.081 WTG 87)

(Naval Architect)
AROHtTECT, MARINE (001.0811t/7G 53)

(NeWspaper Editor)
EDITOR, NEWSPAPER (132.018 WTG 111)

(Newgpaper Reporter)
REPORTER (132.268 WTG 113)

(News Photographer)
PHOTOJOURNALIST (143.062 WTG 3)

NUCLEAR ENGINEER (015.081 WTG 53)

NURSE AIDE (355.878 WTG 93)

NURSE' ANESTHETIST (075.378 WTG 92)

NURSE, LICENSED PRACTICAL (079.378 WTG 92).

(Nurse, Man)
NURSE, GENERAL DUTY (075.378 WTG 92)

(Nurse, Psychiatric)
NURSE, GENERAL DUTY (075.378 WTG 92)

(Nurse, Public Health)
NURSE STAFF, COMMUNITY HEALTH (075.128 WTG 40)

(Nurseryman)
MANAGER, NURSERY (406.168 WTG 10)

(Nursery School Teacher)
NURSERY SCHOOL ATTENDANT (359.878 WTG 93)

NURSE, SCHOOL (075.128 WTG 40)
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939.281-010

010.061 -014

120.007-010

86684-026

869.384-010

05.11

05.01

10.01

06.02

05.10

297.667-014 01.08.

518.361-010 , 06.01

187.167-174 01.01

960.362-010 05.10

620.281-054 , 05:05

960.362-010 05.10

. 807.664-010 05.10

152.041-010 01.04

100.367 -022 11.02

152.021.010 01.04

076.127-014 10.02

041.061-062 02.02

001.061-014 05.01

132.017-014 11.08

131.262-018 11.08

14062-034 01.D2

015.061-014 Q5.01

355.674-014 .10.03

075.371-010 10.02

079.374-014 10.02

075.374-010 10.02

075.374-010 10.02

07.124-014 10.02

180.167-042 03.01

359.677-018 10.03

075.124-010 10.02



Brief Title .

DOT Title if different

(Occupational/Industrial He'Alth Nurse)
NURSE;STAFF, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
NURSING s

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

(Occupational Therapy Assistant)
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AIDE

(Office Boy)
OFFICE HELPER

(Office Machine Serviqeman)
OFFICE MACHINE SERVICER

(Office Manager)
MANAGER, OFFICE

(Offset Pressman)
OFFSET. PRESS'OPERATOR 1

(Oil &Gas Driller)
ROTARY DRILLER

OPERATING ENGINEER

(Operating Room Technician).
SURGICAL-TECHNICIAN s

OPERATIONS RESEARGill ANALYST

OPHTHALMOLOGIST

(Optical Technician)
PRECISION-LENS GRINDER

OPTICIAN

OPTOMETRIST

ORDERLY

ORTHODONTIST

ORTHOPTIST

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

PACKAGING ENGINEER

PAINTER

PAINTER
a

PAINTER, SIGN

PAINTER, SPRAY 2

PALEONTOLOGIST

PAPERHANGER

(Parking Attendant)
PARKING.LOT ATTENDANT

PARKING-LOT ATTENDANT

PARK NATURALIST

PARK RANGE
PARK. SUPERINTENDENT

PATHOLOGIST

PATTERNMAKER, METAL .

PATTERNMAKER, WOOD

(PBX Operator)
TELEPHONE OPERATOR

Third Edition
/ DOT Code WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT Code Area - WTG

ti

(075.378 WTG 92) 075,374-022 10.02

(079.128 WTG 91) 076.121-010 10.02

(07.9.368 WTG 92) 355.377-010 10.03

(230.878 WTG 106) 239,567-010 07.07

(6p3.281 WTG 37) 633.281.018 Z 05.05

(169.168 WTG 10) 1.69.167-034 07.01

(651.782 WTG 82) 651.482-010 05.05

(930.782 WTG 82) 930.382-026 05.11

(859.883 WTG 83) 859.683-010 05.11

(079.378 WTG 92) _079.374-022 10.03

(020.088 WTG 88) 020.067-018 11.01

(070.108 WTG 90) _070.101-058 02.03

(675.380 WTG 80) et/ 716.382-018 06.02

(713.381 WTG 37) 713.284 :008 05.05

(079.108 WTG 90) 079.101-018 02.03

(355.878 WTG 93) 355.674-018 P 10.03
(072.108 WTG 90) 072.101-022 ^ 02.03

(079.378 WTG 92) 079.371-014 10.02

(071.108 WTG 90) 071.101-010 02.03,

(019.187 WTG 58) 019.187.010 05.03

(840.781 WTG 38) 840.381.010 05.10,

(144.081*WTG 4) 144.061-010 01.02

(970.381 WTG 37) 970.381-026 01.06

(741.88 TG 52) 741.687-018 06.04

024.061-042 02.02

(841.781 WTG 38) 841481-010 05.05

(915.878 WTG 105) 915.473-010 09.04

(915.878 WTG 105) 915:473-010 . 09.04

(099.228 WTG 44) 049.127-010 11.07

(169.168 WTG 74) 169:167-042* 04.02

(188.168 WTG 10) 188.167-062 04.01

(070.081 WTG 87) 070.061-010 02.02

(600.2130 WTG 80) 600,280-050 05,05

(661.281 WIG 37) 661,2.81-022 05.05

. (235.662 WTG 30) 235.662-022 07,04

60



Brief Title
DOT Title if different,

Third Edition
,,DOT Code - WTG #

PEDIATRICIAN
(Personnel Sup_ ervisor)

MANAGER, PERSONNEL

(Pest Control Operator)
EXTERMINATOR

PETROLEUM ENGINEER
(Pharmaceutical Sales' Representative)

SALES REPRESENTATIVE, CHEMICALS AND
DRUGS

PHARMACIST
PHARMACOLOGIST
PHOTOENGRAVEA 1
f3HOTOGRAMMETRIST . ......... . .. ..
(Photographer, Commercial)
" PHOTOGRAPHER, STILL ....... . . .. ;

(Photographer, News)
PHOTOJOURNALIST

(070.108° OrG.90)

(166.118 WTG 6)

389.884 WTG 39)

(010.081 WTG 53)

- (2667258 WTG 97)

(074.181 WTG 75)

(041.081 WTG 87)

:(971.81 WTG 37)
(018.281 WTG 56)

. . (143.062 WTG 3)

(143.062 WTG 3)

(Photographic Equipment Repair Technician)
CAMERA REPAIRER : (714.281 VVTG.37)

,

(PhotolithograPher)
. PHOTOGRAPHER, LITHOGRAPHIC -. (972.382 WTG 108)

(Physical Education Instructor)
INSTRIAFOR, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, (153.228 WTG 47)

(Physical Education Teacher)
-INSTRUCTOR, PHYSICAL- EDUCATION (153.228 WIG 47)

PHYSICAL THERAPIST (079.378 WTG 92)

(Physician) .

GENERAL PRACTIfION ER (070.108 WTG 90)

(Physician, Osteopathic) ,
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN (071.108 WTG 90)

(Physician's Assistant)
MEDICAL ASSISTANT .. (079.368 WTG 92)

PHYSICIST (023.081 WTG 87)

(Physiologist, Animal)
PHYSIOLOGIST (041.081 WTG 87)

PIANO TUNER (730:'381 WTG 37)

(Pilot, Commercial Airplane)
AIRPLANE PILOT, COMMERCIAL. ' (196.283 WTG 77)

(Pilot, Helicopter)
HELICOPTER PILOT (196.283 WTG 77)

(Pi pefitter and Steamfitter)
PIPE FITTER (862.281 WTG 37)

PLANT PATHOLOGIST (041.081 WTG 87)

PLASTERER , (842.781 WTG 38)

(Platemaker, Lithographic)
LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE MAKER (972.381 WTG 37)

PLAYWRIGHT (131.088 WTG 112)

PLUMBER (862.381 WTG 37)

PODIATRIST (079.108 WTG 90)

POLICE AIDE (249.588 WTG 29)-

POLICE OFFICER I y (375.268 WTG 74)

58

Fourth Edition
DOT Code Are - WTG #

070.101-066 02.03

166.117-018 11.05

389.684-010 05.10

010.061-018 05.01

262.357-010 08.01

074.161-010 02.04

041.061-074 02.02

971.381-022 01.06

018.261-026 05.03

143.062-030 01.02

143.062-034 01.02

>

714.281-014 05.05

972.382-014 01.06

099.224-010 11.02

099.224-010 11.02

076.121-014 10.02

070.101-022 02.03

071.101-010 02.03

079.367-010 10.03

023.061-014 02.01

041.061-078 02.02

730.361 -010 05.05

196.263-014 05.04

196.263-038 05.04

862.261-010 05.05

041.061-086 02.02

. 842.361-018 05.05

972.381-0i0 01.06

131.067-038 01.01

862.381-030 05.45

079.101-022 02.03

243.362-014 07.04

375.263-014 04.01



Brief Title
to OT itle if different

Third Edition ''
DOT Code - WTG*

F9urth Edition
DOT Code Area -- WTG #

(Policewoman) )
POLICE OFFI2ER I

r

(375.268 INTG 74) 375.263-014 04.01
POLITICAL SCIENTIST (051.088 WTG 31) 051.067-010 11.03

(Postal Clerk)
POST OFFICE CLERK (232.368 VVTG 20) 243.367-014 07.03

POST'OF''FIC.E CLERK (232.368 VVTG 20) 243.367-014 07.03

(Poultryman)
POULTRY FARMER (412.181 WTG 72) 411.161-018 -03.01

(Power Shovel-Crane Operator)
POWER SHOVEL O-PERATOR (850.883 WTG 83) 85p.683030 0511'

(Power Truck Operator)
INDUSTRIAL TRUCK OPERATOR

.4
(922.883 INTG 83) 921.683-050 06.04

(Presser, Shirt)
SHIRT PRESSER -,* (363.885 WTG 84) 363.685.-026 06.04

(Presser, Women's Garmerits)
PRESSER, FORM (363.88514TG 84) 363.685-018 06.04

(Press Photographer)
PHOTOJOURNALIST (143.062 WIG 3) 143.062-034 01.02

(Priest)
CLERGY MEMBER ' q (120.108 WTG 32) 120.007-010 10.01

(Principal, School)
PRINCIPAL (091,118 WTG 6) 099.117-018 11.02

(Private Switchboard Operator)
... TELEPHONE OPERATOR (235.862 INTG 30) 235.662-022 ' 07.04

PROBATION OF?ICER . (195.108 WTG 32) J95.167-034 10.01

(Product Demonstralor)
DEMONSTAATOPI (297.458 VVTG 97) 297.354-010 '08.02

PRODUCTION MACHINE TENDER (609.885 WTG 84), 609.685-018 06.04

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE (153.348 WTG 68) 153.341.010 12.01

(Progtam Director, Radio and TV)
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ., (1 t; 4.168 WTG 10) 184.167-T . 11.05

(Programmer)
PROGRAMMER, BUSINESS (020.1:8 WTG 88) 020.162-014 11.01

PROOFREADER (209.688 29) 209.387-030 07.05

(Prdof reader I)
PROOFREADER . (209.68 'G29) 209.387-030 07.05

(Property and Liability Insurance Agent)
SALES AGENT, INSURANCE (250.258 WTG 97) 250.257-010 08.01

PROSTHETIST - (078.368 VVTG 92) 078.261-022 05.05

(Prosthetist-Orthotist) .
.

PROSTH ETIST (078.368 WTG 92) 078.261-022 05.05 °

PSYCHIATRIC AID
.

(355.878 WTG 93) 35.377-014 10.03

(Psychiatric Social Worker) -,

SOCIAL WORKER, PSYCHIATRIC (195.108 WTG 32) 195.107-034 10.01

PSYCHIATRIST ..
A

(070.104INTG 90) 070.107-014 02.03

PSYCHOLOGIST, CLINICAL , (045.108 VVTG 32) 045.107-022. 10.01

PSYCHOLOGIST, SCHOOL (045.108 WTG 32) 045.107-034 10.01

(Public Health Nurse)
NURSE, STAFF, COMMUNITY HEAJ_TH (075.128 WTG 40) 4175.124-014 10.02,

(Public Health Sanitarium) .

SAN ITAR (079.118 WTG 6) 079.117-018 11.10
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Brief Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition Fourth Edition
DOT Code INTG # DOT Code Area -*MG*

(Public Librarian)
LIBRARIAN

.. (100.168 WTG 10) .. 108.127-014 11.02

(Public Relations Officer, College)
PUBLIC RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE , (165.068 VVTG 94) , 165.067-010 11.09

(Publ)c Relationt Secretary) 1 :

SECRETARY #
(210.368 WTG 18) 201.362-030 07.01

tions(Public Rela Specialist)
:

PUBLIC-RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE (165.068 INTG 94) 165.067-010 11.09
.

(Public Relations VVorker) * 7
PUBLIC-RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE (165:068 WTG 94)/ 165.067-010 11.09

. .

I.-
PUNCH-PRESS OPERATOR I (615.782 WTG.82) 'G15.482-]22 06.02

PURCHASING AGENT (162.158 WTG 95) 162.157-038 11'.05

I ll

QUALITY-CONTROL ENGINEER (012.188 VVTG 59) 012.167-054 05.01

(Rabbi) J .

CLERGy MEMBER - s. (120108 VVTG 32) 120.007-010 10.01

RADIATIOKF MONITOR (199.187 VVTG 76) - 199.167-010 05.03

(Radio and Television Announcer) \ :.
,. -,, .

ANNOUNCER
(Radio and Television Serviceman)

(159.148 VVTG 67)

TELEVISION-AND-RADIO REPAIRER.
(720.281 WTG 37)

(Radio and Television Serviceman)
TELEVISION-AND7RADIO REPAIRER (720.281 WTG 37)

(Radio and TV Time'Salesperson)
SALES,REP,RESENTATIVE, RADIO AND
TELEVISIONYTIME (253.358 WTO 97)

(Radio Engineer) .
ENGINEER-IN-CHARGE, TRANSMITTER (003.187 WTG 58)

(Radio-TV Service TeChnician)
TELEVISION-AND-RADIO REPAIRER ,--i (72).281 WTG 37)

;RADIOGRAPHER (199.381 WTG 75)

\FIADIOLOGIC TECHN,OLOGIST (078.368 WTG 92)

RADIOLOGIST
4,. (070.108 WTG..90)

JRailroad Brake Operator).
BRAKE OPERATOR l (617.380 WTG 110)

(Railroad Conductor)
CONDUCTOR, PASSENGER CAR (198.168 WTG 10)

(Railroad Dining-Car Waiter)
WAITER/WAITRESS,. DINING CAR (311.878.WTG 105)

(Rangeland Specialist) .
RANGE MANAGER .

.. (040.081 WTG 87)

(Real. Estate Agent)
REASALES AGENT STATE (250.358 WTG 97)

(Real Estate Appraise . .

APPRAIER, REAL ESTATE
.., (191.287 WTG 76)'

RECEPTIONIST (237.368 WTG 1G)'

RECREATIONAL THERAPIST (079,128 WTG 91)

RECF.3EATION-FACILITY ATTENDANT (341.368 WTG 19)

60

'15Q.147-]1O 01.03''

720.281-018 05.10
.,

720.281-018 05.10

259.357-018 08.01

.
003.167-034 05.01

-

720.281-018 . 05.10

199.361-010 05.03'

078.362-026 10.02 '

070.101-090- 02.03

617.360-010 06.02-

198.167-010 .1111 .. .'

-311:477-022 ' 09.04

040.06,1:-.046 02.02

250.357-018 08.02
,

191.26711-010 11.06'. -
, 237.367-038 07.04

076.124-014 10.02

341.367-010' 07.04

-6 3 /



Brief Title -

DOT Title if different
Third Edition

DOT Code - WTG #
Fourtlj Edition

DOT Code Area - WTG #

RECREATION LEADER (195.228 WTG 46) 195.227-014 11.07

(Recreation Leader)
DIRECTOR, RECREATION CENTER .. .... .. (195.168 WTG 10) 195.167-026 11.11

REFRIGERATION MECHANIC ... : (637.281 WTG 37) 637.261-026 05.05

REGISTRAR, COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY (090.168 WTG 6). 090.167-030 11.05

(Rehabilitation Counselor)
COUNSELOR (045.108 WTG -32) 045.107-010 10.01

(Religious Education Director)
DIRECTOR, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ..... . , (129.108 WTG 32) 129.107-022 11.02

'REPATER (132.268 WTG' 113) 131 :267-018 11.08

(ReStaurant Host/Hostess)
HOST/HOSTESS, RESTAURANT (310.868 WTG 104). 310.137-010 09.01

(Restaurant Manager)
MANAGER, FOOD SERVICE (187.168 WTG 10) 187.167-106 11.11

(Retail Butcher)
MEAT CUTTER (316.884 WTG 39) 316.684-018 05.10

(Retail Clothing Salespeople)
SALESPERSON, GENERAL, MERCHANDISE (289A58 WTG 97) 279.357-054 08.02

(Retail Salespeople)
SALESPERSON, GENERAL' MERCHANDISE (289.458 WTG 97) 2797357-054 08.02

RIGGER (921.280 WTG 80) 921.260-010; 05.11

(Roman Catholic Priest)
CLERGY MEMBER (120.108 WTG 32) 120.007 -010 10.01

ROOFER. (866.381 WTG 37) '866.381-010 05.10

(Room. Clerk)
HOTEL CLERK (242.368 WTG 19) 238.362-010 07.04

(Route Salesman)
DRIVER, SALES ROUTE (292.358 WTG 97) 292.353-010 08.02

(Routeworker)
DRIVER, SALES ROUTE (292.358 WTG 97) 292.353-010 08.02

SAFETY ENGINEER (012.081 WTG 53)

SALES AGENT, REAL ESTATE $ (250.358 WTG 97)

SALES CLERK (290.478 WTG 102)

(Sales Demonstrator).
DEMONSTRATOR

012.061-014

250.357-018

290.477-014

05.01

08.02

09.04

(297.458 WTG 97) 297.354-010 08.02

(Sales Manager)
MANAGER, SALES (163.118 WTG 6) 163.167-018 11.05

(Salesman, Automobile) t
, SALESPERSON, AUTOMOBILES (280.358 WTG 97) 273.353-010 08.02

(Salesman, General)
SALES REPRESENTATIVE, GENERAL
MERCHANDISE (289.358 WTG 97)

(Salesman, Grocery Products)
SALES REPRESENTATIVE, FOOD PRODUCTS (262.358 WTG 97)

(Salesman, Manufacturers') ,1

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVE . (289.158 WTG 95)

(SaleSman, Manufatturer,s' and Wholesale)
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVE (289.158 WTG 95)

279.357-014 08.02-

260.357-014

279.157-010

279.157-010

0E1..02,

08.02 4*

08.02

61:



Brief Title'
DOT Tit 'elf different,

Third Edition
DOT Code = WTG #

Fourth Edition
DOT' Code Area -WTG #

Jo;

(Salesman, Radio &TV Broadcast Tiine)
SALES REPRESENTATIVE,TATIVE, RADIO AND
TELEVISION TIME '

(Salesman, Real Estate)
SALES AGENT, REAL ESTATE

(Salesman, Wholesale Trade)
SALES REPRESENTATIVE, GENERAL
MERCHANDISE

(Sales Marketing M.anager)
MANAGER, SALES

(Salesperson, Advertising Space)
SALES REPRESENTATIVE, ADVERTISING

.(Salesperson, Drugstore)
SALESPERSON, GENERAL MERCHANDISE

(Salesperson, Hardware!)
SALESPERSON,.GENERAL HARDWARE

(253.358 yv-r G 97)

(250.358 VyTG 97)

(289.358 WTG 97)

(163.118 WTG 6)

(258.358 VVTG 97)

(289.458 WTG 97)

(276.358 WTG 97)

(Salesperson, House-to-House)
SALES REPRESENTATIVE, DOOR-TO-DOOR

(Salesperson, Securities)
SALES AGENT, SECURITIES

(Sales Promotion Manager, Retail)
MANAGER, ADVERTISING

SANITARIAN
SANITARY-ENGINEER

(Scene Designer)
SET DESIGNER

(School Counselor)
COUNSELOR

(School Janitor)
JANITOR

(School Nurse)
NURSE, SCHOOL

(School Psychologist)
PSYCHOLOGIST, SCHOOL

(SZhool Superintendent)
SUPERINTENDENT, SCHOOLS

(Science Teacher, High School)_---4'
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL

(289.358 WTG 97)

(251.258 WTG 97)

(164.118 WTG 6)

(079.118 WTG 6) .

(005.081 WTG 53)

(142.081 WTG 4)

(045.108 WTG 32)

(382.884 WTG 39)

(Science Writer)
WRITER, TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

O
(Seafarer, Able)

ABLE SEAMAN
(Secondary School Teacher')

TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL

SECRETARY

(Secretary, Bilingual)
SECRETARY

(Secretary, Lgal)
LEGAL SCRETARY

(Secreta'ry, Male)
SECRETARY

(gecretary, Public Relations)
SECRETARY

(075.128 WTG 40)

(045.108 WTG 32)

(091.118 WIG 6)

(091.228 WTG 44)

(139.288 WTG 61)

(911.884 WTG 39)

(091.228 WIG 44)
(201.368 WTG 18)

(201.368 WTG 18)

(201.368 WIG 18)

(201.368 WTG 18)

(201.368 WTG 18)
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259.357-018 ?' 08.01

250.357-018 08.02

279.357-014 . 08.02

163.167-018 11.05

254.357-014 08.01.

279.357-054 08.02

279.357-050 08.02

291.357-010 08.02

251.157-010 11.06

164.117-010

. 079.117-08
005.061-030

142.061-050 0.1.02

045.107-010 10.01

382.664-010. 05.12

075.12410 10.02

045.107-034 10.01 ,

099.117-022 11:07

091.227-010 11.02

131.A7-026

911.364.0 0

091.227 -010

201.362-030

201.362-030

201.362-010

201.362-030

201.362-030

11.08

05.12

11:02

07.01

07.01

07.01

07.01

07.01



Brief Title.
DOT Title if different

Third Edition
DOT Code - WTG #

(Secretary, Technical)
SECRETARY N (201368 WTG 18)

(Securities Sales Agent) .

Fourth Edition,_:
DOT'Code Area 71-. ;?

SALES AGENT, SECURITIES (251.258 WTG 97) 251.157-010 ` '.ft...'06 '.

(Securities Salesman)
SALES AGENT, SECURITIES (251.258 WTG 97)

(Service Representative)
CHARGE-ACCOUNT CLERK (249.368 WTG 16).

(Service Representative for Public Utilities)
CUSTOMER-SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE (249.368 WTG 16)

(Service Station Worker)
AUTOMOBILE-SERVICE-STATION ATTENDANT (915.867 WIG 103)

(Setup Person) ,

JOB SETTER (600.380 WTG 80)

SEWING MACHINE OPERATOR

SHEET METAL WORKER (804.28'1 WTG 37)

(Ship Designer)
ARCHITECT, MARINE (001.081 WIG 53)

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING CLERK (222.387 WTG 22)

(Shipping Clerk II)
SHIPPING AND RECEIVING CLERK (222.587 WTG 27)

(Shoe Repairman)

- .

SHOE REPAIRER (365.381 WTG 37)

(Shopper, Comparison)
COMPARISON SHOPPER (296.388 WTG 24)

SHORTHAND REPORTER (202.388 WTG 25)
t
%. (Sign Painter)

PAINTER, SIGN (970.381 WTG 37)

'; SIGN WRITER, HAND (970.081 WTG 4)

r (Social Service Aid) 4,
CASE AIDE . . .. . . ,,, . .. .. . ... . ............ .. (195.208 WTG 32)

(Social Worker)
-CASE WORKER (195.108 WTG 32)

(195.106WTG 32)SOCIAL WORKER, MEDICAL

SOCIAL WORKER, PSYCHIATRIC (195.108 WTG 32)

SOCIAL WORKER, HOOL a (195.108 WTG 32) ,

SOCIOLOGIST (054.088 WTG 31)

SOIL CONSERVATIO 1ST (040.081 WTG 87)

SOIL SCIENTIST (040.081 WTG 87)

(Special Agent, FBI)
.SPECIAL AGENT (375.168 WTG 74)

(' 'apecail Librarian)
LIBRARIAN, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS (100.168 WTG 10)

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST , (079.108 WTG 90)

(Sports Instructor)
INSTRUCTOR, SPORTS (153.228 WTG 47)

(Spray Painter)
PAINTER, SPRAY2 (741.887 WTG 52)

(State Highway Patrolman) ,
STATE HIGHWAY POLICE OFFICER (375.268 WTG 74)

STATIONARY ENGINEER. (950.782 WTG 82)

- .66.
O

251.157-010 ° 11.06

', '
205.367-014 07.04

239.367-01Q 07.04

915.467-010 05.10

600.380:014 06.01

787.682-046 06.02

804.281-010 05.05

001.061-014 05.01

222.387-050 8.09

222.387-050 05.09

365.361-014 05.05

296.361--014 08.01

202.362-010 07.05

.

970.381-026 01:06

970.281-022 61.06

195.367-010 10.01

195.107-010 10.01

195.107-030 10,01,

195.107-034 . 10.01

'195.107038 10.01

054.067-014 11.03

040.061-054 02.02

040.061-058 02.02

`" 375.167-042 04.01

100.267-014 11.02

076.107-010 02.03

153.227-018 . 12.01

741.687-018 06.04:

375.263-018 04.01

950.382-026 05.06'

3.



Brief. Title,
DOT Title if different

Third Edition
DOT Code WTG #

Fourth Edition \Itt
DOT Code Area - WTG #

STATISTICAL CLERK
.

(219.388 TG 26)
, ..

(Statistician) , - ,*
STATISTICIAN, APPLIE4 :P.

(020.188 WTG 88)

STENOGRAPHER 0*
(-A.4 :.

(202.388 WTG 25)

STOCK CLERK I. (223.387 G 22)
c i

itSTONEMASON
37

(861.781 G 38)

(StrUctural-lron Worker) r ;
7'. STRUCTURAL STEEL WORKER (801.78 WTG 38)

STRUCTURAL-STEEL WORKER , (801(781 WTG 313);;

(Superraarkei Manager) 4 it
MANAGER,. RETAIL STORE (1-85.168 WTG 10) -...

(Surveyor) :

.-' SURVEYOR, LAND (018.188 WTG 60)
. IR ,

(Swimming Pool Seivice Tech n ician)
SWIMMING POOL SERVICER (891.884 WTG 39)

(Systems Analyst) , .

SYSTEMS ANALN.ST, ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING

(Systems Engineer)
ENGINEERING ANALYST

(012.168 WTG 55) 1)

(020.088 WTG 88)

TABULATING-MACHINE OPERATOR (213.182 WTG 82)

(Tailor)
CUSTOM TAILOR (786.20 WTG 35).

TAPE LIBRARIAN 223.387 WTG 22) .1.

(Taxicab Driver)
TAXI DRIVER . , . (913.463 WTG 11,0)

TAXIDERMIST (99.281 WTG 37)

TAXI DRIVER (913.4n WTG 110)

216;382-062 ; 07.02

020.167-026

9202.362-014

222.387-058

861.381-038

801.361-014

801.361:.014

v185.167-046

018.13-0113

. 891.684 -018

11.01

07.05

05.09

05.06

05.05 ,

05.05 _

11.11
a

t 05.03

05.10

012.167-066 11.01

020.067-010 a 11.01

(Teacher, Art).
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL

(Teacher, Art-Elementary) ..

TEACHER, ELEMENTARY SCHO/IL ....... . (092.228 WTG 45)

(Teacher, Art-High.School) ,,
TEACHER; SECONDARY SCHOOL (091.228 WTG 44).

(Teacher, Business Education)
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL (091.228 WTG 44)

, (Teachet, Elementary) -. ,., , .

TEACHER; ELEMENT a tSCHOOL . . .. . ... : . . ,(092.223 WTG 45) ,

TEACHER, ELEMENTARY CHOOL , (092128 WTG 45)

(Teacher,"EriglisP) :'-',' .

TEACH ERI- SECONDARY. SCHOOL (091.228 WTG 44

(TeacheF, Exceptional Children)
TEACHER, HANDICAPPED STUDENTS . (094.228 WTG g5)

(Teacher, FcireiOri Langlia;0
,r. TEACH EkSEdONDARY SCHOOL.- (091.228 WTG 44)

(Teacher, High School)
TEACHER; SECONDARY SCHOOL .(091.228 WTG 44)

(149.028 WTG 1).

1

(Teacher, Home Economics)
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL ..

04.

. (091.228 WTG 44)

67 \

213.682-010 07.06

785.261-014

206.387-020

913.463-018

199.261-010

913.463-018

091.227-010

. 05.05

07.05

09.03

01.06

09.03

'11.02

092.227-010 11.02

091.227 -010. 11.02

091.227-010 11.02

092.227-D10 11.02

092.227-010

091.227-010 11.02.

09 227-018 10.01

091. 7-010 11.02

11.02 -

091.227-010 ;11.02

091.227-010 11.02



Brief. Title
DOT Title if different

Third Edition
DOT Code - WTG #

Fourth Edition
(0) DOT Code Area - WTG .# .

TEACHER, INDUSTRIAL ARTS

TEACHER, MUSIC

(Teacher of Exceptional Children)

(091.228.VVTG 44)

(152.028 WTG 1)

091.221-010 11-02

152.021-010 01.04, .,

TEACHER, HANDICAPPED STUDENTS (094.228 WTG 45) 094.227-018 10.61

(Teach* of.Handicapped Children)
TEACHER, HANDICAPPED

(Teacher of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing)

(094.228 WTG 45) 094.227,018 10.01

TEACHER, DEAF (094.228 WTG 44) 094.224-010 10.01

(Teacher, Physical Education)
INSTRUCTOR, PHYSICAL EDUCATION . .

1
(153.228 WTG 47) 099.224-010 11.02

TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL (091.228 VVTQ 44) 091.221-010 11.02 /

(Teacher, Science)
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL (091.228 WTG 44) 091.227-010 11.02 -

(Teacher, Social Studies)
TEACHER, SECONDARY SCHOOL . , . . (091.228 WTG 44) 091.227:010 11.02

(Teacher, Special Education) .
+iv.

TEACHER, HANDICAPPED STUDENTS . ...... . . . . (094.228 WTG 45) 094.227-018 10.01

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATOR (017.281 WTG 56) 017.281-034 05.03

(Technical Writer)
WRITER, TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

(Telephone Installer) i
(139.288 WTG 61) 131.267-026 11.08

STATION INSTALLER (822.381 WTG 37) 822.261-022 05.05

(Telephone Installer) ,
STATION INSTALLER- AND - REPAIRER (822.3811NTG 37) 822.261-022- 05.05

-irELEPHONE OPERATOR (235.862 WTG 30) 235.662-022 07.04

(Telephone Operator)
CENTRAL OFFICE OPERATOR (235.862 WTG 30) 235A62-010

.
_07.04

(Telephone Operator, Central Office)
CENTRAL-OFFICE OPERATOR (235.862 WTG 30) 235.462-010 07:04

(Teletypewriter Operator)
TELEGRAPHIC-TYPEWRITER OPERATOR (203.588 WTG 28) 203.582-050 0746

(Television and Radio Service Technician)
TELEVISION-AND-RADIO REPAIRER. (720.281 WTG 37) 720.281 -018 .05.10_

(Television Director)
DIRECTOR, TELEVISION 159.067 -0.14 01.03

TELLER
. ,,--

(212.368 WTG 20) 211.362-018 07.03

(Theater Manager) 4.-

MANAGER, THEATER '- (187.168 WTG 10) 187.167-154 11.11

TICKET3AGEKIT (919.368 WIG 19) 238.367-026 07.03

TILE SETTER (861.781 WTG 38) 861.381-054 05.05.

TIME-STUDY ENGINEER (012.188,WTG'59) 012.167-070 05.01

(Tire Rebuilder) .
. ) 1.

TIRE BUILDER (750.884 WTG 39) 750.684-022 05.12

(Tireflet reader) ...

TIRE BUILDER (750.884 WTG 39) 750.684-022 05.12

TITLE EXAMINER (199.288 WTG 14) 119.28i-010 07.01.

TOOL-AND-DIE-MAKER (601.280 WTG 80) 601.280-046 0,8:05

.- (Toolmaker and Diemaker)
TOOL-AND-DIE-MAKER (601:280 WTG 80) 601.280-046 05.05

(Tool Design Technician)
TOOL DESIGNER (007.081 WTG 53) -007.061-026 . 05.01

TOOL GRINDER 2 (603.885 WTG 84) 603.664-010 05.1,8
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10.
Brief Title

DOT Title if different .

Third Edition Fourth Edition
DOT Code Area - WTG #DOT Code WTG

TODL MAKER
TOW-TRUCK OPERATOR
(Tracer) -

-DRAFTER, ASSISTANT -

(Traffic Manager)
'MANAGER, TRAFFIC

(Training Director).
MANAGER, EDUCATION' AND TRAINING

TRANSLATOR
(Translator, Foreign Language)

TRANSLATOR
TRAVEL AGENT,
(Travel Counselor)

TRAVEL AGENT
(Tree Expert) I.
-T-REE SURGEON (409.181 WTG 72)

(Truck and Bus Mechanic)
AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC (620.281 WTG 37)

(Truck Farmer) .

4601.280 WTG 80)

(919,883 WTG 83)

(017.281 WTG 56)

(114.168 WTG 10)

(166.118 WTG 6)

'(137.288 WTG.114)

(13288 WTG 114)

FARMER, VEGETABLE (403.181 WTG 72)

(Truck Operator, Industrial)
INDUSTRIAL-TRUCK OPERATOR (922.883 WTG 83)

(Typewriter Serviceman}
OFFICE MACHINE SERVICER (633.281 WTG 37)

TYPIST (203.588 WTG 28).

A

601.280 -042

919 663-026-

017.281-018

184.167-094

166.167-026

137..267-018

137.267-018

252.157-010

05.05

05.08

05.03

11.05

11.02

11.08

11.08

08.02

252.157-010 08.02

408.181-010 03.01

620.261-010

(Union Business Agent)
, BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE LABOR UNION

(Upholsterer)
FURNITURE. UPHOLSTERER

URBAN PLANNER

(187:118 WTG 6)

(780.381 WTG 37)

(199,168 WTG 6)

USHER (344.878 WTG 106)

(Vegetable Farmer)
FARMER, VEGETABLE (403.181 WTG 72)

,,.

(Vegetable Producer)
FARMER, VEGETABLE

. r ,

(403.181 WTG 72 }.

(Vending Machina Mechanic)
COIN MACHINE SERVICE REPAIRER (639.381 WTG 37) .

,

(Vending Machine Operator)
SUPERVISOR, ROUTE SALES-DELIVERY DRIVERS . . . (292.138 WTG 9)

.,(Vending Machine Repairman) ..

'' COIN MACHINE REPAIRER D.. (639.381 WTG 37)

(Vending Machine Routeman)
'COIN COLLECTOR (292.483 WTG 98)

VERITYPE OPERATOR ..., (203.582 WTG 23)

VETERINARIAN (073.1'08 WTG 90)

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELOR

69

05.05

402.1617.010 03.01

921.683-050 06.04

, -833.281-018 05.05

203.582-066 07.06

187.117-022 11.05

780.381-018 05.05

199.167-014 11.03

344.677-014 09.05

402.161-010

402.161-010

639.281-014

292.137-014

639.281-014

03.01.

03.01

05.10

08.02

05.10

292.483-010 05j08

203.382-026 07.06

073.101-010

045.107-042 10.01



Brief. Title
DOT Title if different .

Third Edition Fourth Edition
- DOT Code WTG # DOT Code Area WTG #t

(Waiter and Waitress)
,WAITER/WAITRESS, FORMAL

WAITER/WAITRESS, FORMAL . .. . .

(Waiter's Assistant)
DINING ROOM ATTENDANT .

(Warehouseman)
LABORER, STORES (922.887 WTG 52)

(955.782 WTG 82)

'. (715.28141TG 37)
-,

(715.281 WTG 37)

(859.782 WTG 82)

(299.358 VVTG 97)

, (040.081 WTG.87)

(389.887 WTG 52)

(040.081 WTG 87)

(130.088 WTG 112)

(139.288 WTG.61)

(041.081 WTG 87) 041.061-090 p2.02

, (311.878 WTG. 105)

(311.878 WTG 105)

. (311.878 WTG 105)

311.477-026 09.04

311.477-026 09.04

311.677-018 09.05

922.687-058 05.09

955:362-010 05.06

715.281-01 0 , 06.01 .

715.281-010 06.01

859.362-010 05.11

299.357 -018. 08:02

040.061-046 02.02

389.687-014 .05.12

040.061:062," 02.02

131.067-046 01.01

131.267-026 11.08

..........

",'

WASTEWATER-TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR

(Watchmaker)
WATCH REPAIRER . ........

(Watch Repairman)
WATCH REPAIRER

(Waterwell Driller)
WELL-DRILL OPERATOR

WEDDING CONSULTANT s

(Wildlife Manager)
p RANGE MANAGER

(Window Gleaner)
CLEAN EFONINDOW

(Wood Scientist)
WOOD TECHNOLOGIST

(Writer, Literary)
WRITER, PROSE, FICTION, AND NONFICTION

(Writer, Technical)
WRITER, TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

ZOOLOGIST

70
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OVERVIEW :AND: RATIONALE

The Utilization guides contained in this section
Of the Career Igforrnation System Professional
Manual provide specific instructions on hoW to
utilize selected materials of the..p, areer Informa-
tion System (CIS). Pribr to usinttl)ese utilization
guides, the teacher /.counselor Stfould read the
overview and become familiar With the CIS
materials: The nonconsumable materials include guides,

charts, indeXes, filmstrips, and tapes. The folloW-
ing liSt of nonconsumable materials do not in-
clude those related to the filing and Indexing of
occupational information: These, are fully de-
scribed in the Career Information System File
Plan of this manual.

Career Decision-Making* text used as a
semester course. The IACE may be used as a'
five-to-nine week course. More details on the
use of the IACE are located in the Individualized
Activities for Career. Exploration Utilization
Guide.

Overview

The CIS materials consist-of gdides'and film-
strips used for student orientation, to concepts
designed to develop an understandi6g.of self and
the world of work; checklists and other materials
used for self-assessment; and .charts and indexes
to provide a. linkage to career, information re-
sources.

Most of the CIS'materiais are reusable. Only the
checklists:and a student booklet are consumable.
The following is a listing and brief description of
the CIS materials.

The consumable materials are

Work Activities Checklist. This checklist uses
the ten types of Work Activities as a means for
helping students identify the Worker Trait
Groups related to each work activity or to a
student's pattern of interests. More tails on
the use of this checklist are located i the Work
Activities Checklist Utilization Gui

Worker Trait. Group Guide, contains descrip-
tions of Trait
Groups. Each Worker Trait Group description.
also contains the qualificatr n profile and a
listing of the occupations that rovide the most
opportunities for employme nationally. The
Worker
ess variables to help students understand the
orker Trait Gioups.related to their interests,

ptitudes, etc. prior to exploration it the oc-
pational level.

Career Information System Guide contains
the basic information used with all of the CIS
access materials. Students need this guide to

0 follow orientation sessions, complete the
checklists, and use other access materials.

Work Situations Checklist. This chec liscuses
the ien different kinds of Work Si ations to
help students identify Worker Tr it Groups
related to Work Situations they enjoy as well as
those to. which they feel they cannot adapt.-
These Work Situations relate to temperaments
and adaptive skills. More details on the use of
this checklist are located in the Work Situa-
tions Checklist Utilization Guide.

Aptitudes Checklist. This checklist is used to
help Students estimate their aptitudes. The ap-
titudes are those used in'the,.General Aptitude
Test Battery. More details.on the use of this
checklist are located in the Aptitude,s Checklist

et_ Utilization Guide.

-d:Individualized Activities for Career Exploration
:(IACE). This is a consumable booklet that in
6ludes all of the CIS access variables along.
with selected -materials from the Exploring

70

SChool Subject-Worker Trait Group Chart is
used to identifY Worker Trait Groups related to
school subjects and vice versa. More details on
the use of this chart are located in the School
Subject Worker Trait Group Chart and
School Subject Occupation Index Utilization
Guide..

School Subject-Occupation Index contain's a
listing, of occupations by Worker Trait Group
related to each school subject. It is used as a
follow-up to Worker Trait Groups identified on
the School Subject- Worker Trait Group
Chart. More details on the use of this index are,
located in the School Subject Worker Trait
Group Chart and School Subject Occupation
Index Utilization Guide.

Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck a deck of
cards with one card representing each Worker
Trait Group. The cards provide a manual means.

. 'N
Developed by Appalachia Educational Laboiatory and published by McKnight Publishing Company,
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for combining ,factors such as the Work Ac-
tivities and Work Situations or- for identifying
patterns related to each variable. More d,tails
on the use of this deck .are -,located in the
Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck Utilization
Guide. .

0

Career Information System Filmstrips and
TapeS-- these are used to orient studdhts to
the CIS and to present concepts related to the
cheCklists and other access materials. The
cassette tapes accompanying the filmstrips
have one side with audible beeps and the other
side with inaudible beeps: Schools with
automatic, cassette tape filmstrip projectors
may use. the inaudible side. The following is a
listing and. brief description of the filmstrips
and tapes. .

Intr,oductiOn to the Career Information System.
This filmstrip introduces the Career Informa-
tion System which links self information
(interests, values, goals, abilities) to occupa-
tional information through Worker Trait Groups.
All students using CIS materials' should see
this filrristrip; however, it must be used with the
Individualized Activities for Career Exploration
IACE) booklet.

--Using the Career Informatior; System. This
filmstrip gives specific directions for using the
Career Information System. It follows a couple
of students as they investigate and explore oc-
cupations using the system's interest/aptitude
checklists and the Worker Trait Group Guide._
All students using CIS materials should see
this filmstrip; however, it must be used with the
.1ACE booklet.

Career Goals.. Although people have the same
basic survival needs, they have different goals.
InNviduals also differ in the way they meet their
needs and goals. Lifetimework is introduced as
a means to meet goals. This filmstrip is used
with the IACE booklet.

Examining Yo4r Interests. The filmstrip depicts
the different ways people can examine their in-
terests and relate them to occupational alter-
natives. This filmstrip is used with the IACE
booklet.

Work Activities. The filmstrip outlines the ten
types of Work Activities and illustrates them
with diversified occupations. This filmstrip. is

.used. with the IACE booklet and the Work Ac-
tivities Checklist.

-
Work Situations. The adaptive skills workers

, need to have in order to face varying work &Rua
tions are introduced and demonstrated in vari-
ous occupations. This filmstrip is used will? the
IACE booklet and the Work Situations Check-
list.

What are Aptitudes? Aptitude is defined as the
facility with which a person can learn new
knowledge and skills. The filmstrip depicts how
people can identify their aptitudes and use this
knowledge in career decision-making. This film7
strip is used with the IACE booklet and.the
titudes Checklist.

Learning About Your Aptitudes.. Theofilmstrip
introduces the areas of, aptitudesas defined by
the U.S. Department of Labor job analysts. How
students can examine their aptitudes in these
areas and relate them to.career choices is
outlined. This filmstrip is used with the RACE
booklet and the Aptitudes. Checklist.

Credentials and Competencies:. Get Ready, Get
Set, Go! The filmstrip depicts the manj, ways in
which people use credentials, including getting
a job. Competencies are presented as job keep-
ing skills. How to develop these skills is out-
lined. This filmstrip is used with the IACE
booklet.

Sounds of .Work (Tape, Side I). Students are in-
troduced to the sounds workers are exposed to
in fifteen different occupations. As they listen
to the tape, students are to associate the
sounds with, the occupations. This tape, de-
signed to make students aware of noise as a
factor which could affect job satisfactions is
used with the IACE booklet.

What Is My. Occupation? (Tape, Side 2). This
tape describes work tasks and the social and
physical surroundings for 15 different occupa-
tions.. As students listen to the tape, they write
down the title of the occupation they think is
being described. 'It is designed to make
students aware of how these factors are in-
cluded in the work setting. This tape is used
with the IACE booklet.

RATIONALE

An issue of considerable importaoce in using
the CIS materials is related to thy "trait factor"
orientation of the Worker Trait Groups. The worker
characteristics represent one element .of the
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homogeneity of the Worker Trait Groups. The
assessment of personal characteristics, relating
them to worker characteristics and thus to Worker
Trait Groups, provides a general "trait factor" ap-
proach which has been criticized by many educa-
tors as. a "matching process." The "trait factor"
approach as typically used in the past relates to
external assessment. That is, a Counselor or other
professional tests ah individual's abilities or in-
terests, interprets the results, and matches the
characteristics to appropriate occupations.

The aproach used with the CIS materials is one
of :internal assessment. This is characterized by
the following four phases of learning:

1. Understanding the concept.

2. Personalizing the concept.

3. Assessing self in relation tolhe concept.

4. Applying the concept.

A general introduction by a teacher/counselor, a
filmstrip presentation, and written concept
descriptions define and illustrate the concept to
help students develop an understanding of it (first
phase). The use of filmstrips to introduce con
cepts helps broaden students' perspectives of the
world of work and break.down stereotyping of oc-
cupations..

Once students understand the concept, they
need to personalize it, to make it .meaningfkil to
them as individuals (second phase). They need, to
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realize that they already have a great deal of ex-
perience related to work. This experience may be
used to personalize the concept;The concept pro-
vides the link between 'personal experience and
related groupS of occupations.

In the third phase, students use checklists and
other materials to assess themselves in relation
to the concept. These materials do not use a Stan-
dardi2ed measurement approach which has the
emphasis on providing normative data for compar-
ing an individual with others. The CIS assessment*
materials provide a means for sorting and clarify-
ing the element's of a concept. The emphasis here
is to identify what elements, of the concept are
most meaningful to the students.

In the fourth phase, students apply the concept.
Students relate their interests, aptitudes, adaptive
skills, and other factors to. the characteristics
which have been identified as helpful to workers
in the Worker. Trait Groups. Thus, students
what they have learned about the concept and
themselves to explore occupations and make
career decisions.

The preceding four phases of learning differen-
tiate the internal assessment approach from the
external assessment approach. Individuals must'
understand themSelves and Ihe world of Atork and
be responsible for their own career decisions The
indivictual,and the environment change over time
The &incepts related to work remain more stable.
Thus,Ot is' important that an individual under-
'Siands the concepts, internalizes. them, and ap-
plibs them to the changing self and environment
'throughout life.
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INDIVIDUALIZED ACTIVITIES FOR CAREER. EXPLORATION
UTILIZATION GUIDE

This guide contains instructions and sugges- To assist you in presenting these activities, this
tions for using the Individualized Activities for guide includes the purpose of the activities, the
Career Exploration (IACE) booklet in the class- a equipment and materials you will need, and de-
room. The activities are taken from the Exploring tailed guidelines for presentation of the activities.
Career Decision-Making text. They have been It also gives an estimate of the time required for
selected to form a short exploratory course, It is each activity, thOugh this will vary from.class to
essential to remember, however, that occupa- class. Times are given in terms.of 50-minute class
tional exploration is only one aspect of career periods. The headings and instructions in this
development. The full Exploring Career Decision- guide parallel those provided for students in the
Making course goes into much greater depth in IACE booklet.
self-exploration, dectsion-making, and career
planning. It approaches career decision-making in Your role as a leader is one of organizihg the
the context of social and economic change. Con class sessions, motivating the students, and
sideration of these elements in addition to ex- facilitating the learning process. Learning is the
ploration skills is necessary for effective career responsibility of .the learner. Students must be
dev I rnent. It is recommended that you obtain a allowed to assume this responsibility and to apply
cop f the Teacher's Edition of the Exploring the process to their career exploration and
Care Decision-Making text to use as .a reference. decision-making.

OVERVIEW

The overview shows the suggested presentation of the activities by class periods.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES TIME

Introduction Discussion 112 class period

Goal
Identification

Career Goals
Goal Focus Cart '

class period
.

Career
Information

Self-Information
Occupational Information
Organizing Occupational Information
Using the Career Information System,

§1

2-1/2 class

.

periods

,

Career
Exploration

Expressed Interests
Work Activities ,

Work Situations
School Subjects
Aptitudes
Other Factors
Occupational Ekploration

14-1/2 class
periods

SurnMary
T

Discussion -
Summary Chart

1 class period -(1-

INTRODUCTION

Career exploration is the process of integrating
the information obtained through occupational
and gelf-exploration to form a sound basis for
making career decisions.

As students work through the IACE booklet, use
the four, phases of learning defined in the "Ra-
tionale" on page 72 of tliis manual to help you
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emphasize the internal assessment approach of
the booklet. For each new concept, assist
students in (1) developing an understanding of the
concept, (2) personalizing the concept, (3) assess-
ing self in relation to the concept; and (4) applying
the concept.

Ask students to read the introduction, and then
discuss it. Pay particular attention to the four ob-
jectives for career planning.
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GOALIDENTIFICATION

Purpose
The purpose of the activities in this section is to

help students understand the relation, of goals to
career, and to help them identify some of their
own goals. The more clearly students see how .
they can get what they want through career ac-
tivities, the more motivated they will be to commit
themselves to career exploration.

Equipment and Materials

TeaChers will need:

Filmstrip projector and cassette tape player

- FS/CASS "Career Goals"

Q o
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Students will need: _=

(ACE boolif

Presentation
Activity A Career Goals

(1/2 class period)

Go over the introductory paragraph With the
students, and then show. the filmstrip "Career
Goals." -The filmstrip should help Students
develop an understanding of (a) goals as anything
a person,wants to do or to have, (b) career goals as , .
goals met through work, not sirnplccupational
choices, and (c) the need to :clarify their -goals
before they can decide through' what career ac -.
tivities their goals are tp be met.

Discuss the filmstrip, using the following ques-
tions and co.rnmenti.as a guide.

1. What does the term "goal" mean to you?
CQMMENT: A goal is anything you need or want.

2. What kinds of goals are described in the filmstrip?
COMMENT: In the filmstrip, goals are described in three pairings.
(1) Long-term short term'
(2) Important not-so-important
(3) For self for others

3. Do you want the same things members, of your family do? filat
your friends do? Why, or why not?
COMMENT; Everyone wants different Corfitii nations of things.

4. Are your needs-different from the needs of others? '
COMMENT: Basic survival needs food, shelter, health,love
are essentially the same for all people.

5. Why do people want different things?
COMMENT: People are different.

6. Do you want the same things now that you wanted a year ago?
COMMENT: Most people's goals change; younger people usually
change their goals frequently.

7. Why do people's goals chinge?
COMMENT: People Change as a result of growth (maturation) and
experience.

8. Haire you ever been in conflict with others because your goals
were different from Theirs? What did you do about the conflict?
COMMENT: Most people find themselves in conflict with others.
As students-give examples, try to bring out the ways in which-they
can resolve such conflicts.

. 9. Do you feel you have control over getting what you want? Why, or
why not?
COMMENT: Ask for examples .which show positive action and
control.
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10. What have you done to meet your goals?
COMMENT: Responses h-ere are related to the previous question.

11. In the filmstrip, work was defined as the performance of activities
designed to effect, some change, in some aspect of society. Is this
definition useful to you? Why, or why not? How would you define
work?
COMMENT: Students should feel free to accept or reject this
definition. Ask students to explain their answers.

12. Why do people work?
COMMENT: People work to meet goals, either directly (the work
itself is satisfying) or indirectly (people work for the opportunitry

time or money -- to satisfy goals).

13. What are some examples of work you do?
COMMENT: Examples of work students do might include School-
work, chores, hobbies, or part-time jobs. A person does, not
necessarily get paid for work.

14. What do you hope, to gain from the work you do?
COMMENT: It is important that students be made to feel that the
things, they want from work are not of less or more value then the _

things others want.

15. Should there be any legal or moral limits on how people-meet their
goals?
COMMENT: What should be the view of different groups within
society on such means as stealing or using force? Accept a vari-
ety of answers, encouraging students to express their thoughts
and feelings.

16. Do you like having goals? Why, or wby not? .

COMMENT: Encourage students to express their thoughts and
feelings. Accept a Wide range of answers.

Go' over the key terms and key points with the stead of complete sentences. Encourage them to
students to be sure they understand the concepts. list what they really, want, not what they feel ought

to be their goals.
Guide a discussion of the activity, using the

following questions and comments.

Activity B Goal Focus Chart
(1/2 class. period)

To introduce the Goal Focus Chart, ask
students how they think the goals of a 5-y,7r old

amight differ from those of 30-, 50-, or 70-ye r old.
Consider such things as reSbOnsibility for pro-
viding food and shelter (for self or others), child
raising, family or health needs, and the main con-
cerns of people in each age range. , ,

Direct students to complete the Goal Focus
Chi% in their IACE booklet. Suggest that they
represent their ideas with words or phrases in-

1. Do people always achieve their. goals? If not,
why? Should they still 'set goals? Can. you
achieve the goals you have listed? What might
help ,or hinder you in reaching-your goals? Do
you think you will achieve them? Why, or why
not?

4111$

COMMENT: Students may have goals they feel
they can and cannot attain. They should be en-
couraged to question the realism of their own
goals, but they should not attempt to deter-

. mine the realiSm'of others' goals.
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2. If you achieve your goals,. are you a better per-
, sOn? Is a person who never does anything a

worthleSs person? Why orwhy not?
COMMENT: The intrinsic worth or value of a.
person is not contingent on his or her accomp-
lishments.

3. Why is it so hard to think about your life as it
might be in 15, 40, or 60 years?

. COMMENT: You do. rrat know all of the factors
that. will influence your, future. Lack of ex-
perience and maturity al%) makes it difficult.

4: Is there any point in thinking now about goals
you might, havein 15, 40, or 60 .years? Why, or
why not?
COMMENT: Planning wayg to accomplish yoUr
goals might give you more options, and
therefore, make it more likely that you achieve
them.

5. Do you think your goals in several years will be
the same as they are now? Why, or why not?
COMMENT: Change in a person's need for
financial support should result . in changed
goals.

6. If you had just one year to live and could do
anything you wanted, what would_you do?
COMMENT: Every student should be given the
opportunity to answer this question. Allow
some time for students to think.about the ques-
tion. You may wish .to make this a written activi-

. ty.

7. Are the things you would do, given "one year to
live," related to yoUr long-term life goals? How
do you fit your short-terni and long-term plans
together? What ,aspects fit? What aspects do
not fit?
COMMENT: You may wish to have students
discuss this' i small groups, or simply think
about it. The "One year to live" question should
help. students select goals th4 may be impor-
tant in .both a short- and long-trange plan: Ask
them to explarn why some- goals may fit only
one plan (such as having and .rearing their own,
children).

CAREER. INFORMATION

Purpose
The purpose of the activities in this section is to
help students understand that career exploration
is an ongoing process. Of learning about them-
selves as they learn about the world of work.
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Equipment and Materials

Teachers will need:

FilMstrip projector and cassette tap? player

FSICASS "Introduction 'to the -Career Informa-
tion System" -

FS/CASS "Using the Career Information Sys-
tem"

Career Information System Guide

AcoesS to CISMaterials

Students will need:

IACE booklet

Career information System Guide

Presentation

Activity. f -- Self-Info tion
(11 clasperio )

Ask students -- ad and disc ass the three \a

ways they may looks at themselve outlined in
their IACE bo klet. ' ht avea.thstudents
discuss the fo lowing*.!a .4.,- .

asking which" " is real
by John Masefield,

y.the person:

There were three en went down the road
. As down th oad went he

The man he was, t e man they saw
And the man wanted to be.
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Activity D Occupational Information
(1/2 class period)

Through this activity, students should become
aware of the folJowing:

(1) There are thousands of different occupations,
many-of which are obscure.

(2) The title of an occupation does not always
represent what a worker does.

. (3) More 'information than-a title is needed for
caeu exploration. 1.

irect students to _complete the quiz. The
answers are as follows: a-3, b-1, c-1, d-3, e-2; f-1.,

h-2; i-2, j-3.
Write the answers oh the chalkboard or read

them to the class. Direst students to check their
answers. Discuss the .exercise with the students,
using the following comments as a guide.

Activity E -- Organizing Occupational Information
o (1/2 class period)

Discuss the concept of classificatiOn with the
students. Ap an example, you might ask them 'to
name way of classifying people (name, age,
grade, weight, height, strength; religion, income,
etc.). Then ask them how such classification can
be useful.

1. Students need to be aware that the are
thousands of occupations of which ey'aray
never have heard. These may be occupation
which have few peoibleAemployed in them or
which are not found in trte students' geograph-

.

ical region.

2. Occupational titles can be misleading. YoU
cannot always know what a worker does from
the title. You need a variety of information
about an occupation as you consider it as an
occupational alternative. Use the chalkboard to
record students suggestion§ about the kinds of
occupational- information. they think could.be
useful.
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Show the filmstrip "introduction to thP Career
Information System." The filmstrip" should help
students become aware of the need to (a) classify
information into different clasSlficatiOn systems
td facilitate the information's access and (b) use a
classification system linking bbth self and oc-
cupational information in order tb make satisfying
career decisions.

t

'After showing the filmstrip,?use the following
questions and comments to guide the,discussion.

1. Why is the a need to classify infiirmation?
COMMENT; yft,type of information needs to
be,prganized in ofider to be fqund and used.

Activity F --:74jUsing the Career Information System
' (1 alassperiod)

Show the filmstrip "Using the Career Informal-
tion System." This filmstrip. should help student
to develop an understanding of how to use the
Career Information System to (a) investigate
specific occupation and it relatedalternatives
and (b) explore groups of occupations related to

, their interestswand abilitieS. .

Show the students where the CIS materials,are
located and briefly review the use 'Of these
materials with them. You may want to use the
"Touring. the. Career Information System" section
of the Career Information System Guide as a
gUide.

Discuss the CIS 'materials with the students, us-
ing the following questions.

1. Why are occupations organized by groups?
COMMENT: 'Occupations are generally organ-
ized by groups to show a relationship among
occupations. Some grouping arrangements
show a relationship as to the products
developed or the services provided. The Worker
.Trait-G-roups-are -homogeneous-clusters-of oc

\
2. Why is there a need to use different classi\tt.ica-

lion systems on the same type of information?
COMMENT: Discuss with the students, fo ex-
amp!e, the problems a person unfamiliar ith
the-community would have finding a product-or
a service using only the white pages of the
telephone directory.

3. What classification systems were described in
thefilmstrip?
COMMENT: Help/ttudents review the alpha-
betical and Dewey systems, as wellas the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles' alphabetical and

- Worker Trait Group Arrangement systems.

4. What problems could a person ha using oc-.
cupational inforMation filed alphabet' ally?
COMMENT: A person must know the occupa-
tional title in order to find it in an alphabetical
arrangement. f

5. How are the organization of the Career Informa-
tion System and the organization of the yellow
pages of the telephone directory alike?
COMMENT: The organization of the Career In-
formation System helps a student find occupa-
tions even if the student does not know the
name of the occupation.

6. All the occupational information in the Career
tnformation System is classified by. Workkr
Trait .Groups. How can thli system help you
relate the oc upational information to you
your interes s, abilities d aptitudes?
COMMENT The W rk r rait Groups are
groups of o pations that h ve sirrvitir worker
qualifications such as interests, abilities, and
aptitudes. Students can use their.own interests,
abilities, and aptitudes to exploi-e occupations
land make satisfying career decisions.
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cupations requiring similar- worker character-
istics for satisfactory job perfoimance. They
are also grouped by the general nature of the
work performed, Occupations belonging to the
same groUp provide students with related oc-
cupational alternatives.

2. Hqw can you use the Career Information
System to find information about specific oc-
cupations?
COMMENT: Students can use the Alpha-
betical Card File, as well as the. Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, Fourth Edition.

3. What source of information Contains a brief
description of each occupation?
COMMENT: The Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, Fourth Edition.,

4. What sources of Anformation are used to find
the occupations belonging to each Worker
Trait Group?
COMMENT: The most common occupations in
each group are listed in the Worker Trait Group
Guide.

5. Why. is it important to use more than one
source of information about an occupation?
COMMENT: Different sources give different
types of information. For example, the Occupa-
tional Outlook Handbook, published by the
U.S. Department of Labor, includes forecast in-
formation on employment opportunities.
Students' should understand that some types
of information are written for recruitment or
other purposes which may provide a biased
point of view.
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Purppse

)
CAREER EXPLORATION

The purpose of the activities in: this sectionis to
help StUbehts use their interests, abilities and
goals to identify groupS of ocCupations for- detail-
ed exploration, and to make plans for pursuing
their career exploration:

Equipment and Materials

Teachers Will need:

Filmtrip projector and cassette tape player.

FS/CASS "Examing Your Interests"

FS/CASS "Work Activities"

FS/CASS "Work Situations"

FS/CASS "Credentials and Competencies: Get
Ready, Get Set, Go"

''FS/CASS "VVhat-Are Aptitudes?"

FS/C SS "Learning About Your Aptitudes" ..2%

CASS "Sounds of Work": (Side 1) and "What Is
My Octupationl" (Side 2)

School Subject -- Occupation Index (optional)

Students will need
4

IACE bop,klei

Ckreer Information System Guide

. Worker Trait Group Guide

Worker. Trait Group index to Occupational Infor-
mation

:;. File Content Notebook

Alphabetical Card File

Supplelment to the _Dictionary of. Occupatidnal
Titles, Fourth Editioh ,

presentation

Ask students to read and discuss the introduc-
tool paragraphs under the heading "Career Ex-
ploration" in their booklet. - =-Y

Activity G Expressed Interests ,

(1-1/2 class periods)

Ask students to read and discuss the qefinition
of the 4erm "interest" as described in their
booklet. Then show the filmstrip, "Examining
Your Interests."



The'.. filmstrip should help, students to (a)
develop an understanding of the way they can ex-
amine their interests, and relate them to o'ccupa-
(ions and Other career activities and (b) realize that
interests often change as people mature.

After thefilmstrip presentation, use the follow-
ing qUestions and ciomments to guide the discus-

'sion. ) .

1. The following questions lipielp students
define their interests.

a. After the school day is over, what do you
like to do?

b. Do your hobbies take you indoors .or out;
doors?

enjoy.c. If you enjoy reading, what kinds of books
or magazines do you read?

d. If you were free to do whatever yDu wanted
for one hour, what would you do?

e. VVhat would tie yourldeal weekend?

f. What is your favorite school subject'? Does
it have to be the subject in which you obtain
the best grades? Why, or why not?

gl What Movies do j/oU- like Ao watch? Televi-
sion shows?

h. What interests did you express in answer-
ing these questions?

i. The students in the filmstrip-took an in-
- terest survey. What do the tesults of such

surveys show?

2. What are some of the wa0 you can use to find
what your' interests are in various areas of
work?

a. What kinds of books and materials can
help you learn about theworld of work?

b. How could movies, television shows-, or
filmstrips help?

c. How could a firsthand experience help?

d. What can you learn by observing others in
actual working conditions?

e. How could liStening to others describe
their experiences help?

f, What factors would you have to keep in
mind?
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could you use the results of an in-
survey for occupational exploration?.

COMMENT: Some of the the students may
have already used some ese methods.
Encourage tkem to d scribe their ex-
periences to the class.

3. Why should'you examine your interests when-
yOu plan your career? How can you relate your
interests to your goals?
COMMENT: People tend to find the most
satisfaction in work that relates closely to 4'

their interests and goals.,

4- Are your interests the same as five yearS ago?
Why should yoU consider your present in-
terests as you Think about possible occupa-
tions? g,

COMMENT: The activities that held -your at-
tention five years ago- are perhaps not the
ones that absorb you today. As you consider
occupations likeiyilke prove satisfying.,:be sure.
your ref eI nce is to Zurrent occupations, and

current interests. '

5. In the filmstrip,.Cliff may pursue his interest
in music and entertainment in differeill wayt,.
What options does he have?
COMMENT: Cliff may choose to make enter-
taining his full-time or part-time occupation:
Encourage students to project' thertpossible
consequeriqes of either option.

6. What are some of the interel, of ithe
students in the filmstrip? How coul -these ilk
terests relate to an occupation?
COMMENT: Some of the interests included
riding a motorcycle, driving a car, reading
boOks, drafting, dancing, physical education,
building,, plaYing games,_ workiog ;on televi
sions and in'a machine shop, and playing Pro:
fessional ball. Ask the students to relate
these interests to occupationS.

7 In the filmstrip, how did professional athletes
and the counselor influence Jim'i-intellests?_
COMMcNT: Jim ,Was 'influenced by the
gjamour\that professional athletes represent
and the results, of, the interest survey:The
counselor indicates through theSe results
Jim's high interest in machine.w k and math.

In the filmstri p, how did Terry's sis r and her
sister's friend influence Terry's interets?'
COMMENT:. Terry was in. fluenced, 'Oy her
sister's beliefs and by listening to her,sister's
friend tell of her work experience".

8.
.

9. What occupations are women e tering today
that used to be held mostly by ?



COMMENT: DiscUssion should bring oul
SO occupations as doctor, dentist, schoOl
prin Tat, -lawyer, judge; engineer, construC-
tiOn worker, etc:

10. What occupatibn are men eritering today
that used to be held mostly by women?.
COMMENT: Discussion Shguld bring out
such oCcupatione as nurse, secretary,
elementary teacher, telephone operator, flight
attendant, etc.

13: What people or events halie influenced your
interests?'How?
COMMENT: Have the students identify as
many different people. or events as possible

parents, friends, vacations, etc. Ask the
students how they were influenced.

14

1 . Are men and w n entering occupations
' that used 'to be Id by the opposite sex

because their interests have changed? Why or
why not?
COMMENT: Discuss.ohanges in society that
influence changes in individuals..

12.. Hbw do your interests differ from, thOse of the
students in the filmstrip? .

COMMENT: Let students discuss' their in-
terests.

What occupations are related to your in-
,

terests?
COMMENT: Ask the students to relate at
least iwo Occupations to each'-interest area.
To avoid repetition, you may want to Sfst the
studenVs interest areas on the chalkboard
and the corresponding occupations as the
students identify them:

Heirstudents folloW the directions given in-A.c.;
tivity G of their booklet. Be sure students under-
Stand -how to mark tlieir interest in Column 1 of - -

the Worker Trait Group Selection Chart located at
the back of their booklet.



ft

Activity H Work Activities
(2 class periods)

It.. is recommended that you review the. "Work Activities Checklist
-Utilization Guide" on page 89 of this manual before presentirt. this ac-
tivity. .

. Ask students to read the introductory paragraph in their FACE
booklet, then shoW the filmsttip "Work Activities."

The.:filmttrip should help studerjts to (a) develop an understanding
of the ten types.of activities related to the work'peopl-e do, (3) bedome
aware, of.the influence that workers' 'preferences for certain types of
activities haVe of worker's job pprlorrhance and satisfaction, and (c)
beddrne aware of tiThir own likes and dislikes and the way they can use
their preferences to explore occupations.

Aftet the filmstrip presentation, use the following questipns to
guide the discussion. The responseS to the following questions are
likely to be subjective in nature sinceethey deal with the students'
preferendes to the ten types of work activities. This is why therp are no
teachers'cuesand suggestions-following each question. It is impor-

tthat the students feel free to express their opinjons and feelings
a .th& hey respeathpbe of others. '

at's4rs nal experienceS, in work or leisurE haVe you haci with
ofthe en types of activities?

wities do you ptefer?
hydo you prefer Certcpin kinds of activities?
ow ,can: 10bwing What .you like, to do ,help you explore oCcupa-

. .

tiave stUdents read the Work Activity Descriptions in the Career In
formation System Guide. Prior fp:writing down their own experiences,
ask' students to give you examples for eaChsof tt-te activity types to-be.'
sure they understand what they4are to do.-

Go over the instrubtionS.for the Mirk Activities Checklist, Part 1 and
ith the students. Be sure they undecstand How to rank oldertheir
ferences. . '

irect students to complete. Column 2 of the Worker Trait Group
ction Chart located at the back' of their booklet.

r. OPTION: This is a good point at WhiCh tqirrtroduce thd. use ofthe..
Worker Trait Group..Keysort DeCk for combining variables irikareerpx
i)loration. Full instructions on hoW to use the:cards, with different -sotting

logics are located in the Career Information SystenrrGuide.



Activity I Work Situations
(2 class periods)

It is recommended that you review the "W Situations CheCklist
Utilization Guide" onrpage 93 of thismanual presenting this ac=`
tivity.

Ask students to read the .introduCtory paragraph in their 1ACE
booklet, then show the filmstrip "Work Situations."

The filmstrip should help students to (a) develop n understanding
of the ten types of situations whith put demands u pon Workers,_(b)
become aware of the influence workers' adaptation to theSe demandS
has on the workers' job performance and satisfaction, a b come
aware of the typesof situations they prefer and want to avoid:

After the filmstrip presentation; use Ole following questions to
guide the discussion. The respoOses to the following, questions are
likely to be subjective in nature since they deal with the students'
preferences to the ten types of work situations. This,is- why there are
no teacher's cues and -suggestions following each question. It is im-
portant that the students feel free to express their opinions and feel-
ingS, and thatthey respect those of others. There are no rightor wrong
answers. ,

_

1. What personal experiences, in work or leisure, have you had with
each of the types of situations?

2. What situations-do you prefer? Why?

3: What situations do yoU want to avoid? Why?

4.* Frotii can knowing what,situations you prefer help you explore oc

,

Have students read the Work Situation Descriptions in the Career
Information System Guide: Prior to writing down their own _ex-
periences ask students to give you:examples for each of the situation.

types.
Go over the instructions for the Wbrk SitUation Checklist, Parts.1

and 2 with' the students. Be sure they understand how to rank oider
their preferences.

Direct stUdents .to complete-Column 3 of the Worker Trait Group .
Selection Chart located at the back of their bodklet. er-



Activity J SChool Subjects
(1-1/2 class periods)

It is recommended that you review the "School
Subject -- Worker Trait Group Chart and School
Subject Occupation Index Utilization Guide"
on page 103 of this manual before presenting this
activity.

Ask students to read the introductory paragraph

their IACE booklet, then show the filmstrip
" C redentials and Competencie.s: Get Ready, Get
Set, Go!"

The filmstrip should help students develop an
understanding of (43) competency as what a person
is able to do, (b) credential as what a person-
should be able to do, and (c) the ways competen-
cies and credentials can be acquired and can af-
fect obtaining and retaining a job.

)fter the filmstrip presentation, use the follow-
ing questions and comments to guide the discus-
sion..

1. What kinds of credentials can a persqn ac-
quire?
COMMENT: The filmstrip gave the jollowing
examples:. birth certificate, passPOrt, blue rib-
bon, credit card, diRlomas, theater tickets, etc.

2. How can credentials be acquired?
COMMENT: Taking a course, passing a test,
winning a contest, pyin a fee, etc.

3. What credentials may be required by law?
COMMENT: When the public safety is in-
volved. Ask students to give specific examples.

4. Why would an employer be interested ih your
credentials? *

COMMENT: To determine the best person
available for tliie job.

° 5.. Will credentials help you keep a job once you
get it? Why, Or why not? 2
COMMENT:' Credentials show what a person
;should be able to do; competencies are .whaa
person can do. Competencies, not, credentials,
help yot.rkeep a job. "

6. Is school the only place where competencies
can be developed? Why, or why not?
COMMENT: Each person has 'been acquiring
certain competencies since birth. Therefore,
competencies can be developed in many dif-
ferent places.

7. What skills can you refine in school?
COMMENT: This 'might include communi-
cating with others, getting along with others,
solving problems, and thinking' critically, as
well as acquiring skills speCific to subject mat-
ter:

Assist students in using the School Subject
Worker Trait Group Chart. ShOit them an example
of how they can use a school subject to find
Worker Trait Groups to.explore. (The chart and its
instructions.are located in the Career Information
SysteM Gifide.)

,_

Help students follow the directions given its Ac'-':
tivity J of their. booklet After students have corgi

':-pleted Corumns 4 and 5:of the Woliker Trait Group
Selection Chart and'. Columns 1 and 2 of the
Worker Trait Group. Exploration Chart in their
booklet,it. you may wish to explain the use of the
;School Subject Occupation Index.
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Activity K. Aptitudes
(3 class periods)

It is recommended that you review the "Aptitudes Checklist Utiliza-
tion GUide" on page 98 of this manual before presenting this activity.

Ask students to read the- introductory paragraph in their IACE
booklet, then show the filmstrip "What Are Aptitudes?",

The filMstrip should help students develop an understanding of (a)
aptitude as the ease or quickness with which a person can learn a cer-
tain type of knowledge or skill, and (b) the ways in which they can iden
ify their own aptitudes.

(itu¢e is an attempt to assess the relative ease or difficulty one
might expect when learning newknowledge or skills. Aptitude is not a
measure of what a' person can or cannot do. Students should,
recognize that interest and motivation can help them overcome learn-
ing difficulties.

After the filmstrip presentation, use the f011owing q ons and
comments to guide the discussion.

1. Explain the means of achievement, ability, and aptitude.
COMMENT: Help the students define these three words. Achieve-
ment is what you have done. Ability is what you can do. Aptitude is
what you can learn to do. These words describe the past, present,
and future of the same personal characteristic.

2. What kinds of aptitudes are needed for achievement in certain
school subje What kinds of aptitudes are elpful in school ac-
tivitiesAuc :as clubs, sports, etc.?
COMMENT:" Ask students to be spedific m it responses.

.3. What evidences.e34ptitudes can yap identify in. yoUr achievements
(past)? What evidenCes can you: dentify through your abilities
(present)?
COMMENT: Students May need help in articulating what they can:
learn to do. Remind them that aptitudes are not confined to
academic learning.

4. How can you use the concept of aptitudes when selecting school:
subjects? Selectirig- recreational activities? Do you think there is a
relationship between what you like to do and what you can d6 well?
Explain your answer.
COMMENT: Most people seem to like to do what they can d ostAfet.
Students are:often 'Motivated to learn what they think they can cbm-
plete successfully.
. .

5. Could You have aptitudes of which you may be unaware? How'
might you learn about them? -What school subje or activities
Might help youldentify your aptitudeS in particular as? '
COMMENT: A person _Could have aptitudes relat 'd to fields. in
-which they have no Eixperience. For example, one might hay.e- ap-
titudes, related to music, but be unaware of theM because one has
had little experience in music. .. ,



Show the filmstrip "Learning About Your Aptitudes." This filmstrip
explains how-students can estimate their own aptitudes, using the ap -.

titude types and levels defined by the U.S. Department of Labor. r

The filmstrip should help students to (a) identify their own aptitudes
by examining their achievements and present abilities and (b) become
aware of the way they Can use their aptitudes to explore occupations.

Alter, the filmStrip presentation, use the following questions and
comments to guideithe disdussion.

o

1. Explain the advolages of using the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles' aptitude categories to estimate your aptitudes instead of
such expressions as "musical aptitude" or "drawing aptitude."
COMMENT: If you estimate your aptitudes in terms of the Dic-
tionary of Occupational Titles' structure, you can relate your ap-
titudes to specific groups of occupations.

2. Suppose you have a high leVel in a certain aptitude. Does this mean
you will be Successful in occupations involving that aptitude? Ex-
plain yourenswer. e
COMMENT: Aptitudes must be used to develop abilities if they are
to contribute to job perforrrrance. There are many factors other than
aptitudes (interests, motivation, opportunities, values) l; affedt
job performance.

3. Suppose your estimate of a certain aptitude is lowei,;;;Alian the
significant aptitude level needed for an occupation. Whet should
you do?
COMMENT: Interest and motivation may heip the individual over-

° come difficulties in learning the required skills and knowledge. Fur-
, Cher, an aptitude estimate based on limited evidence may not be ac-

curate. Students thoUld never.b)ipass the exploration of an Occupa-
tion on the basis of an aptitUde estimate alone.

Ask students to read the aptitude descriptions and clues located in
the Career information System Gliide and discuss their own ex-
periences with each type of aptitude.

Assist students in completing the Aptitude Self-Estimate Record
located in their IACE booklet.:The aptitude estimates are indicators of
the easwith Which student's can develop abilities. However; they may
be misleading. if a student has had a great deal Of experience in perfor-
ming certain tasks, the estimate might be too high.!But if he or she has
had little experience in an area, his,or her estimate night be too loW.

Direct students to follow the directions given in their booklerto
complete Column 3 of the Worker Trait Group Exploration Chart. You

°may wish to demonstrate how students can run the top edge of the Ap-
titude Self-estimate Record along tht Aptitudes IndeXiocated in the
Career Information System Guide."Remind students that thelnforrna
tion provided by the index is to be/used only in a general Way, as
specific occupational requirements may differ. These differences may
include either an additional aptitude for an occupation, or fewer ap-
titudes for an occupation than for the Worker Trait Group.

Ask students to read and,discuss the summary points located at the
end of Activity I< in their booklet. The levels of aptitudes required- for
Occupations usually do norvary signifidantly from the leVelS,required
for the Worker Trait Grotip.



ActlVity L Other Factors
(1-1/2 class periods)

1. What vrerrSolne examples-of social surround-
ings that were given as clues? .
COMMENT: Work alone; part of a team; self-
employed; laws and regulations to be followed.

This activity deals with other factors which are 2. What physical surroundings were used as 1

useful in exploring occupations. such as social clues?
and physical surroundings. COMMENT: Indoors; outdoors; dirty; wll-

lighted; physical exertion.
I. Ask student,s to read the introductory

paragraph in their IACE booklet, then play the 3. In what ways are occupations similar?
tape,"yVhat is My Occupation ?" COMMENT: Occupations may have some sirni-

The 'cassette should help students become lar tasks and physical and social surroundings.
aware that (a) some occupations may have
similar social and physical surroundings, (b) 4i. What makes occupations unique or one of a
others may have similar work tasks, and (c) the kind?
particular combination of these and other fac- COMMENT: The particular combination of fac-

- tors is what makes occupations differ. tors such as tasks, physical and social sur
Iti, Students will listeh to fifteen different rbundings, interests, and abilities.

vetches on occupatidns. Each sketch con. . . .

tains clues to the identity of the occupation 5. What c et in the occupation's dsocription led
without revealhIg any specifics. These clues you to i entify the occupation you named? To
are very general at first and get more revealing what o er occupations could these clues ap-
towayd he 'emit` of the sketch. The activity is Ply?
desrta :d as a game for students' enjoyment COMMENT: This part of the discuSsion is

,3'j& a. Remind 'students that the'spirit designed to help students pinpoint the clues.1 110.-1.

II ::,.., ,* : tition should not prevent them from that might have led them to name other, but
re pe tin others' feelings and opinions. Direct similar, occupations. For exampe, students
student to follow the directions given in the might have named the following ccupations:
tape's introduction. Play the tape. After (1) syndicated columnist, (2) janitor, (3) life-
'Students have heard the first series of clues, guard, (4) fast food server, (5) hist rian, (6) car-
stop the cassette at the-tone. Ask them to write pe,nter, (7) physical laborer, (0) puppeteer,
down' the title of the occupation they think is (9) construction laborer, (10) shoe salesperson,
decribed by the .clues next to the number "1" . (11) dog groomer, (12).waiter/waitress, (13) ra-

-,' in' the blank prOvidecl in their booklet. Repeat -. dio announcer, (14) assembler,
/
(15) dentist.

the process for all -fiffeen sketches. Direct
students to exchange booklets. Write on the
chalkboard the following answer key: (1) car- II. As one of the' physical factors affecting job
toonist, (2) principal, .. (3) secretary, - (4) bank satisfaction, students should become aware of
teller, (5) archaeologist,,(6) cook, (7) fire fighter, the kind and amount of ncAe to which workers
(8) actor, (9) farmer, (10) podiatrist -(foot doctor are eatposed in different occupations.
or specialist), (1% cosmetologist (beautician or Write on the chalkboard the following titles
hair stylist), (12)'ight attendant, (13) motion of occupations. Ask stedents to read the titles
picture projectionist, (14) sewing machine and think about the sounds associated with
operator, (15) wild animal trainer. each occupation. If students cannot name the

Through a show of hands,A.find out how many L occupation, they-may name the setting:
.' students correctly gueSsea- each, occupation. `'''`

Write each number of correct answers next to a: .Comrner Iftclothes h. Truck driver
, presserthe c responding occupation on the -chalk- i. Auctioneer

. b. Grocery clerk. j. Gravel plantboar The occupation with the lowest number
operatorof c rect answers is declared the "winning" c. Carpenter

occupation K. Musician.., d. Dentist
I. Airline pilot

them with the answer key on the chalkboart f. Jackhammer operator M. Typist . ..\

Direct them to tabulate the total number of cor, g. Playground director ri. ,Traffic Officer
rect answers, The student with the highest , o. Bookkepper.

"
number of correct answers is declared an "oc- Inform the students that the sotnds'associ-
cupational specialist. ated with the occupational titles on the chalk-

Discuss the game's results and the reasons \ board are arranged in a different order, on the
for student's discrepant answers. Use , the / tape to which they are going to listen. Direct
following questions and comments as a discds- students- to write the Occupational titles core

ion guide. ., responding tothe sounds in the order they hear

87

Ask students tb check the booklet in,frontof e. Printer



them on the tipe in the blanks provided in their.
booklet. For example, if a students 'thinks that
the first sound corresponds to a musician's
work setting, the student is to write: "1. musi-
cian."

Play the "Sounds of Work".1ape. Allow the
students enough time to write down their
answers between sounds.

Play the tape again and ask studen-ts to name
the occupation associated with' each sound.
The correct answers are: (1) dentist, (2) book-
keeper, (3) grocery clerk, (4) gravel plant
Operator, (5) airline pilot, (6) jackhammer
operator, (7) auctioneer, (8) musician, (9) com
mercial clothes presser, (10) traffic officer,
(11) carpenter, (12) typist, (13) prrnter, (14) truck
driver, (15) playground director.

Lead a class discusSi,on on the importance
of sound in work settings. Students' responses
Will vary, depending on individual preferences.
Use the following questions as a guide.

11 What poises would you like to work With? Why?

2. What noises would you not want to work with?
Why?

3. Are your likes and dislikes the same as those of
others in the class? Why, or why not?

4. Whatiare the noises associated with your work
setting , the school? Which nbises do xpu
like? Which do you dislike? 7

5. Would you accept or refuse a job on the basis
of the sound involved? Why, or why not?

Ill. Ask stLdentS to complete Columns 4 through
7 of the. Worker Trait Group Exploration Chart
in their IACE booklet. Help them locate the in:
formation they need in the Worker Trait Group
Guide.

tion they have, theY 'should select the-Worker-Trait
Groyps they wish to explore ,at the occupational
level.,it is import #t they the'look at the group's
which 'inVolVe the factors they -value 'most, 'not
simply those groups which involve the greatest
number of factors they prefer..ThuS, students may .
decide to explore a group which involves only one
or two of the factors they prefer, if those factors
are the ones that are most important to 'them.
Have students complete Column 8 of the chart.

After students have selected groups to exPlore
at the occupational level, be sure they have ac-
.cess to the materials- of the Career Information
System. Help students complete the Occupation
Exploration .Sheet located in ,their booklet. Make
surectheyunderstand each of the information
gate gories included on the sheet. You may wish to
have students work. on this activity outside class.
if so, be sure they have access to the Career Infor-
rnation System.

Activity M Occupational Exploration
(3 class periods)

Direct students to examine the information they
have compiled on the Worker Trait Group Explora-
tion Chart of their IACE booklet. From the informa-

SUMMARY

Direct students to read The sumniary and to
discuss the instructions for completing the Sum-
mary Chart in their IACE booklet.

Ask students to discuss What they have learned
about Themselves and about occupations. Each
student should be able to identify school courses
he or she can take to work towards his or her
career goals. In addition, spents should be able
to describe other activities they can pursue
(reading, extracurricular activities, hobbies, part-
time or .summer work) which will help tj-iem
prepare for or explore further the oCcupations in
which they. are interested..

Students should haVe a clearer understanding
of their goals;-their interests, and their abilities,
and be able to relate them, to occupations. They
should use this information in career exploratrbn..

Further, they should be familiar with the four
phases of the learning process (understanding a
concept, personalizing it, assessing self in rela-
tion to it, and applying the concept) as they relate
to the concepts presented in .these activities.
Their ability to. use these coneePts and under-
stand the process will help them in-the lifelong
process of career exploration. Though the con-
cepts are relatively, stable, students' interests and
the nature of work opportunities will change, and
the students need to continuously assess
themselves in relation to the world of work.



WORK ACTIVITIES CHECKLIST UTILIZATION GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

, Everyone has preferences for certain types of
:.activities. The same type of:activity can be found
in a v.agety of settings, including leisure, nonpaid , Phase 3 students assess themselves in relation
work, alid job tasks. Since interests are known to JO thd.work activities by completing a checklist
be a critical factor in career.' satisfaction, whiclOielps therri define their preferences. They
awareness of One's preferences can be extremely :clarify and sort the work activities to 'identify
helpful in career exploration. those mast meaningful to them as,indiViduals.

Preferences are based on experiences. Stu-
/dents have had many experiences in school, Phase it students apply the concept by identify-
leisure, and nonpaid work. However, their occupa- ing Worker Trait,Groups to explore on the basis of
tional experience is usually limited. The tasks their work activity preferences._ Subsequent ex-
workers do in their jobs involVe many different 'ploration of these grobps allOWs them to refine
kinds of activities, but these activities can be their preferences. Thus, their career exploration is
clasSified into_ten basic types. These types of ac an interactive process of self and occupational ex-
tivities may be used to describe not only the ploration.
Won-kers' tasks; bt.ft all other activities as well,
such ag leisure, hobbies, and nonpaid work. So, by
defining their preferences for' types of activities
on the basis of their own experiences and feel-
ings, students can identify groups of occupations
whose significant tasks fall into their preferred
types of activities.

The ten: types of work activities are de-rived from litY of the learner. StOdentS Must be allowed and
the Interest Factors contained in the Dictionary of i enCouragedo assume this responsibility and to
Oocupational Titles (DOT), Volume II, Third. Edi- :,apply the learning process weir career explora-
tion, 1965. Thesejnterest Factors are one of the ,tion and decision-makin
bases upon Which the hbmodeneogs clUaters of .

occupations khown as Worker Trait GrOups were Equipment and Materials
forMed. The Inter'Ss1 Factors Of the DOT were Leaders will need:
'rganized as five bipolar pairs. The bipolarity of

the' Interest Factors- means that the presenc p. of
one suggSsts the , absence of the other. Job
analysts. identified the -predominant Interest Fac
-tors related to satisfactory performance in oc-
oupationS. If one factor of a biopolar pair was
identified as more important, the other was

tomaticalfy rejected.
Although occupations may be rated as

predominantly involving one factor to the exclu
sion of its paired factor, individual's interests
need not be bipolar. Thus, in the Career Informa-
tion System developed by the Appalachia Educa-
tional Laboratory, the interest Factokstaarre treated
independently, eliminating their bipo ity. In ad-
dition, they are called "Work. Activities" rather
thari Interest Factors, since' each factor is defined
as a preference.for a type of activity.

To help you emphasiZe ihe internal assessment
approach.,of the CIS access materials, use the four
phases of learning to preSent the Work Activities
Checklist in the following way:

Phase 1 stuidents develop an understanding of
th'e concept/through a general introduCtion, a
filmstrip, and definitiOns of the work activities.

Phase 2 students personalize the concept by
relating their own experiences to each 'type of
work activity.

PRESENTATION

Your rdle as leader is one of organizing the ses-
sions, motivating the. students, and facilitating ,

the-learning process. Learning is the responsibi-

*ork Activities Checklist

FlImgtrip projector and cassette tapecOlayer

FS/CASS "Work Activities"

udents'vuill need:

Work Activities Checklist (1 per student)

Career Information System Guide (1 per student)

Worker Trait Group Guide (10 per class)

Worker; Trait group Keysort Deck (optional)

Time

;.?

PreS entation. of th hecklist, reetuires approx-
'imately four 502minute class sessions. If you do
not have this much time, some activities may be, .
assigned for.completion between sessions. T,hiS
time allotment assumes that studentsOve been
oriented to the Career Information Syste . If pot,
an additional introductory seSsibn s



scheduled to use the "Tourtng the Career Informa-
tion System" sedtion of the Career hitorMation
System 4uide.

Overview

The overview shoWs the suggested piesenta-
tion of the activities by cIss sessions.

7

SESSION ACTIVITIES - OPTIONS

One introduction

filmstrip and discussion

Two . relating personal experiences to
work activities

,
recording- personal

. experiences with
work activities i

Three " rating and rank ordering work
activity preferences

Four ` identifying Worker_Tr roups
related to activity pref ences

exploring preferred Worker Trait
Groups in the Worker Trait

. Group Guide. .` d

,...,
Worker Trait Group
Keysort Deck 1

group e\Kploration

^-!.11:

SESSIONS'

Familiarize, yourself with the information in this
section before presenting the activities to
students. As you review this sectidrlthink of
other learning objectives poll may wish to in-
tegrate, For example, one career guidance objec-
live might be to reduce. oe-euptional stereotyp-
ing. The filmstrip responds to thi objective by
presenting men and women in nontraditional oo,
cupational rdle. You could adddiscussion dues-

.
tions on stereotyping. In additioh, you Might'''ask`
students to develop a bulletin board display. The'
:display could be organized around the tea. work
activity types,, with pictures and articles showing
people in nontraditional roles under each activity
tyrie



. .

Session One

Discuss t., ductory paragraph of the Work
Activities Cheek list ith the students, then show
the filmstrip "Work Activities."

The filmstrip should help student's (a) develop
an understanding of the ten types of activities
related to the work people do, (b) become4ware of
the in,fluence that workers' preferences for certain
typeS-Iof activities have kn workers' job perfor-
mance and satisfaction,, and (c) become aware of
their own likes and dislikes and the way they can
use their preferences to explore Worker Trait
Groups and occupations.

After the filmstrip presentation, use the
preceding student objectives as well as the
following items to guide the discussion.

1. Justus there,are many differences in people,
there are many differences in jobs = settings,
'worker tasks, wori( activitiet, etc.

2. Although there are vast' differences in peoPle
and -in their jobs, there are also many
similarities. People may have similar interests
and preferences. Jobs may have similar set -

stings, tasks, and work activiti

3. Interests and preferendes are based upon ex-
periences. F'eOple's interests may change with
"new experiences and are more -stable. in
adulthood tvian during. adolescence.

4. ,There are ten broad. types of wodeactivitieS.
These activities apply, to occupations as well
as leisure and nonpaid Work.

4.

5. People have preferences for certain types of
activities.

6. Jobs are notri,l'irriited to; just one type of work ac-
tivity.` Some are Complex and involve the
.wOrker in several; different types of activities.

The' work activity types related to eacti VVOrkor
-,rdit Group are only the significant ones..

related: to satisfactory jOb performance.
Wor ers employed in occupations belonging
-the) orker Trait Groups may- be involved in
other activities, but these activitie are not
considered to be significantly ed to job
performance.

8: All occupations belonging to each Worker Trait
Gro.up do'not necessarily involve workers in all
of the activity types listed with the group.;

The primary fgc,us of Session One should be on
understandirig the concept, (the firSt liaming
phase). The filmstrip and -discussion should be
geared to meeting this learning: objedtive.-

Session Two

Ask students to read the Work Activity Descrip-
tions in the Career. Information System Guide. You
may wish to direct students to discuss each
description one at a time or discussIthem all at the
end. The purpose of the discussion is to help
students relate their personal experiences to the
ten types 64 work activities. Examples of discUs-
sion questions that can be used to help student;-
riersofillize the concept are:

1. What kind of experiences have you had which
are related to each Of the. ten types of ac-
tivities?

2. Which types of activities did you enjoy most?

3. Why do you prefer certain types of activities?
%'

If your class is large, you may wish to break it in-
to small ditcusSion groups, so that each student.
has arropportUnity to participate. In this case, you
should have a copy Of the discussion questions
for each group or write them on the chalkboard.

You can follow up on, the issue of stereOtyping
by having students examine their own experi-
ences to see if they Were stereotyped.
Option: Ask students to write down their ex-
perienceS related to each type of wank activity.
This could be done outside Of class or in conjuric.
ion, with reading the Work Activity Descriptions.

YOU: may wish to develop a fOrm on which
Students can record .their experiences, listing the
ten 'types Of work activities with §pace under
each. If you use this option, discuss the com-
pleted forms in class. Students' discussion .of
their experiences .may assist others-in reCalling
the same or similar experiences. Also, such
discuSsion helps to illustrate the differenf kinds
of experiences and interests people have.

The primaryfocus Of Session Two should be or).
personalizing the concept (the second learning-
phase).

Session Three

Ask stuOnts to read and follow the directions
given in Pat II of the Work Activities Checklist,
Review the directions given for corripleti g the.
checklist with the students. Make sure st dents
understand that the checklist is not a test; ather,
it is .a-means to help them organize their prefer-

c'ences for the different types of activities in order
to relate them to Worker Trait Gibups.

Part 1 . of the checklist helps students nalyze
'and rate their feelings about each type ofVork ac-
tiyity..Then, in part 2, they use these' ratings to
rank order their preferences-. Be sure students
Understand that the activity numbers (1-10), not
the rating cale nAbers ( +2 to 2), are used for
rank ordering.
93 '
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After students have Completed the checklist,
encourage' them to express why they like or
dislike particular activities. Help students detei!
mine ,.,wriether their preferences are based 'on
limited or atypircal experiences:
NOTE: If time is available, you may wish to,start
The activities schedule_ d for Session Four in this
session.

The primary focus of Session Three\should be
on helping students assess themselves in relatiop
to the concept (the third learning phase):

*session Four

gest that they explore them as well. If you are us-
ing other acceSs variables s ch as work situations
and.aptitudes, you may wis to keep student ex-
ploration at the Worker Trait roup level until you
introduce the use of 1141.1 the ariables, and then
have students explore at the occupational level.
Options: (i) You May want Students to use the

,Woiiker Trait Group Keysort Deck to identify Work
Trar Groups related to their work activity
preferences. Some Students could use it during
Sessions Three. or Four, or outside of class. (The .
limited number of decks does° not make it usually
feasible for an entire class .to. usethem in the
samezession.) Full instructions on the use of theAsk students to read the directiont given- in Part.

Ill of the Work Activities Checklist. Review these t Worker. Tepit Group Keysort. Deck are located in
directions carefully with the stUdents. If Possible, the. Career Information System Guide....

demonstrate how studOts should complete each ..(2) is encourage ,students to continue their
step. career exploration, help them form groupt in-

In this session; students identify the Worker terested in the same Worker Trait Groups or oc-
Trait Groups related to the'ir activity preferences cupations. Some schools have . career clubs
(Steps A and B of the directions), end then they ex- already fO`rmed, or your Students. may wish to
plOre those Worker Trait Groups (Spps Canci EY of begin one You might. set: up a special bulletin
the direCtions). When students ave identaied board on whiCh students can list their interests
Worker Trait GrOUps they want to explore further and ask those with similar concerns to sign up.
.(Ster5 E of the directions); encourage them to ex- The primary focus of Session Four should be On
plore at the occupational level, using the CIS .applying the concept (the fourth learriiinphase).
materials on th.eir own. Be sure students are
.,aware that the Worker Trait Groups they identify
as related to their preferences may also be related Conclusion
to work activities therdislike. ,_, t
NOTE:4Uthe number of copies of the Worker Trait At this point, students should have a th ough

:Group Gdide is limited, you should have students : underst nding of _,the work activities, an they
go through Steps A and B for ore than one Should able/to use their preferences in career

Qiichoice and wait for a Worker Trai roup Guide to "' exploration. urther, they should be 'familiar with
"`become available before going to Steps C anct b the four phases of the learning process, (under

D. There shoUld be copies of the Career Informa- standing, personaiization, self-assessMeOtNand
rfr tion System :Guide and the Worker Trait :Group application) as they 'uTe the concept .of work ac-.:

Guide available in-the career 'resource center or tivities for career exploration. Their ability to use'"
area where the .occupational information is kept. the concept and understand he prOceSs will help
Arrangements should be made so that students theme use work activities d, other factors as
can continue to use thjete -materials outside of , guides in the lifelong ss of career explOra-
class. : , hon. Althougn.the conc t o}.' work activities stays

.the same, students' interests and the nature of
work opportunities will change'. Therefore, the ,
students will need' to continuously assess
them elves in relation to the,,world,of work.

It is irriportant that students understand that us-
inq their preferences for work activities is only
one part* 'of career exploration..Discuss the other
factors described in Worker Trait Gr ,oups, and sU9-



WORK SITUATIONS CHECKLIST-UTILIZATION GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

Career explorPtion activities often focus on the
4 deSi4natki as qualifications for:,that. occupation:

tasks performed-by workers. BUt most job failure's Along with other factors, common temperament
are related to difficUlty with adaptive skills, rpther ratings were used as a basis for forming the
than with the work tasks. Every job involves situa- homogeneous cluSters of occupations which

`lions to which the worker must adapt to assure make prthe Worker Trait Groups.
Satisfactory Performance. Thus, awareness of When the Dictionary of Occupational Titles was
one's ability and-willingness tRadapt to particular revised (Fourth Edition, 197B) two Temperament
situations is critical to career satisfaction. Factors were dropped as no longer meaningiful,

There are two categories of situations which reduOing the number to ten: \callfor adaptive skills. The first consistsof situa- Although the Temperament Factors were initial-tiorisunique to a particular place of work. This It defined using personality data, their function is
category includes three types of ada9n: 41) in to type work settings, not individuals. in the
interpersonal relations. (2) to regulati s, and Cafeer Information System, the Temperament
(3)"to the physical .surroundings -of the job. While . Factors have been adapted and defined as "Work
skills in adapting to situations specific to.a job are Situations," to aid-students in focusing on the
extremely important to job satisfaction, they do demands of the work setting, rather than on per-
not form a useful Vehicle for careeroexplora on. onality types.

The second category of situations de s with To helpyou emptfasize the internal assessment
demands that are common to all jobs n a par- approach of the CIS access materials, use the four
ticular occupation and to occup in par phases of learning to present the Work Situations
ticular Worker Trait Groups. In fact,lho ogeneitY 'Checklist in thefolloWing way:
of work situations was one of the bases used to 4.-1

forrn the Worker Trait Groups. The work situations Phase 1 -- students develop an tinderStanding of
to,Which workers musttapapt can be classified in- the concept' through a general introduction, a film-
to ten basic types. These types of work situations strip, and- definitions of work situations.
maybe used to describe not only the demands of ,
work settings, but also the demands of .leiSure, 2: students persOnalize the concept by
school, and nonpaid work settings. So, by defin- relating their own experiences with each type of
inglheir preferences for types of situations on the work situation .

blisis of It* own experiences in other 'settings,
students can identify groups of occupations that Phase 3 --- stUdents Assess themselves in relation
have significant work situations to which they are to the work situations by cOmpleting a checkliSt
willing and able to adjust. : which alloWs them to define their preferences.

The len types of work situation are derived- They clarify and sort the work situatione to iden-
frorn the twelve Temperament Factors ,contained tify those most meaningful to them as individuals.
in the Dittionary of Occupational Titles, Volume ' .6

Phase 4 students apply the concept bylilentify-
ing Work-el-Trait Groups to explore on the, basis of
their work situation prelerentes: Sut5sequent ex-
ploration of these groups alloWs them to 'refine
their preferences. Thus, ',their career, explciration
an interactive plocess.of self and occupational ex

II, Thi.rd Edition, 1965. Temperaments were de-
4ined as "thoSe perknality qualities which remain
fairly constant and re.ve'al a person' intrinsic
nature." (U.S. Depirtment of Labor, Fact Sheet
No. 3. on Functional Oabupational Classification
Project, 1957). Information on these qualities was
formulated into "temperaments." Occupational ploration.
analysts- then examined several hundred occupa-
tional desCriptions identify the situations ,

, which aOtleared,to r quire significant worker ad
justment in relatiOn, to the temperaments. When _'
the anakSts agree that certain kinds of situa-
tiOns- called for certain .temPerarne ,- these.
,situations Were gro,t.ipe&-'A statetpetit. umniariz-,
in the situations was used to dek4-1 nate and
dgfine each 'Temperament Factor.

The occupations in the .Dictiorgn of Occupa-
tional Titles (Third Edition) werekAttted,. with the

""Ternperamenr Factors mostOgprTant to satisfac-
ftbry; adjustrnent . in .:a peco*fio occupatiOn

PfiEONTATION
. eYour role-a eader is one of-organiiinglhe ses-. :

sionS,- 6 ing- the students,- and facilitating ,
the'feirn rogess. Learning iS the responsiblitya --

of the learner. students must be allowed and en
couraged to assume this responsibility and apply
the learning Procksv to their career exploration
and declOiicin-making. c



Equipment and Materials

Leaders will need:

Wort Situations Checklist-

Filmstrip projector and cassette tape player

ES/CASS "Work SituationS"

-Students will need:

Work SituatiOns Checklist (1 pei: student)

Career Information System Guide (1 per student)

Worker Trait Group Guide CIO per class).
if

'Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck (optional)

Time

' Presentation of the checklist requires approx-
imately four 50-minute class sessions. If you do
not have this:much time, spme activities may be
assigned for completiOn between sessions. This
time allotment assumes -that StudentS have been
oriented- to the career Information System. If not
an additional introtory session 'should' -be
scheduled to use the " ring the Career Informa-
tion System" section of the Career Information
System. Guide.

Overview

The overview shows the suggYsted presenta-
tion of the activities by class sessions.

SESSION ACTIVITIES w OPTIONS N\

One T introductio . -
'

i

fitmstrip and discus's on

sr

roleplay .

Two . relating personal experiences to
d

tyork situations
\

discussing changes
in work settings,
recording personal
experiences with
work situations,_

T,ri ree
/ rating and rank orderingwork

. situation preferencee .

Four identifying Worker Trait,proups
related, to p?.eferred,situations

exploring preferred Wekrker Trait
Groups in the WorVe'r'Trait
Group Guide. .

Worker Trait Group
,

' Keysort Deck \-

.
. ,,, group exploration -

,

.

V-

SESSIONS 1

Familiarize yourself with the information in this
ke*.cIion before presenting the ..activities tb
students. As you review 'this section,: Of-
learninrjectives you may wish to integrate.For

') e, one career guidance objective might, be
to increase'students'c awareness of artld control
over change in work settings. The filmstrip seg
ment between Susie and the druggiSt who.fired

fkher, can be used as a basis pr a roleplayactiVity
ta'explore the kinds ,of change possible within a
particiiiarwork setting. :



Session One

Discuss the introductory paragraph of the Work
Situations Checklist with the students, then show
the filmstrip "Work Situations."

The filmstrip should help students (a) develop
an understanding of the ten types of situations
which create demands upon workers, (b) become
aware of the influence that worker's ability and

,swillingness to, adapt to these. demands has on
their job performance and satisfaction, and
(c) becoMe aware of the types of situations they
prefer, and the types they wish to avoid.

After the filmstrips presentation, use the
preceding student objectives as well as the
following items to guide the discussion.

1. All jobs involve situations to which workers
must adapt in order to maintain job perfor-
mance.

2. All jobs involve situations specific to each
(interpersonal relations, regulations, physical
surroundings) as well as situations common to
groups, of occupations (work situations) to
which the worker must adapt.'

3. There are ten broad types of work situations..
These apply to occupations as well as to
leisure and nonpaid work.

4. People differ in their adaptive skill's, in their
ability and willingness to cope with the various.
types of situations.

5. More than one type of work situations may ap-
ply to any job. Jobs which involve indi*Veuals'
preferred situations may also involve itua-.

' tions they wish to avoid.

6. The types of work situations related to each
Worker Trait Group are only the significant
ones related to job performance. Workers
employed in occupations belonging to the
Worker Trait Groups may be involved in other
work situatiohs, but adapting to these, situa-
tions is not considered to be significantly
related to job performance.

. All occupations belonging to each Worker Trait
Group do not necessarily' involve workers in all
of the work situations listed with the group.

You may wish to introduce the concept of
change within work settings. When a worker
enters a work setting, he or she may find it satisfy-
ing. The worker may perform at once 'in a satisfy-
ing manner. Usually, however, some adaption is
required. It may take one of three forms:

The worker may change to adapt to the setting.

The setting may change to adapt to the worker.

The worker and the setting may both change.

The work setting may not be satisfying. .The
worker may not perf6rm in .a satisfying mannerOn
such cases, the worker may leave the setting or
the situation may be tolerated. In MoSt cases,
both the worker and the setting change.
Option: Use the filmstrip characters; Susie and
the druggist, as a basis for a roleplay activity. Ask
students to think of dhanges Susie and the drug-
gist could make to resolve their conflicts, then act
them out. Be sure that changes both- in Susie's
behavior and in the druggist's are represented in
the solutions. Try to draw out changes in which
the characters do not give up values important to
them. Ask students to'. discuss the changes in
terms of the. adaption 'required, e.g. in interper-
sonal relations, regulations, or physical surround-
ings.

The primary focus of Session One should be on
understanding the concept (the first learning
phase). The filmstrip and discussion should be
geared to meeting this learning objective.

Session Two

Ask students to read the Work Situation
Descriptions in the Career, information System
Guide. You may wish to direct students to discuss
each description one at a time or discuss them all
at the end. The purpose of the -discussion is to
help students relate their personal experiences to
the ten types of work situations. Examples of
discussion quesfions that cane be used to help
students personalize the concept are:

1 What kind of experiences have you had which
are related to each of the ten .types of situa-
tions?

2. Which types.01 situations do you prefer? Why?

3. What situations do you want to avoid? Why?

4. Give examples of how you respond to situa-
tions which are specific to a setting, such as
home, school, or in community activities.
Describe your adap ive skills.

If your class is large, you may wish-to break it in-
to small discussion groups, so that each student
has an opportunity to participate. In this case, you
should have a copy of the discussion questions
for each group or write them on the chalkboard.

You can follow up on the issue of change, by
having studente examine their own experiences to
see how change occurs.
Options: (1) Students' primary work setting is the
school: Discuss how this setting has changed, us-
ing the following questions as a guide.I,



a. What changes, if any, have occurred in the
physical environment? Who made the
changes? Who benefited from the changes?

b.. What changes have occurred in the regula-
',',.tidOS. Who made the changes'? Who benefited
' from the, changes?

c. What changes have occurred in interpersonal
relations? Who made the changes? Whers
benefited from the changes?

d. Did any of the changes 'make the setting less
comfortable for you or others? How?

e. What changes would you liKe to see happen in
your work setting? How could you accomplish'
them? If the changes were made; how would,.,
:they affect the others in your Work setting?
What changes could you make personally :to
make the work setting better for others?

.
(2) Have students write down their'rexperiences.

related to each type of situation. ',This could be.
done outside of class or in conjunction with
reading the Work Situation Descriptions. You may
wish to develop a form on which students can
record their experiences, listing the ten types of
work situations with Space under each If you use
this option, discuss the completed forms in class.
Students' discuSsion of their experience§ may
assist others in recalling, the same or similar ex
periences. Also, such discussion helps to il-
lustrate the different kinds of experiences and in-
terests people have

The primary focus of. Session Two should beion
personalizing the concept (the second learning
phase).

Session Three

Ask students to read and follow the directions
given in Part II of the Work Situations Checklist.
Review the directions given for completing. the
checklist with the students. Make sure students,
understand that the checklist is not a test; rather,
it is a means to' help 'them organize their prefer-
ences for the types of Situations in order tq relate
them to Worker Trait Group,s. 0

Part 1° of the checklist helps students analyze
and rate' their feelings about each type of work
situation. Then, in. Part 2, they use these ratings to
rank order their preferences. Be sure students
understand that the situation numbers (1-10), .not
the rating scale numbers ( + 2 to -2), are used for
rank ordering.

After students have completed -the checklist,
encourage them to express why they like or
dislike particular situations. Help students deter-
mine whether- their. preferences 'are based on
limited or atypical experience's.

9.6 9

Note: If time is available, you may .wish to start
the activities scheduled for Session Four in this
session.

The primary focus of Session Three should be
on helping students assess themselves in relation
to the concept- (the third' learning phase).

Session Four

Ask students to read the directions given in Part
.III of the Work Situations Checklist. Review these
directions carefully with the students. If possible,
deinonstrate how students should complete each
ptep.

In this session, students identify the Worker
Trait Groups related to their situation preferences
(Steps A and B of the directions), and then they ex-
plore those Worker Trait Groups (Steps C and D of
the directions). When students have identified
Worker Trait Groups they want to explore 'further
(Step E of the directions); encourage them to ex-
plore. at the occupational level, using the CIS
materialS On, their own. 'Be sure students are
aware that the Worker Trait Groups they identify
as,related to their preferences m also be related
to work situations they dislike.
Note: If the number Of copies of t e Worker Trait
Group Guide is limited, yod shoul have students
go -through Steps A and ,B for more than tone
choice and wait for a Worker Trait Group Guide to
become available before gding on to Steps. C and
D. There should be copies of the Career Informa-
tion System Guide' and"the Worker Trait Group
GUide available: in the career resource center or
area where the occupational information is kept.
Arrangements should be, made so that students
can continue to use: these materials 6utside of
class.

It is important that studentsunderstand that us-
ing their work situation prefOences is only one
part of career exploration. DisCuss the other fac-
tors involved in Worker Trait' Groups, and suggest
that they explore them 'as, well. If you-are using
other access variablesi5uth as Work activities and
aptitudes, you may wish to keep students explora-'-
tion_at-the Worker Trait Group level until you in-
trOduce the use of all the variables, and, then have
students explore at the occupational level.
Options: (1) ,You: may want students to use the
Worker Trait Group. Keysort Deck ' to identify
Worker Trait. Groups related to theirwork situation
preferenCes. Some students could use it during
Sessiohs Three' or Four,, or outside of class (The
limited number:of deCI,cs does not make it usually
feasible for an entire clasp to use them in the
same class session.) Full instrUctionsn the use
of the. Worker Trait Group keysort Deck are
located in the Career Information System Guide.

(2) TO enC6urage students to continue their
career exploration, help- them form gr6ups in-
terested in the same Worker Trait Groups or oc-
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cupations. Some sdhools haye career clubs
already formed, or your students may wish to
begin one. You might set up a special bulletin
board on which students can list their interests
and ask those with similar 'concerns to sign up. ,

The primary focus of Session Four Oould be on
applying the concept (the fourth learning phase).

Conclusion

At this point, students should have a thorough
understanding of the work situations as they
relate to groups of occupations, and of the situa-
tions relevant to specific settings: regulations, in-
terpersonal relations, and physical surroundings.

They should besable to use their preferences in
career explOration. Further, they shbuld be
farriHiar with the four phase's of.the learning. pro-
cess (understanding,. perSonalization, self-
assessment, and application) as they, use the Con-
cept of work situations for car6er.'explOration.
Their ability to use the concept and Understand
the process will help them, use work. situations

and other factOrs asguideS in the lifelong'process
of career exploration. Although the concept of
work situations- stay's the same, students' in
terests and -the nature of work opportunities will
change. Therefore the students need to contin-
uously assess themselves in relation to the world
Of work.



to provide' career satisfaction. literests and
values are n9t sufficient for identify ng satisfac-
tory occupational- alternatives: it is necessary that
the inidividUal be able to perform or learn to per-
form the job tasks.

Since sPecific job tasks are rarely learned in
school, .student's need, to be able to project their
capacity fOr learning those tasks. The concept of
aptitudes, a frameWdrk for this projec-
tion.

Aptitude is the ease 'or quickness with which a
person can learn new tasks. There are many dif-
ferent Kinds of aptitude, some of which relate to
knowledge, some tb skills, and some to percep-
tion. Elteryone has some level of each type of ap-
titude, thUs it is not accurate to say "I have no aP-
titude for it." The activities in the AptitUdes
Checklist are de igned to help students assess
the relative ease r difficulty with which they can
expect to: earn th tasks associated with .par-
ticular occupati ns. Students should recognize,
hoWever, that interest and motivation can help
them to overcome learning difficulties. Further; it
should be clearly understood that aptitude
estimates based on limited evidence may not be
accurate. An aptitude estimate alone should .not
determine whether students explore an occupa-
tion. Aptitude information is extremely helpful in
confirming occupational interests.

The Aptitudes Checklist as intended to assist
students estimate the amount of aptitude they
have in each of the eleven aptitude categories
d- ined' by the U.S. ,Departrpent of Labor. These,
aptitudes fall into three:basic types: knowledge,
physical skill's, and perception.

The aptitudes associated with' developing
understandi ze knowledge are'G:eneral, Verbal,
and, Nurtierical Aptitudes associated with

y al &sills re M.olor Coordination, Finger
Dexter' 1; -nue' Dexterity, and Eye-Hand-Foot
Coordination. APtitudes. associated with percep-
tion are Spatial, Formlerception, Clerical Percep-
tion, and Color DiscrilllinatiOn.

The aptitude?requirements of approximately 500
Occupations had been established in- standardiz-
ing the General Aptitude Test. Battery '(GATB),
which tests for nine of the eleven aptitudes. Oc-
cupational analysts researched the GATB norms
to determine the aptitude requirements of other
occupations. .Essentially, they compared the
duties of the occupations which had already been

APTITUDES CHECKLIST-UTILIZATION GUIDE

.INTRODUCTION

Career exploration is a process of defining what
one likes to do (interests), what one can learn to
do (abilities and aptitudes) and What is important
to one. (values). Occupations which involve one's
interests, abilities, and values are those most like-
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evaluated to the duties of other occupations. Ap-
titudes`were,one of the bases used to form the
homogeneous clusters Of occupations 'which

,comprise the Worker Trait Groups.
.In any occupation, only some aptitudes are

significant for job performance4 The amount, of
these significant aptitudes, required for average,
satisfactory job performance is expressed in
levels. These levels reflect the proportion of the
working population which possesses the aptitude
at that level'. The following statements define the
five aptitude levels.

Level 1. The top ten percent of tie population: a
very high degree of aptitude:

Level 2. The highest third of the population, ex-
cluding the highest ten percent: 'a high degree of
aptitude.

Level 3. The middle third of the population: and
average degree of aptitude.

Level 4. The lowest third, of the population, ex-
.cluding the lowest ten percent: a beloW average or
low .degree of aptitude.

Level 5. Thelowest ten percent of the populations
a very low degree of aptitude.

It would not be appropriate for students. to
assess themselves in relation to the working
population. Since aptitude' levels.are affected by
experience with the associated tasks, students
carr-expect 'their aptitude levels to rise as they

So, in assessing their aptitude levels, students
gain experience prior to entering the

should compare themselves with others their own
age. Further, since people tend to like to do things
they do well, students should be encouraged to
use aptitudes not only to'judge whether they can
learn to do job tasks, but also as a means of identi-.
fying alternatives to explore. .

The Appalachia Educational Laboratory has
developed c1 es or benchmarks to assist students
in estimating their own apfitudes. The results of
using this procedure have been found to correlate
with GATB scores. The procedure has the advan- .
tage of giving the.student a greater awareness and 1.

control over the assessment process.
To help you emphasize the internal assessment,.

approach of the'CIS access materials, use the four
phases of learning to present the Work SituationS
Checklist in the following way:

. .

Phase.1 students.develop an understanding/of
the concept through ageneral introduction, a film-
strip, and definitions .of the aptitudes.
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. Phase 2 -- students personalize .the concept,
through, a second filmstrip and discussion
relating their own experiences to each type of ap-
titude.

Phase 3 students assess themselves in relation
to the aptitudes by estimating their own aptitude
levels.

Phase 4 students apply the concept by identify-
ing Worker Trait Groups for which they meet or ex-
ceed the aptitude requirements. Subsequent ex-
ploration of occupations in these groups. allows
them to refine their-eStimates. Thus, their career
exploration is an interactive, process of self .and
occupational exploration:

PRESENTATION

Your role as leader is one of organizing the Ses-
sions; motivating the students, and facilitating
the\learning process. Learning is the responsibi-
lity of the learner. Students must be allowed and
encouraged to assume this responsibility and ap-
ply the learning process. to their career explora-
tion and decision-making.

Equipment and Materials

Leaders will need: (

Aptitudes Checklist

Filmstrip projector and cassette tape player

FS/CASS "What Are AptitudeS?"

FS/cASS "Learning About Your Ap itudes"

StUdents will need:.

Aptitudes Checklist (1.per student).

Career Information System Guide (1 per student)

vvorkerTrait Group Guide (10 per class)

Time

Presentation of the checklist requires approx-
/ foUr 50-minute class 6eesions. If you do

not have this much time, some activities may be
assigned' for completion between sessions. This
time allotment assumes that students have been
oriented to the Career Information System. If not,
an 'additional introduCtory session should be
scheduled to present the "Touring the Career In-

, formation System" section of the Career Informai.
tion. System Guide.'

Overview

`The. overview shows the suggested presenta-
tion Of the activities by class sessions.

SESSION \ ACTIVITIES OPTIONS

One
....)

introduction

filmstrip and discusSion .

Two aptitude descriptions

- filmstrip and discussion
.

.

relating perSonal experiences
to aptitUdeS

,
,

Three ',- estimating .aptitude levels GATB

Four ---7 \`. identifying Worker Trait Groups
for which studentS meet or
exceed the requirements

-
exploring Worker Trait Groups
in the Worker Trait Group Guide

u
, group exploration

SESSIONS

Familiarize yourself with the information in this
section before pesenting the activities to
studentS. As You review this section, think of
learning objectives -you may wish to integrate.:,
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Session One
Discuss the introductory paragraph of the Ap-

titudes Checklist with the students, then show the
filmstrip "What are Aptitudes?"

The filmstrip shduld help students deyellop an
understanding of (a)-aptitude as the quickness or,
ease' with which a person can, learn to do

° something, and (b) the ways in which they can
identify their own aptitudes. ,

After the filmstrip presentation, use the
preceding student objectives° and the ,following
questions and comments to guide the discussion:

1. Explain thermeanings of achievement, ability,7
and aptitude. °

COMMENT:: Help the students define these
three words. Achievement is what yoU have
done. Ability is what you can do. Aptitude is
what you can learh to do. These yvordsrdescribe
the past, present, and future of the same per-
sonal characteristic.

2. What kinds of aptitudes are needed to achieve
in certain school subjects? What kinds of ap-
titUdes are helpful in school activities such as ,

- clubs, sports, etc. ?! .

COMMENT: Ask students to ,be specific in
their responses. What evidences''of aptitudeS
'can Ow ideritity in your achieyem&nts (past)?
What evidences can you identify through yopr
abilities (present)? Students may need help in
articulating what they can.learn to do. Remind `

" them that aptitudes are not confined to
academic learning.

3. How can you use the concept of aptitudes
When selecting, school subjects? Selecting
recreational activities? Do you think there is a
relationship between what you like to. do and
what you can do well? Explain your answer.
COMMENT: Most people seem to like to do
What they can do 'well:, Students are often
motivated- to lern what they think theY can
complete successfully.

4. Could you have aptitudes. of which you mgy be
unaware? How might you learn about them?
What school subjects or activities might help
you idenjify your aptitudes in particular areas?
COMMENT: fndividualS could have aptitudes
related to fields in which they, have no ex- .
perience. For example, one might have ap-
titudes: related to music, but be uriawar of
them because one has had little experienZe in
music.

( L.°
The primary f oc us f Session One shrould be oh

understanding the concept' (the first learning
phase). The filmstrip and discussion should be
geared to meeting this learning objective.

Session Two
Ask s-tudents to read t brief aptitude descrip-

tions in itie Aptitudes Checklist: You- may wish to
direct stuents to disCuss each description one at
a time or discubs them all at the end. The purpose
of the disCussion is to.,help students relate their
Personal experiences to" the eleven types of ap-
titud48.,'Examples of discussion 'questions that
can be used to help students personalize the con-
cept are:

1, What are some experiences you have had in
which you used each of the eleven aptitudes?

2. Which experienceS did you enjoy .most?

3: Why did yoU enjoy them?

Try to bring out the ideas that we tend to enjoy'
doing t'hingS we do well, and that we often work to

a
do well the things we enjoy: if your class is'large,
you may wish to break it into small discuSsion
groups so thateach student has an opportunity to
participate. In this case% you should have a, copy of
the di§cussion questions for each group or write
them on the chalkboard.

.After students have discussed their ex:
fiellences, show the filmstrip "Learning About
Your Aptitudes." The filmstrip should help,
students (a) identify their own aptitudes by ex-..
amining, their achieverriehtsland present abilities
and (b) become aware of the way they tari use
their aptItudes to 'explrlre occupations'.

After the filmstrip presentation, use the foflow-
ing questiohs and comments to guide Me discus- .

sion.' , e



1. Explain the adv tages of using the aptit
categories defined by the U.S. Departme
Labor to estimate your aptitudes instea
such expressions as "musical aptitude" 4 t
"drawing aptitude."
COMMENT: If you estimate your aptitudes, in
terms of the categories defined by the U.S.
Department. of Labor, you can relate your ap-
titudes to specific groups of occupations!

Suppose you have a high level in a certain ap-
titude., Does this mean you will be successful
in occupations involving that aptitude? Explath
your answer. . 6,

,

st requires two and'one half houfs to take
ust be administered by an ingividtal cer-
by the Employment Service. It tests nin of

t eis leven aptitudes = all except Eyre- Hand -Fc of
Coordination and Color Discrimination. Students
will needlo take the GATB in time :to h'ave their
scores back by the fourth session: Do not give
students their GATB scores until they have com-
pleted their Aptitude Self-Estimate Record. Then
they should write the GATB levels below their
estimated -levels on the Aptitude Self-Estimate
Record. Ask students,to compare their tested and
estimated levels: Where these levels differ, ask
the students to review. the -test reaction record

COMMENT: Aptitudes ri-iu$ be' used to . they completed *after taking the GATB to see if
develop abilities if they are'tqt. ntribute to job anything in the test situation might have affected
performance. 'There' are man 'fa'ctors- other their performance. Then ask the students to
than aptitudes (iterests, motivalion, oppor review the clues related to each level of aptitudes
tunities; values) that,affect ,joiepermance. int the "Aptitudes" secticin of Career Informatiph

..-..,:. \ System. tote sure thei estimate was pro-
3. Suppose your estimate of 'a certain aptitude is \ perly made. If they feel.the to t did not adeqOately

lower than the significant aptitude level measure their aptitude: the 'should circle their
needed or an occupation. Wpat should you 4 estimated level. Students should use their tested
do? r. and circled estimated levels to domplete theac
COMMENT: Intecest and motivation may help tivities of Session. Four./ ..'
the individual ocome difficulties in learning. The primary tbcus of/SeosSiori Three should be
the required skills and knowledge, ' ,6 on helping students assesSthemselves in relation

Y' , ..to the concept (the. third learning phase):
The primary focus c Session.TWo Should be on

the concept (the Second .learning
phase). -

Session Four

Ask students to read and folloW the directions
Session Three given in Part III of the Aptitudes - Checklist. Review,

these directions carefully with the students. If
Ask students to read and follOw the directions possible, demonstrate how stddents should cOm-

given in Part II of the Aptitudes Checklist, Review plete each step.,
the aptitude level definitions arid the .dir&tionS In this session, students identify the Worker
given for completing the ,Apttude Self-Estimate Trait Groups for Which,thejr aptitudes meet or ex -
Record with the students -Make sure students seed the requirement's (Steps A and B of the direc

t mi understand that the activity is not a test; rather, it tions), and then they explore those Worker Trait
is a means tcylielp them assess their own ap Groups (SterpoC of the directions). When Students
titudes -order td relate them to Worker ,Trait have identified Worker. Trait Groups they, want to
Groups. Remind students to use the highest level explore further, encourage them to explore at the
possible. suggested by the chips. The aptitude eccUpational level, using the Career InfOrmation
estimates are indicators of the_ ease with which materials 'on their own There should be copieS of

t students can abilities. Howeverthey may the Career Information SyMem Guide and the
be misleading. If !a Students has had a great deal Worker Trait Group Guide available in the career
of, experience in performing certain tasks, the, resource center or area where the occupational in-
estimate might ,beAOci high. But if he or she has formation is kept. Arrangements should be made
had littl&eXperienpe in an area, his or her estimate - so that students can o continue. using 'these
might be too low. materials outside of clasS.
3 After', studentS have. 'recorded their estimated If you are using other;acc.ess variables such,as
aptitudes, encourage tfiem to express 'why they work activities and work situations, you may wish
rated themselves at Rarticular levels. Help, to keep student exploration at' the Worker Trait
,,,sticlents" deterrnine -whether their estimates are Grop,.level until you introduce the use of all the
basei-on lirnited or atypiCarexPerience. variables, and then have students explore at the

You-may wish to'have your students take obcupatiorial level. 1

the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) which is > Option: To encourage students to continue their
available through your State EmplOyMent Sentice. career eXploratio help them form groups in

1() 3 :



. .

terested in, the same Worker Trait Groups or oc-
', .cuPations. Some ;',schools have career clubs-

already formed, or your students may wish to
begin one. You might set up a special bulletin
board.on Which students c5h list their interests
and ask those with similar,concerns to sign up.

The primary focus of Session Four shoiild be on
applying the concept (the fourth learning ,phase.)

Conclusion

At this point, students should have a thorough
understanding of ihe-aptitudes, and they should
be able AO use their estimates in career explore-

,
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tion. Further, they shopld be familiar with the four
phases of the learning process (understanding,
personalization, Self -assessment, and ap.plication)
as they use the concept of aptitudes for career ex- .

ploration. Their ahility to use, the concept and
understand the process will pelp:00.1 use ap- /
titudes and other factors as Oides.0i,e,lifelort
FIrOcess of career exploraficini:githOLigh /the coci7
celit of aptitudes stays the; same, Students' in-
terests and\the nature of work oppOrlultities will
change. TherefOre, the students need to. con-
tinuously assess themSelvds in relation to the.
world of work.

9.



SCHOOL, SUBJECT-WORKER TRAIT GROUP QHART
AND

SCHOOL SUI3JECT-OCCUPATION INDEX
4' UTILIZATION GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

Course selection is one e first oppor-
tunities, students have 16.1.1.rna ng career deoi-
siOns. However, many stirxients fail to see the
reievance :of their 'educationand Why they take
Certain subjects in schodl..Oareer exploration and
prerfaration need to be related to high school
course selection. Students'-interestS and abiliges
in certain subjects can be related. to f the
knowledge and skills required of workers in W.,

.tain- Occupations. This link; tying students' in-
terests to potential career tields, is a critical ele-

. ment in the exploration and decision-making pra-
t cess.

The Appalachia Educational taboratOry (At,)
has defined a linkage .between school subjects
and oCcupationS based on the knOwledge and
skills Common to each': Th s, students dsa e)4.--
plore occupations on the basis of their interests
and abilities in school subjects. Further, they cal
Use their occupational preferences to identify
sdhool subjects Which .offer 'the requisite
knpWledge and skills. This tw"O,waY. prOcess
alloWe students to refine their understanding of
occupations and school subjects. Thus, 'the
'linkage provides entry to a continuing process of
deeper understanding of the students' own rl-
terests and abilities in relation-, to school and
work. The continuing aspect of the piocess is
critical, tor just as students grow and change, the
world of work and its opportunities change. As 'a
resultistqcients must be able to respond effective-
ly to an altered self and world.

There are currently. many liSts.of occupations .

related to school subjects or fields of study,
developed by commercial publishers, unions, pro-
fessional associations, and educator's. 1-fowever,
these lists do-not provide a comprehensive depiC6
tion of the relation of occupations to,school sub-
jects:The School Subject Worker Trait Group
Chart and the School Subject Otcupation or
dex have been designed. to bridge bet-
ween Occupational information and hig school
course opportunities.

'4EL used the Dictionary of Occupatiohl Titles
;Pall published by the. U.S. Department of Labor,
to systematiCally identify occupations related to

Abe various- school subjecfs:The DOT is based on
'-eAriation-wide pattern of job analysis and provides
'' a complete liSt of the occuptions in the United...

States. Each occupation is defined inlerens of itk
work tasks, tools, and technical knowledge which

inake's the linkage between occupatibns and sub-
'jects possible. Nvroximatery 2,800 of the 12,000
occupations listed. in the DOT were selected tq
form a basefor the chart and index. The 1971.CurJ,
rent Population Survey'of the-U.S. Bureau of Cen-
'sus and. the Industry-Occupation Matrix of, the
LIA Bureau of Lab:3;r Statistics provided data that .;
helP-ed identify :occupations_ with _high -employ-.
merit rates. These acupationS were selected
alond. With others found in Commercially .pUb-
li,shed information. Th.e important' emerging oc.
cupationiappearing in the Fourth Edition of )he
DOT -were. also, selected. Thus, the occa-ribn

.upon whibh the chart and index. 'are based
(1) include major employment opportunities,

. (2) lead to commonly used occuptional informa-
tion, and (3) are representative of the total world of
.work.. , - .

The School subject titles and descpiptions
selected for use in the chartand index are derived
from the standard taxonomy developed by the Na
;ion& .Center. For Educational Statistics,7U.$,.
'fide of Education.,'. ,

:This guide has two main seCtionb..ThelirSt'ioro;
vides procedures for using the materials Vvith the
students.. The second. suggests ways to invOlve
teachers and counselorsin usino the materials.



SECTION ONE

(Using the. MaterialS With Stude.,nts)

PRESENTATION.

To help you emphasize the internal assessment
approach of the CIS access materials, use the four
phases of learning topresent the. School Subject

Worker Trait Group Chart and the Schopl Sub-
ject 7- Occupation Index: (1) understanding the
concept. (2) personalizing the-concept, (3) assess-
ing self in relation to the concept, and (4) applying
the "concept. I

Your role as leader is onepf organizing the ses-
sions, motivating the students, and facilitating
the learning process. Learning is the responsibi-
lity of therleerner. Students must be allowed .,and
encouraged to assume this responsibility and ap-
ply the learning process io their career explora-
tion and decision-Making.

Equipment and Materials

Leaders will need:

Aptitudes Checklist

Filmstrip projector andcaSsette tape player
,

FS/CASS ``Credentials and COMpetencies: Get
Ready, Get, Set; Go!"

Sclvol Subject WorkerTrait Group Chart ,

(wall size)

School Subject Occupatiqn Index

Students 34411 need:

Career Information SysteM Guide (1 per student)

Worker Trait Group Guide (10 per class)

School Subject Occupation Indever (10 per
class)

Access to the Career formation System.

Time

Presentation ofthe chart and index requires ap-
proximately tour class sessions. If you do not
have this much time, some activities may be
assigned for completion between sessions. In ad-
dition; the indek contains complete directions to
students for independent use of the rnateiials.
This time allotment assumes that students haVe
been oriented to the Career hiformation System. If
not, an additional introductory session should be
scheduled to present the ';Touring th'e Career In-
formation Sys'tem'.' section of the. Career Inforina-
tion System Guide.

Overview

The 'overview shows the suggested presenta-
tion of the activities by class sessions.

-SESSION ACTIVITIES

One

°

introduction .

filmstripand discussion ,

identifying competencies

Two assessing competencies andcredentials
.

./ identifying preferred subjects ..

Three 1/ .usingthe chart.and,index

Four
,

/ exploring Worker Trait Groups and
occupations.

_

Optional Sessions course selection and Program planning

using the Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck

SESSIONS

Before presenting the activities, read /the,,in-
structions to the student and the, teacher in, the
School Subject Occupation -Index, to be sure

104
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yOu 'understand its purpose and functionS-..Then
familiarize ys5urseg. with -the information in this
section. Relate th Schobl. sUbject titles used in
'the chart and the irraex to the titles used in your
schOol, so you can help your students -make, the

',transition.

0



Session One

Ask students to briefly discuss (1) how school
and ,work are related, and (2) how their interests
andni;ali-tfes relate to school and work. Try to
bri out the interactive effect of interests and
abilities and of school and work, as a lead-iri to the

, filmstrip., 0

Show the filmstrip "CredentialSand Competen-
. cies: Get Ready, Get Set, Gor :to introduce the

conCept.of credentials and coMpetericies aS link
:from school to work. The. filmstrip, should help
students deyelop an understanding of (a) com-
petency as what a persdn isable to dii,l(b) creden-
tial as representing what a person should be able
to do, and (c) the ways competencies and treden-
tials can be acquired and can affect obtaining and
retaining a job "*.

After the filmstrip' presentation, use the follow-
ing questions and comments 43 guide.the discus-
sion.

1. What' kinds :of credentials can;a person ac
quire?
COMMEI4T: The filmstrip gard, the followinggave
eiamplee: birth' certificate, passport, blUe rib
bon, creditcard, diplomas, theater tickets, etc.

2. How can credentials be 'acquired?
COMMENT: Takin,a course, passing a test,
wihning a contest, payirig a fee, etc.

3. ;What credentials .may be required by law?.
COMMENT When the public . safety is in
volved 'Ask Students to give specific examples.

4. Why would an employer beinterested _in your'
ciedentials?..
COMMENT: TO determine ',the best Person
available ,for the job.,,

5. Will credentials help you keep a job once you
get it? Why; Or h y iot? ;

COMMENT; Credentials show what al person-
ihoUld be able to do; competencies are what a

COMPETENCIES -

person can do. ompetencies, not credentials,-
help you keep a job.

6. Is school the only place where Competencies
can be developed? Why, or why not?
COMMENT: Each person has been acquiring
certain competencies since ,birth`. Therefore,
competencies Can be developed in many d'if;/
ferent places.

7. What skills can you refine in school?
COMMENT: This might. include cornmuni-
eating wit4i others, getting along with others,
solving problems, and thinking critically, as
well as acquiring skills specific to subject Mat-
ter.

,

Close the discussiori with the idea that
students can use their own interests and abilities
in school subjects for career exploration.

Have students discuss The kinds of competen-
ties and credentialS their age group usually has.
You'may wish to list them on. the Chalkboard. After
students have identified typical competencies
and -credentials, ask them to explain how such'
credentials° and cOmpetencies are usually

' achieved (through school -courses, work ex-
pehence, voluriteerwork, hobbies, etc.). Then.ask
students to identify and list fiVe to ten of their per-
sonal competencies.. (This step, may be given as
an 'assignment between sessions. If eo,''be sure
studentS bring the list to the next session.)

The primary focus of Session One 'should be on
understanding'and personalizing the concept (the
firstand second learning phases).

);
..SesSidn'TWo

U
.1 the following example), as a" guide to

develop: and duplicate forms on which students

YoU may wish to ask etud ts to draW their own
are to record their credenti4s and competencies.

forms. In this case:draw a sample form. on'the
chalkboard.' '

EXAMPLE

41. SOURCES .

School,. -Experience

LIGII° I

RELATED CREDENTIALS

laCt et0414/
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Ask students to list their competencieS in- the Review.the instructions given on the use of the
left columh, using the cdmpetencies they iden School Subject Occupation -Index with the
tified in Session One In the middle column; . students' in the Career Information System Guide.
students are to indicate where and .how they ob- (These instructions also appear in the front of the.
tained the competency. In the right column, ask index.) Demonstrate the use of the index. to the
students to list any credentials related to the com- students by identifying Worker Trait GrouPs and
petencies. After students have completed their occupations related to a few selected school sub-
forms, ask them to list in Order of preference the , jects.
competencies which hold the most interest and Once students are familiar with the use'ofthe
value. for ,them., Direct students to disaiss and chart and the index, direct them to identify and ex-
share their forms.with others. Focus the discus- plore Work r Trait. Groups and occupations-0
sion on the relation of competencies to interest related to heir. preferred school subjects
and achievement in school subjects. dependentlY. Students s-hould use the Worker

Next, ask students to identify and list their Trait Group Guide and the materials filed in the
preferred school subjects. These may be subjects Career Information System to explore the Worker
students like, in whioh' they perform well, or sub- Trait Groups they identify. Encourage them to

ff.jects they want to explore. Direct students to rank continue this individualized exploration outside of
the subjects according to the strength of their class:(The students' exploration willbe continued
preference. in doing so; they should consider how in Session Four as a guided experience.)
much they like each subject, how well they per- The primary focus of Session Three should be
form in it, and how important it is .for thern to ex- on applying' the concept (the fourth learning
plore it. (Students will need, this .list in Session phase).
'Three.)
Option: Students may , share their competency Session Four
and school subject pi-eferences lists with friends, Help students continue the individualized ex-parents, or classmates who can help them con- ploration they started in Session Three. As theyfirm their interests and abilities or add new ones read the descriptions of the, Worker Trait Grioupsto the lists. This step should be completed be-
tween Sessions Two and Three. - and occupations related to their preferred sthool

The primary focus of Session Two should be on- subjects, they should be aware of the information
concerning competencies and credentials..Mhenhelping stUdents assess their' wn.competencies they center their exploration on a ,VVorker Traitas they relate,to school subjec n-is (the third lear

, Group and then on an occuption in that Worker
ing phase).

, Trait Group, they should list the related competen-
, cies and credentials. The following duestidps can

Session'Three

Show students the wall-Size'School Subject
Worker Trait Group Chart,,then direct them, to the
reduced chart contained in the Career Information
System Guide. Review the list of subjects. Th
courses offered in your school may not have the
same titles as those on the chart, so students may
need help in recognizing theft subjects on the,
chart. You may wish to Use a highlighter to in
dicate which subjects listed are offered in your

,school. Review with the students the Ichart in-
-,structions in the Career Information System
Guide and demonstrate how to find Worker Trait
Groups related to schOol subjects.

Ask students. to 'identify the Worker, Trait
Groups related_ to the school subject they ranked

.1.',as first in Session Two. They should write down .
the chart's subject title and number, then list the
titles and numbers of all the Worker Trait Groups
which have been coded "A" in the subject's row.

Show students hoW to use the chart to find sub-
jects rela,ted to Worker Trait Groups. If the
students have used other CIS access- materials,
such as the.,,Work Activities Checklist; the Mirk
Situations Cbecklist, or the Aptitudes _checklist,
they may wish to select a Worker Trait Group they
have already identified for further exploration.

help students identify :the related Competencies
and credentials:

What tasks must I be able. to perforni? (cam-
petendies)

What evidence dO I nee to show employers
that I should be7able to 'perform these tasks?
(credentialS)

In addition, direCt Students.to check.the related
school subjeots in Part III of th-e SchoolSubject
OcCUpatiOn Index and to compare theSe Courses
with Ahe torripetenCies they have listed: At. the
end of the. session, students should haVe their
competency list completed and the related
courses checked. Emphasize thatthey are not be7.
ing asked to make an occupational choice but that
they are learning the process of trelating school

. subjects and preparatifion to career exploration.
The primary focus of Session Four should be on

applying the concept (the fourth learhing phase).

Optional Sessions

Additional sessions may be added to tie the use
of the chart and index to schedule planning for the
follbwing year's courses or for tentative four-year



program planning. In addition, the use of the
Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck may be introduc-
ed. The deck has a""Preparation" section which
relates the Worker Trait. Groups to high school and
.post high school prdbiarris. Detailed instructions
on the use of the. Worker. Trait Group Keysorf Deck
are located in the Career Information System
Guide.

Conclusion

At this point, students should have a thorough
understanding of school subjects as they relate to
Worker Trait Groups and occupations within,
pose groups. They shouid have acquired the corn-
petency to:

understand the relation of school subjects to
Worker Trait Groups and their associated oc-
cupations through credentials and cornpeten-
cies.

describe the strength of the relation of school.
subjects to Worker Trait Groups or occupa-
tions.

. use their preferred school subjects to identify
Worker Trait Groups or occupations to explore.

identify the competencies and credentials
associated with a Worker Trait Group or od-.

cupation.

They should be able to use these competencies in
selecting current courses and in continuing their,
carew exploration.

Additional student skills can be developed
through the optional sessions. It is recommended
that students include tentative. high school
course/program planning as well as post high
school planning as part of their career exploration
experiences.

SECTION TWO

(Involving School Staff)

The Concept of career dOelopment as an on-
going process integrating all phases of work (oc,
cupational, educational, civic and community, arid
home and family) requires that'it be integrated
throughout the school. To integrate, career
development experiences . throughout the cur-

, riculum requires a commitment of time and effort.,'A major task in achieving this integration is.involv-
ing the' professional, staff of the school. The dif-
ficulty of,integration is increased by working with
a staff 'whose major concerns lie in specialized
areas Of instruction. In order to justify: a career
.developinent orientation, staff should be shown
its '"'Alit' in increasing students'.. ability . and
motration to master course work.
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It is important to, emphasize to teachers that
their involvement is part of a much broader se-
quence of, career development activities. They
need -.to be oriented to the school's career 4i
guidance .program, including a spedific orienta
tion to the Career Information System (CIS).
Understanding the experiences provided to
students for developing career exploration and
decision-making skills Will plit classroom con-
tributions into context. The section entitled
"Touring the Career InformatLon System" in the
Career Information System Guide may be
modified for the teachers' orientation.

The School Subject Worker Trait Group Chart
and the School-Subject -- Obcupation Index have
a specific relation to the teacher's career
guidance role and faction. With careful planning,
teacher's interest can be developed into active
participation.

The following are examples of techniques for
involving reachers in the utilization, of the chart
and index. Each of these techniques addresses
two goals: to help teachers make theft own in-
structional area more, meaningful tp students
through its relation to the knowledge and skills re-
quired-in the world of work; and to help teachers
see their area of specialization as part of a much
larger integrated system relating to .the career
development needs of youth.

1. A brief CIS orientation session should be pro-
vided to faculty prior to or- as part of their -in-
troduction to the chart and index. This orienta-
tion should then-4:12e included' :in the in-service
program8 for new teachers.

2. Work with department chairpersons. Since
they .are responsible for coordinating depart-
mental development and in- service programs,
they can assist in providing a unified approach
to the integration of career development con -
cepts into the curriculum. This approach can
also help alleviate duplication of experiences.
for students taking several courses within
specialized area.

Schedule a few minutes on the agenda of a
faculty meeting 'to generate interest in the
chart and index. Discuss thedirect and indirect
relation of the teachers'. subjects tc.a range of
occupations. Then show them the chart and in-
dex. This approach focuses attention on. the
need for such materials before they are in-
Iroduced.

4. Offer individual assistance to teachers in-
terested in using the,CIS materials. Career ex-
ploration can be integrated with course skill
development activities. For. example, students
learning to write a research report could use
the .CIS materials as research tools. Teachers
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could use the chart and index to advise
students interested in a subject area.

.
5. Ask one or two i terested teachers to help you

demonstrate to their students how the chart
a d index can e used to integrate career con- '

' ts and ac IN./Ries with subject content. Thi -
concentrated effort scan develop- into a suc-
eessful example which could later be
replicated in other classrooms.

6. Use the index to identify field tri'p sites and

,

resource speakers for classroom teachers.
Help: the teachers plan the field trips, schedule
the yse of resource perSOnS, and identify
career development goals Which complement

-course goals for each planned activity; Pre and
post ,discusSioris' should be planned to max-
imize thd experience.
.

The preceding. techniques may also be used to
introduce and implement other- CIS materials
within the classroom.

,

a



WORKER TRAIT GROUP KEYSORT DECK UTILIZATION GUIDE

The Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck may be
used to identify Worker Trait Groups related to the
students' interests, abilities, and other personal
characteristics. Students sort the cards on, the
basis of these characteristics, using the following
sorting faCtors: Work Activities, Work. Situations,

Squared leer

General Educational Development (GED), Prepara-
tion, and Physical Demands. The title, the number,
and a brief desdription of the Worker Trait Group
are printed on each card as well as a listing of oc-
cupational subgroup examples.

KEYSORT CARD ILLUSTRATION

Sorting Factors
Work Activities

. Work Situations
Physical Demands
GED
Preparation

Holes and notched
holes around the
border for the
sorting factors

Area WTG number = -40. 01 01
' WORKER TRAIT

ww4uP NUMBER
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paragraph .

111 g
2 4 5 5 7 113 15

WORK ACTIVITIES

Deck identification code

AM .
I '2 3 4 5,1 7 a 1 10

WORK SITUATIONS

LITERARY ARTS
11111 11(1 1 11111111 11111111111

1111, 0111 01111 11111 111 11111 1111611 4.111111111 1y11111111 111111111111. )11.1 1111 1 y1111 1 lh11

C1111111 11111 1k1( 111 1111 1 11111111110 ohoo llol tIhki ollolhdhho 1 111111 II

}
A36

SE tt It It 0

DECK
C E
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Qptional holes for individual schools' useExamples of
occupational
subgroups

Worker Trait Group title

The sorting f ctors are printed around the
T> , edges of the cards. he card's'edges also have a

seris/of numbered holes which represent the dif-
ferent Prts of the factors. Each of these factors
has a specific relationship with the Worker. Trait

Groy,ps. This relationship is shown by a notch or
punch in the appropriate, numbered hole. The-,
following example shows Chow one faator the
types of Work Activities relates to the Worker
Trait Group "Literary Arts."

Notches show the factior's. specific relationship to WTG

./* 111 irlig ip vo .
I 2 P O 5 G / 0 1 0 3 . 4 5 6

WORK ACTIVITIES WORK SITUATIONS

01.01
, WORKER TRAIT

GROUP NUMBER
'!

,
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(
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4
To identify the Worker Trait Groups related to a deck for Work Activity No 8, Creative. Thinking,

particular part of a factor, a special needle is used the sorting/needle would be insrffed, in the hole
to sort the deck pf.cards. For example,to sort the No 8 of the Work Activities section.

o,

Example

311
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The cards having the hole of Work Xctivity Vcir. 8
punched will'fall from the deck. These cards repre-
sent the Worker,Trait Groups involving Creative
Thinking_ The deck may be sorted to idently
Worker Trait Groups related to each factor part or
may be sorted to combine several-parts.

The basic sortingIechniquee and the different
kinds of sorting logic are described in detail in the
"Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck. Instructions"
section of the Career Information System Guide.
You should review these instructions and become
familiar with the use of the cards pribr to student
orientation.

It is suggested that students' be instructed on
the use of the cards in small groups. Each student
will 'need a Career Information System Guide and

.a Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck. Once
students .know how to hold the cards and use the,
needle, help them follow the specific instructions
for one of the sortin ctors. You may.wish to go
through, the instructio each time students are
working with a new' sor d factor, or students
may follow them on their own, requesting help as
needed.

You should. note the optional holes on the bot-
tom of the card: You'rnaywish to relate the Worker
rrait Groups to other clustering systems or infor--

.

mation: Those optional holes profide,you With the
flexibility of linkineother access variables and in;
formation to the deck.t.


